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It is hoped that the perusal of the accompanying
Report of the
Proceedings of the Biennial Convention of the Jewish Theological Semin¬
ary Association will inspire the reader with a wish to contribute to the
support of the Seminary , and to secure for it the support of the Congrega¬
tion or other organization
to which he is attached .
The following
information is therefore appended.
Membership in the Association is open to every Jew and Jewess , to
every Jewish congregation and kindred association.
Individuals may become patrons by the payment of Ten Dollars
a year , or subscribers by the yearly payment of Five Dollars.
Congregations or Associations may become members upon the pay¬
ment of dues , and be entitled to representation
at conventions , as
follows:
Congregations
and Associations of less than twenty -five members
pay Fifteen Dollars yearly , and are entitled to One Delegate.
Other Congregations
and Associations pay Twenty -five Dollars
yearly , and are entitled to one delegate , but may become entitled to
additional
delegates up to the number of ten. by the yearly payment of
Twenty -five Dollars additional for every delegate.
Donations of any amount , small or great , will be thankfully re¬
ceived . Donations (A fifty dollars or more are covered into the Sinking
Fund , of which the interest only maj r be expended.
Donations of Five Hundred Dollars or more entitle the donor to
Honorary Patronship.
Scholarships may be founded upon the payment of Two Thousand
Five Hundred
Dollars, and
Fellowships upon the payment of Five
Thousand Dollars.
Applications for Congregational
Membership , blanks for which will
be mailed to any address by the Secretary , and the names of patrons and
subscribers , or checks for donations , may be forwarded
to any of the
officers or trustees.
Applications for admission to the Seminary may be forwarded to
the President of the Faculty , to the President of the Trustees , or to Mr.
Max Cohen , Chairman Committee on Seminary , at the Seminary Build¬
ing , 736 Lexington Avenue , New York City.
Visitors to the building will be always welcomed.
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PROCEEDINGS
OF THE

SIXTH BIENNIAL CONVENTION
OF THE

JEWISH THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY

ASSOCIATION

OF AMERICA,

In accordance with the resolution passed in 1896, the
Convention was held in the building of the Mickve Israel
Synagogue , Philadelphia , Pa., on Sunday , Adar 26th , 5658
(March 20th, 1898), at 11 o’clock in the morning.
Hon . Joseph Blumen thaï , President of the Association,
called the Convention -to order with a few remarks of
welcome to the delegates and friends present.
Chas. Hoffman, Esq ., of Philadelphia , welcomed the
delegates on behalf of the Philadelphia Branch , and S. M.
Hyneman , Esq., in the name of the Jews of that city and
of the Congregation Mickve Israel.
Rev . Dr . D. Davidson of New York delivered the
opening prayer.
On motion of Max Cohen a Committee on Credentials
was appointed as follows: Max Cohen, Samuel Josephs , both
of New York, and Ephraim Eederer of Philadelphia.
On motion of S. M. Hyneman a Committee to nominate
officers of the Convention was appointed , consisting of S.
M. Hyneman , S. W. Korn , both of New York , and Benja¬
min F. Teller of Philadelphia.

The Committee on Credentials reported that the follow¬
ing congregations were represented:
Beth Israel , Philadelphia.
New York.
Shearith Israel ,
“
Rodef Shalom,
“
Ahawath Chesed,
“
,
Israel
Mickve
“
B’nai Jeshurun ,
“
Cholim,
Bikur
“
Zichron Ephraim ,
Adath Jeshurun , “
“
Kehilath Jeshurun ,
Branch J .T . S. A.
Philadelphia
Baltimore.
Chizuk Amuno,
J . T . S. A.
Branch
Baltimore
Ky.
,
Louisville
Sholom,
Berith
T . S. A.
J.
Buffalo Branch
Adath Jeshurun , Syracuse.
Krakauer Beth Elohim, Philadelphia . Syracuse Branch , J. T . S. A.
Teshuat Israel , Newport , R I.
Oheb Sholom, Baltimore , Md.
Temple Israel of Harlem.
B’nai Israel , Galveston , Tex .
Baltimore Hebrew Congregation , Baltimore , Md.
The following delegates and members were present.
Rev . Dr . D. Davidson
Rev. Dr . H . Pereira Mendes .
. Blumenthal,
Jos
Rev. A. H . Nieto,
P. Hays,
Daniel
A. R . Altmayer,
Korn,
W.
S.
Samuel Josephs,
Jacob Hecht,
Max Cohen,
Moses Ottinger,
Menken,
S.
Percival
Edw . L . Rothschild,
Jastrow,
Rev. Dr. M.
Gustav Cohen,
Hoffman,
Chas.
B. F . Teller,
Krieger,
Samuel
Levi Mayer,
Dr. S. Solis-Cohen,
Morris,
Wm.
Jacob Singer,
. W . Sternbach,
L
Dr.
Frank,
Mayer
David W. Amram,
Mrs. Eva Coons,
Chas. J . Cohen,
Morris Rosenberg,
Lazarus Mayer,
David Sulzberger,
Rev. S. S. Wise,
Newman Cowen,
Dr. B. Drachman,
Jonas Weil,
Isaac Rosskam,
H . S. Morais,
. Hoffman,
Chas
Rev. Dr. H . Iliowizi,
Klein,
Moses
Ephraim Lederer,
Goldbacher,
R.
M. Alkus,
S. M. Hyneman,
Wm. Gerstley,

/

Il
Miss Laura Mordecai,

Dr. A. Freedenwald,
Dr. Joseph Blum,

David Teller,
M. S. Levy,
Rev. Dr. Jos. H. Hertz.

The Committee on Officers for the Convention reported
as follows : President , Hon . Joseph Blumenthal , New York,
Vice-Presidents , Dr. Aaron Friendenwald , Baltimore;
William Gerstley , Philadelphia , and Moses Ottinger , New
York ; Secretaries , Percival S- Menken , New York , Ephraim
Lederer and Miss Laura Mordecai , Philadelphia .
The
report of the Committee was unanimously adopted.
The President of the Board of Trustees , Hon. Joseph
Blumenthal , then read his report :
REPORT OF PRESIDENT OF BOARD OF TRUSTEES.
When the Convention in New York two years ago
resolved that this , the Sixth Biennial Convention of the
Jewish Theological Seminary Association , should be held in
the City of Philadelphia , it was not with any foresight of the
great bereavement which should give a peculiarly intense
appropriateness to its being held in this city . The first
thought that comes to us as we greet each other here is the
sad reflection that he is not here who was himself the personal
symbol of our institution and of all that it stands for.
The death of Rev . Dr. Sabato Morais was a grievous
loss to the Mickve Israel Congregation , for whose best and
highest interests he offered the zeal and devotion of the four
decades of his maturity . To it and its members he was
bound by all those delicately tender ties which bind a loving
heart to those with whom he is affectionately associated for
so long a period of time ; with whose sorrows and griefs he
sympathetically participates , and into whose joys he
graciously enters.
But his public usefulness and beneficence were not con-
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fined to the four walls of his congregation , dear as they were
to him . For many years he was recognized as one of the
leading spirits in all communal efforts in the direction of
philanthropy —whether educational , eleemosynary or reli¬
gious. His counsel and guidance were ever sought . The
vast multitude that followed the funeral cortege escorting his
remains to their last earthly resting place ; the crowds in
vehicles and the throngs on foot, eager to bear their part in
the final honors to one whom they loved so well, testified to
the noble philanthropy of the man who gave of his best—
the labor of his heart , hand and mind —that he might aid in
lifting the burdens from the shoulders of the poor.
But to us at the Seminary the passing away of Dr.
Morais has been an especially grievous loss. It was unto him
as the apple of his eye. He saw in it the possibility of
placing Judaism here in America on a firm foundation in
line with the Judaism of other times and other lands ; that
it should be not a thing apart , not an American Judaism,
but Judaism in America , He realized that the only chance
of achieving this was to develop a corps of teachers in Israel
environed from their youth with American surroundings,
suffused with American habits and in turns of thought , but
instilled with the knowledge of Judaism that should be broad
enough for scholarship and deep enough for religion.
In his ardor , he created the Seminary . It was sustained
by his enthusiasm . From its inception it was dominated by
his lofty spirit . His love of learning has been its animating
impulse , as his piety has served as a sanctifying power. If
ever there was a doubt as to the vitality of the Seminary,
that doubt must now be dissipated . His life work must be
perpetuated . This sacred obligation devolves upon all who
honor the dauntless courage , the gracious modesty , the
splendid consistency , the loving tolerance of the devout and
reverent man of God who loved his people and served his
Maker.
An effort is being made to carry this purpose into
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practical effect. It is proposed to collect a Morais Endow¬
ment Fund sufficiently large to endow a professorship in the
Seminary . It is hoped that thus a permanent basis may be
given to the institution , so that an incumbent may be
secured whose scholarship and character will command for
him and the Seminary the respect of all who would have the
institution with the highest of its class, and the support of
those who would insure for the Jews in America a body of
earnest , well-equipped spiritual leaders and religious teachers.
It is needful , in order that this project for a Morais
Endowment Fund shall be successfully and worthily carried
out , that the entire body of Jews in America shall participate
in the movement . It must not be either a sectional or a par¬
tisan movement . He who is to be honored , and whose
memory is to be thus carried down to posterity , was distin¬
guished as a representative of the Jews of the whole country.
He who should be called to the position as the head of the
Seminary must be one who will be recognized as an exponent
of the best and highest thought of Israel.
It may be useful to state in this connection that some
progress has been made in this direction both in New York
and Philadelphia . The Hon. Jacob H. Schiff, with his usual
and exceptional liberality , has headed the list with $5,000,
thus adding another to the many obligations we are under to
him .
'
Since the death of the lamented President of the Faculty j
the task of supervising the pedagogic work at the institution
has fallen entirely upon the Rev . Drs. H. Pereira Mendes
and D. Davidson , with the assistance and counsel of the
Advisory Board of Ministers . Dr . Mendes and Dr . Maisner
have continued their regular instruction , the first in History,
the latter in Shulchan Aruch.
That the scope and possibilities of the Seminary are
beginning to be widely appreciated and recognized has been
evidenced within the past year by the generous donation of
$6,000 received from Baroness Maurice de Hirsch , through
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the efforts of Dr. Morais, with the assistance of the Hon.
Oscar S. Straus and the Hon . A. S. Solomons- This muni¬
ficence from abroad should certainly stimulate generosity at
home . It was a gift that came to us providentially at a time
of great need , when it was difficult to make collections for
the institution , owing to the depressed trade conditions , and
our most heartfelt gratitude is due and has been given to the
donor.
We have received a legacy of $300 from the estate of
Leonora Tynberg , for which we are indebted to the zeal and
friendship of J . P. Solomon , Esq ., who procured the same
for us.
It is a pleasure to report that the Rev . Henry M
Speaker , a graduate from the Seminary , and for a number of
years instructor in the institution in the Preparatory and
Junior Grades, received a call to fill the position of Principal
of the Gratz College in the city of Philadelphia , which
position he has occupied since the beginning of the present
year. Mr. Isaac Husik , another student of the Seminary , was
also engaged as instructor in the same institution . To fill the
position made vacant by the resignation of Mr. Speaker , a
temporary arrangement has been made by which a student
of the Senior Grade , Mr. Solomon Reich , has taken charge
of the Preparatory Class.
Two of our present Senior Class have already secured
positions : Mr. Michael Fried has been engaged for more
than a year as preacher in the Congregation Beth Aaron
of Brooklyn ; Mr. Bernard M. Kaplan , who officiated during
the last high holidays in the Congregation Shaar Hashomayim
of ' Montreal, Canada, has since then been regularly elected
preacher of that congregation.
Of our other graduates it is a pleasure to announce that
both Rev . Dr. Joseph H . Hertz and Rev . David H. Witten¬
berg continue their duties as Rabbi , the former in Syracuse,
the latter in Buffalo, while Mr. Friedman , formerly of the
Congregation Adath Israel of Harlem , has gone to Cleveland.
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At tlie request of the Jewish Prisoners ’ Aid Society some
of our Senior students officiated during the holy days of Rosh
Hashona and Kippur at the Auburn State Prison and at the
Penitentiary on Blackwell ’s Island . Their services were not
only satisfactory , hut they were the means of providing the
prisoners with needed prayer-books, etc. Some of our
students also, at the invitation of its President , addressed the
children in the Hebrew Sheltering Guardian Society Orphan
Asylum , and their efforts were warmly praised by the officers
of the Society and the Jewish press.
The work of instruction goes on regularly and system¬
atically , the details of which will be reported by a committee
of the Advisory Board. The students have organized,
beside the regular literary society that meets twice a month,
a Morais’ literary society , which also convenes once a fort¬
night , and whose deliberations as well as whose exercises are
entirely in the Hebrew language.
It will , no doubt , be generally conceded that this latter
organization affords a fair indication of the spirit of scholar¬
ship that is sought to predominate in the Seminary . We
fervently trust that we will not graduate any students who
are wanting in the elegancies of rhetoric and the graces of
oratory . But we are still fixed in our determination never to
send forth any one who, howsoever gifted he may be with
those elegancies and graces of secular education , has not built
for himself , with the aid of the facilities we place in his way,
that substantial substratum of learning without which the
teachings of fluency and theatricalness are but childish
playthings.
True to his love and interest for the Seminary , Dr.
Morais by his will left all his Hebrew books, consisting of
over 700 volumes , to our Library —this is a valuable addition
to it , and is another cause for our deep gratitude and
appreciation of the beloved deceased.
What is to be the practical work of the Convention?
Certainly in such a gathering as this there can be valuable
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suggestions offered respecting the conduct of the Seminary,
and the Trustees would be vastly benefited by heeding the
words of counsel. But , after all, the ultimate outcome of
nearly all such advice would result in the burning question
that confronts the Trustees in all the plans that they con¬
sider based on their experience and observation —the financial
question.
Before all else this is the question to which the Conven¬
tion must address itself. There must be some way of reach¬
ing the large community of Jews in this country , to secure
for the Seminary such support as will enable the Trustees to
maintain it efficiently. The institution needs at least ten
thousand dollars annually . Surely this is a sufficiently
modest sum for such a task as it undertakes under the con¬
ditions imposed upon it.
The Seminary must live . It will live. But it is for the
Jews of America to say, however , how it shall live . Whether
it shall limp along half-heartedly doing its work , or walk
erect with stout limbs and sturdy frame, performing well its
noble task . If Judaism is something more to us than a mere
sentiment , if it is a vital fact and a potent factor , then we
must realize that the Seminary is an absolute essential to
Judaism in America . It is essential , too, that the Seminary
shall be maintained in a high state of efficiency, affording its
pupils the best possible facilities for the pursuit of their studies.
I cannot close this report without expressing the deep
sense of personal bereavement and loss that the death of
Sabato Morais means to me.
For twelve years, since the establishment of the
Seminary , I had his full confidence and support , and was
benefited and strengthened by the sturdy , honest and
inflexible purpose that animated and controlled his whole
heart and soul in behalf of the Seminary . As a father , he
guided and advised me through all the troublous and vexing
problems that have come up for consideration and decision.
Knowing him as I did, holding the full measure of his
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friendship , is it strange that I should mourn his loss, as of
i one most dear and near to me? His memory shall ever be to
me that of the highest type of moral manhood —a Moses in
humility and meekness —a Jeremiah in vigorous denunciation
of wrong and stirring appeal for higher and nobler aspirations,
he lived and died for the honor and glory of Judaism and his
name will always be the synonym of truth , piety , consist¬
ency, love of man , and trust in God.
“ The law of truth was in his mouth , and falsehood was
not found on his lips ; in peace and equity he walked with
God, and many did he turn away from iniquity . ”
REPORT OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES.
To the Jewish Theological Seminary Association:

The Board met and organized on March 24th, 1896, and
elected the following officers :
President,
Vice-President,
Treasurer,
Secretary,

Joseph Blumenthal,
Dr. A. Friedenwald,
A. R. Altmayer,
Percival S. Menken.

The President appointed the following Committees ;
Seminary:—Max Cohen,' Dr. S. Solis-Cohen, Newman Cowen,
S. M. Roeder, Louis Ash, A. S. Solomons, and Percival S. Menken.
Finance:—Moses Ottinger, L. Napoleon Levy, Edward L.
Rothschild, Nathan Hirsch, Daniel P. Hays, Dr. A. Friedenwald,
and S. W. Korn.
Membership:—Jonas Weil, Jacob Singer, Samuel Josephs, A.
R. Altmayer, S. M. Hytieman, David Sulzberger, and Newman
Cowen.
Library:—Percival S. Menken, Moses Ottinger, David Sulz
berger, Max Cohen, and A. R. Altmayer.
House:—A. S. Solomons, Nathan Hirsch, and Pereival S.
Menken.
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We herewith submit the report of the Treasurer for the
last two years :
$ 2,516.22
Balance on hand according to last report ~
Receipts
.
.
.
.
.
. 15,786.60
Disbursements

.

.

.

.

.

$18,302.82
. $18,261.29

Balance

.

.

.

.

.

. $

4i -S3

Receipts.
March ist , 1896, to March 1st, 1898.
Balance on hand March ist , 1896
.
.
. $ 2,516.22
Donations
.
.
.
.
.
.
8,715 75
1,329.00
Congregations ,
.
.
.
Patrons and Subscribers
.
.
.
.
2,707-75
1,838.60
Philadelphia Branch, .
.
.
.
.
Baltimore Branch
.
.
.
.
.
478.00
Buffalo Branch
.
.
.
.
.
56.00
Cleveland Branch
.
.
.
.
.
61.50
300.00
Legacy, Leonora Tynberg
.
.
.
.
Moses and Marx Ottinger , in memory of their parents.
300.00
$18,302.82
Disbursements.
Interest , Taxes , Insurance and Discount
Furniture and House Supplies,
.
Stationery and Printing
.
.
Printing Report
.
.
.
Text Books
.
.
.
.
Collector’s Commissions
.
.
Traveling
.
.
.
.
Superintendent
.
.
.
Postage
.
.
.
.
Coal and Gas .
.
.
Expenses , Library
.
.
.
Salaries
.
.
.
.
Expenses , Convention in 1896
.

Carried Forward

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

$ i,i49 -38
150.18
45-65
288.75
29.06
171 37
158.21
478 74
80.39
546. 19
.
21.05
.
3,910.00
20.00

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

$7,048.97
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.

Brought Forward
Stipends
Board for Students
Janitor .
General Expenses
Washing
Repairs to Building

.
.
.
.

$7,048.97
1,430.00
3>°4 I-I3
260.00
*35-37
*34-70
511.12

.

Deposited ' in Emigrant Industrial Savings Institute
Deposited in Broadway Savings Bank,
•
Note Discounted

$12,561.29
. $ 2,200.00
.
1,000.00
.
2,500.00
$18,261.29

House No. 736 Lexington Avenue , valued at $>28,000.
subject to a mortgage of $ 12,000.
4 4- 10 acres of land in Yonkers , N. Y., valued at $10,000.
Library valued aft$ 1,500.
Permanent fund invested as follows :
Friedenwald Legacy
.
.
.
Trust Fund Congregation Shearith Israel

.
.

. $ 700.00
. 1,000.00

Invested in the Emigrants’Industrial Savings

Institution:
Other investments as follows :
In Emigrants ’ Industrial Savings
In Broadway Savings Bank
.

.
.

.
.

. $ 500.00
. 1,000 .00

Total Cash Investments

.

.

. $3,200.00

for

.

Terms of office of the following Trustees elected to serve
six years, expire:
Joseph Blumenthal ,
A. S. Solomons,
Dr . S. Solis-Cohen ,
Max Cohen,
S. M. Hyneman ,
S. W. Korn,
David Sulzberger.
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Acknowledgments are due for donations of books to the
Seminary to J . Rothschild , Mrs. S. Sternberger , Jacob H.
Schiff, Dr . H . P, Mendes, Dr. S. Morais, Dr . M. Blumenthal,
S* Barnett , Hon . Joseph Blumenthal and F . Gutkunst of
Philadelphia , a handsome picture of the late lamented Rev.
S. Morais, and also to S. W . Korn for his liberal donation of
clothing to the students during the holiday season.
It is proper here , in submitting this report , to minute
the demise of the founder of the institution , Rev . Sabato
Morais, whose loss the Seminary mourns , and whose place
cannot be refilled ; a man known for his steadfast adherence
to the principles and tenets of Judaism , who exemplified the
same by a long and active life. Benevolent to a fault , and
enforcing for himself a strict observance of the Law , yet
tolerant towards others , the leader for half a century of con¬
servative Judaism has gone to his eternal home . May the
example of his life-work be an inspiration for others to press
behind him in the path that he has so illustriously trod.
May his soul rest in peace.
The energetic work accomplished by the Philadelphia
Branch of the Seminary under the able leadership of its
President , Mr. B. L . Rothschild , also that of the Baltimore
Branch under our Vice-President , Dr . A. Friedenwald,
deserves special mention . It is not an easy task to build up
a membership for an institution of this character , never¬
theless the financial results obtained by these two branches
show the persevering energy of their respective heads.
In conclusion the Board also desires to extend its hearty
and sincere thanks to all its friends and fellow co-workers
who have during the past two years so ably and materially
aided in maintaining the work of the Seminary and
promoting its substantial welfare.
Respectfully submitted,
PERCIVAL

S. MENKEN,
Secretary.
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Since the closing of the books on February 28th, 1898,
there has been received the following;
Baltimore Branch .
.
.
Congregation Shearith Israel
Congregation Kehilath Jeshurun .
Congregation Teshuath Israel
Collected from Members .

.

• $398-00
.

100.00
25.00
15.00
33° .c°

REPORT OF THE PHILADELPHIA BRANCH.
To the

President and Board of Trustees of the Jewish Theological

Seminary Association.
Gentlemen:

—In

accordance

with

the custom

hereto¬

fore obtaining I herewith present the report of the work of
the Philadelphia Branch during the past two years.
The receipts and disbursements by Dr, L . W. Steinbach,
Treasurer of the Branch , during the period covered by this
report were as follows :
Dr.

Cr.

March ist , 1896, to March

March ist , 1896, to March

1st, 1897.
ist , 1898.
To receipts from dues and
By Printing, postage and
donations
.
.
. $776.00
collector’s commissions $132.40
March ist , 1897, to March
Remitted to the Treasurer
ist , 1898.
of the Association .
. $1,413.60
To receipts from dues and
donations
.
.
. $770.00
$1,546.00

$1,546.00

As usual the dues of Mickve Israel and Rodef Sholom
Con gregation were paid to the Treasurer of the Association

and are not included in the above statement.
It is to be regretted that there has been a slight falling
ofl in the receipts of the Branch attributable largely to the
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business depression through which the community has passed.
Whilst the Executive Committee feel that the membership
of the Branch should be much larger than it is, they
recognize that the conditions during the past two years were
not such as to conduce to better results . We sincerely hope
that with the advent of better times the Jewish community of
Philadelphia will do its full duty in assisting the Association.
The death of the Rev . Dr . Sabato Morais has been a
great and irreparable loss to the Philadelphia Branch.
Founded through his instrumentality , and inspired by his
fervor , his piety and his tireless interest , whatever the
Branch has accomplished for the Seminary Association was
largely due to his efforts. Ever ready to respond to the
demands made by it on his time and effort he gave it the
benefit of his experience , his knowledge and his abundant
energy . The sense of personal loss and bereavement experi¬
enced by our members is intensified by the knowledge that
the place he has left vacant in this organization cannot be
filled.
The Executive Committee in accordance with the
suggestion of the Board of Trustees of the Seminary Associ¬
ation , shortly after the death of Dr . Morais proceeded to
further the movement for the Endowment of a Chair in the
Seminary in memory of the founder . A General Committee
of seventy was appointed to carry the suggestion into effect,
and an appeal to the Jews of Philadelphia for contributions
to the cause has been issued and widely circulated . In
addition to this , a number of members of the Committee
have canvassed various sections of the city for the purpose
of interesting those who could not be reached by a circular
appeal . The complete returns of this canvass have not as
yet been received , but we have no doubt that the efforts of
the Committee will result in a substantial addition to the
Fund . We are confident that in the city in which the good
and noble , man whose memory we desire to consecrate by
this movement , labored so long and so ardently in every
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cause having for its object the welfare of his fellow-Israelites,
a generous and whole-hearted response will be made to the
appeal that has gone forth.
All of which is respectfully submitted by the Executive
Committee.
EDWARD L. ROTHSCHILD,

President.

EPHRAIM
Philadelphia

LEDERER,

Secretary.

, March 18th, 1898.

REPORT OF ADVISORY BOARD.

How sad is the task that devolves upon me, and who am
I that I should attempt it !
Time was when the report of the President of the Faculty
and Advisory Board, Sabato Morais, was presented by him
himself , who spoke such a wondrous earnestness and with
sincerity in every accent.
Upon me, the Secretary of the Advisory Board, falls the
duty to offer you the resumd of work accomplished by the
Seminary classes.
It was a gloomy evening for us on that November day
when for the first time we sat in the council as the Advisory
Board, with the sense of our loss due to the departure of our
leader to his eternal home pressing upon our hearts , still sore
with the freshness of the bereavement . We have met since
then each time to deliberate for the Seminary ’s advancement
and efficiency. We have sent to the Board of Directors our
suggestions , and would take this occasion to emphasize the
importance we attach to them . I shall presently draw the
attention of this convention to them.
The work accomplished ’must at present occupy our
attention . And first the report of Rev . Dr. B. Drachman:
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He writes as follows:
New York , March 16th, 5658.

I have the honor hereby to submit to you a general report on
the studies pursued by the classes of the Jewish Theological
Seminary under my instruction during the present winter term of
5658 (1897-98).
Senior

A Class.

Maimonides Moreh Nebuchim , the entire HDTpn (introduc¬
tion ) and 20 selected chapters of the first part ; History , from the
return from the Babylonial exile to the reign of Alexander Jannai.
Senior

B Class.

Job , 25 chapters , with exegetical comment and grammatical
explanatioa ; Ezekiel , 12 chapters with exegetical and grammatical
explanation ; Saadiah Gaon’s Emunoth Ye-deoth , the entire na 'ipn
and eight pages _of the first treatise ; Lectures ;on Biblical Versions,
including the main ancient translations such as Septuagint and
Targumim ; History , from the Babylonian exile to the reign of
Alexander Jannai.
Junior

Class.

Exodus , chapters XXV -XXX with the Targum Onkelos, the
commentary of Rashi and exegetical and grammatical explanation;
Pirke Aboth , 4 Chapters with the commentary of Bertinoro;
Lecture on Biblical Archaeology ; History the same as in the two
higher classes.
It is also worthy of note that various members of the senior
classes have preached in the Seminary Synagogue during the term,
some of whose sermons have been revised and corrected by me.
The students also maintain two literary societies , one conducted in English and one in Hebrew , which are of great benefit
to them in their training for the ministry.
Second. The report of
I . Talmud . Ketuboth
42. Average attendance 16
II . Talmud . Chullin

Professor Joffe. It runs as follows:
( Jurisprudence ) from page 1 to page
out of 22.
(Jewish hygiene and dietary discus-
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sion). Second year, page 31 to page 59. Average attendance 10
out of 13.
III . Yore Deah (codified law) corresponding with Chullin,
IV . Jewish Ethics . Some 200 paragraphs and as many
quotations suitable for homiletic use. Average attendance 18
out of 19.
V. Talmud Jerushalmi . Ketuboth.
Ten Sub-divisions of the first chapter . Average attendance
2 out 2.
VI . Dialectics and logic. Average attendance 2 out of 2.
VII . Directions as to memorizing Dinim, etc. Average
attendance 2 out of 3.
By the end of the season I expect to reach in subject I.
to page 59 ; in subject IT.' to page 84 ; in subject III . to corres¬
pond with No. 2; subject IV ., I expect to add 200 more para¬
graphs and quotations ; in subject V., ten more sub-divisions;
while subject 6 and 7 will be continued.
Third . The report of Mr. Reich appointed to take charge of
the preparatory class, formerly in charge of Rev. H. M. Speaker,
is as follows:
The Preparatory class has been instructed from February x2
up to this day, in the following subjects : Grammar —Verbs Pe
Guttural , Ayin Guttural and Lamed He . Bible: Chapters 20, 21,
22,^ 23 of and all of Rashi, appended to these chapters.
Also grammatical explanations of occurring verb -forms. His¬
tory : Judges from Daniel up to Samuel’s death . Jeremiah:
Chapters xo, x1, 12 and nearly all of 13, with , grammatical and
other explanations . Mishnah : Bezah : Chapter II , Section 1-10,
inclusive Chapter III , Section 1 and 2. Composition : five sen¬
tences studied each week, based on the grammar , to be translated
and brought in for correction . I began the study of History with
the class at so late a date that I have little to report.
Fourth . I have to report that I have given and am giving a
special course of lectures upon ‘‘ Jewish History spiritually pre¬
sented .” Touching first upon that as presented in the Pentateuch
and to include at least some of the Nebiim and Ketubim.
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The Advisory Board suggests that the teaching staff be
increased by enlisting some learned rabbis in sympathy with
the cause of the Seminary for general work and Semitics.
We express our most cordial approval to honor the
memory of Rev . Dr . Sabato Morais by securing for the
institution a man of acknowledged erudition and standing in
the Jewish world, to extend the scope of the Seminary ’s work.
We take this opportunity of expressing our hope that at
an early date the Seminary will be moved to more academic
surroundings . Its present location in a busy and somewhat
noisy neighborhood , is very objectionable , as undisturbed
quiet is absolutely necessary for study and for teaching.
We take pleasure in stating that the students conduct
sacred services , and that at Sabbath afternoon services they
preach in turn , thus obtaining self-possession and a most
valuable training in the composition and delivering of
sermons.
We take further pleasure in the fact that some of the
students are engaged as teachers in leading Sabbath and
mission schools, thus obtaining invaluable experience in the
work which will fall to them in their ministry , not simply
as rabbis , but as pastors.
We congratulate the Seminary upon the election of one
of its graduates to the responsible position of Principal of
Gratz College, aud of another Seminary student , trained in
Philadelphia by Dr . Morais, who has been thought worthy
of a position in the faculty of Gratz College.
We wish to commend the earnestness of Rev . Dr. B.
Drachman , Professor Joffe, and Mr. Reich , for their zeal for
the welfare of the students , and their desire to help their
progress.
The results of examinations in June last were most
satisfactory.
The number of students attending the Seminary is 32.
We earnestly charge those graduates who have passed
through the portals of our Seminary to preach the Word as
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Rabbis , and to act as shepherds , to continue to be faithful to
the example and teachings of the late Rev . Dr. Sabato
Morais, and to be loyal to Historical Judaism , under whose
flag they have been trained , and to which they owe education.
We charge those men , Joseph Hertz in Syracuse , David
Wittenberg in Buffalo, M. Friedman in Cleveland , M. Fried
in Brooklyn , Bernard Kaplan in Montreal , Henry Speaker
and I. Husik in Philadelphia , to be true to Historical
Judaism , and to show by their efforts in the discharge of
their sacred duties that the Seminary was created to train
men , to keep congregations faithful to God and to Torah;
to uplift humanity ; to learn and to teach ; themselves to
perform , and by example and precept to carry their flocks
forwards and upwards , but always , always God wards.
DAVID DAVIDSON ,
j
Committee
H , PEREIRA MENDES , j Advisory Board.
Sec. Advisory Board.

On motion of E . E . Rothschild of Philadelphia , the
report of the Advisory Board was referred to a Committee
consisting of Rev . Dr . H. Iliowizi , Rev . Dr . J . H . Hertz,
Rev . A. H . Nieto , Henry S . Morais, Rev. Henry M. Speaker.
On motion of Dr. S. Solis-Cohen, the President ’s report
was referred to the following Committee : Charles Hoffman,
Daniel P. Hays and Eevi MayerThe Trustees report was referred to a Committee con¬
sisting of Jacob Singer , A- R . Altmayer , S. Kieger , E . ERothschild , S. W. Korn , Isaac W. Roskam and Jacob Hecht.
On motion of Daniel P. Hays that a Committee be
appointed to report the names of seven trustees to serve for
six years , the President then appointed Daniel P. Hays,
R . Goidbacher , William Morris, Max Cohen and S. Josephs
on the Committee.
Dr . S. Solis-Cohen moved that a Committee be appointed
to express resolutions expressive of the Convention ’s profound
sorrow in the death of Rev. Dr. Sabato Morais, and the

)
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President appointed Dr. S. Solis-Cohen, Rev . Dr . M.
Jastrow , Rev. Dr. H. P. Mendes, Rev . Dr . D. Davidson,
Benj. F. Teller , Moses Klein and M. Alkus.
A recess was then taken until 2,30 p. m. when the Con¬
vention continued its session.
The Committee on Nomination for seven Trustees to
serve for six years , reported the following names : Joseph
Blumenthal , Dr . S. Solis-Cohen, S. M, Hyneman , A. S.
Solomons, Max Cohen, S. W. Korn and William Gerstley,
and the Secretary was instructed to cast one ballot for their
election , which was done.
Dr. S. Solis-Cohen, Chairman of Committee on Resolu¬
tions to express sorrow of the Convention on the death of
Rev . Dr. S . Morais reported as follows :
MINUTE.
To the world-wide expression of grief for the death of
Sabato

Morais , of veneration for his character and of honor for

his exceptional services to Judaism , it is fitting that the Jewish
Theological Seminary Association, at the first meeting after its
great bereavement should add its formal tribute . Words are not
needed to evidence the sentiments of this body, nor able to voice
them adequately . But deeds are needed and deeds can show how
deeply the teaching and example of our revered leader have im¬
pressed us. The inestimable value of his services to the Seminary
is forcibly made manifest when now we are compelled to look for a
successor as President of the Faculty . To obtain a scholar of the
needed reputation , character and abilit} 1, an endowment fund of
not less than one hundred thousand dollars is required , nor can
even thus the whole force and impetus given to its work by Dr.
Morais be replaced.
It remains for each of us, however humble , to do his share of
the work modestly, earnestly and with unceasing vigor and
determination ; so that this noble life shall , not have been lived in
vain ; so that the great object of our leader ’s teaching and doing,
the preservation in America of Judaism , which is Divine Truth,
shall be furthered by his disciples and pupils . Not grief but
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courage must be our inspiration ; not talk but action our
response
to the message that comes to-day, as ever, from his
undying spirit.

The minute was adopted by a rising vote of the Con¬
vention.
Rev . Dr. M. Jastrow and Rev . Dr . Joseph H. Hertz and
Daniel P. Hays delivered a few feeling remarks in memory
of the deceased, the Rev . Sabato Morais, and
Rev . Dr . H.
P. Mendes gave the following address :
Address

by Rev . Dr . Mendes.

The personage , whose mere presence was inspiration , is
absent.
Stilled is the heart that throbbed for Zion’s Law,hushed is the
tongue
that taught the Holy Word and spoke the npn ^Kl ynynt ’K
pin
“ Be strong and of good courage , fear not nor be
dismayed, ” to
those who love that Law and revere that Word ; to those who
swear
fealty to the standard of Historical Judaism , to which he
was so
loyal, and who think , who work and who pray for the day
when the
mission of Historical Judaism shall be fulfilled and mm fcttfn
O-'^ WD "n “QTi “ Zion’s Law shall be Law for man, ana
from Salem
the word of God shall stir the world.” Alas ! that
man who spoke at
times as if a very prophet ’s fire set his words aglow to
burn into
our hearts , to illumine duty , to cheer in sadness and in
despair , that
man has passed through the valley of the shadow of death.
And we are here to mourn!
But surely, we are here not only to mourn and, assuredly ,
we
are not here to pronounce eulogium upon that man who
forbade it.
non DTI Dl'p^J rVhftO“ It is our duty to fulfil the
directions of the
deceased. ” We are here to continue his work; to labor for
that
very Law for which his heart throbbed ; to serve the
same Holy
Word which his tongue taught ; to declare and practically
prove our
love and our reverence for the Law and the Word .
Yes, to swear
again our fealty to Historical Judaism , and to plan, to train
men to
think, to work and to pray for the day when “ the earth
shall be
filled with the knowledge of the Lord , as the waters cover
the sea.”
I say, to train men to pray . I mean spiritual men who
will wrestle
spiritually with God in prayer , and who will, therefore , be
more
than rabbis or pastors . For they will teach their
congregations
how to live with God, and how each man shall take in
prayer his
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, encour¬
sorrows and his troubles to the Father of all, for guidance
who will
agement and consolation . Such men must we train —men
congregants
their
and
,
congregants
their
to
bring God nearer
nearer to their God.
fireStrange are the ways of God ! When Israel required the
Moses
souled Moses to inspire fidelity to God, the wise-hearted
was
to guide the settlement in the land they invaded , that Moses
dead.
When Israel needed the pure -minded Samuel to stand against
was dead.
a Solomon’s defection , a Rehoboam 's folly, that Samuel
threaten
,
dangers
new
,
Now, new problems , new difficulties
tide
vast
’s
immigration
,
American Judaism . Defection increases
gathers,
Prejudice
.
difficulties
has created new problems and new
Bulgarian atro¬
so that voxpopuli, which passed resolutions against
of Algerian
story
sad
the
before
silent
is
,
cities or Armenian outrages
outcries.
Parisian
or
outbreaks
such
But the one whose ripened experience would have been of
counter¬
in
and
difficulties
and
^
problem
value in studying these
, we need
acting this prejudice has been taken from us when, indeed
him.
the
Not here is the place , and not now is the time to speak of
to
due
and
problems and difficulties at this moment in my mind,
that very tide of immigration.
Permit me only to say that they are problems and difficulties
front , and sup¬
in grappling with which ministers must be in the
women.
porting them must be all good men and all pure
Again will I say, strange are the ways of God.
go,
When Moses began his work and spake : “ Let my people
be
would
yet
grander
that
not
that they may serve Me,” he knew
Revelation
that
not
knew
he
for humanity the Revelation of Sinai;
would follow.
knew
When Samuel founded his schools of the prophets , he
the
fire
would
duty
holy
and
reverence
not that thus keeping alive
never¬
,
them
entered
even
never
they
souls of men who, though
to thrill
theless would utter words which would live through ages,
sons
the
hearts in lands then unknown , to inspire and offer ideals to
of people then unborn.
, he
When Johanan ben Zaccai founded his school at Javne
, let
which
,
knew not that he kindled then the torch of Rabbinism
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its enemies say what they will, gave the light which through dark
days and through gloomy centuries inspired , cheered , and bade
‘exiles look God-ward in their via dolorosa, and martyrs in their dance
to death die with God’s name on their lips.
When Sabato Morais founded this Seminary, he did so on lines
which he thus describes in his first report as President of the
Faculty , just ten years ago:
“At the basis of our Seminary lies the belief that Moses was
in all truth inspired by the living God to promulgate laws for the
government of a people sanctified to an imprescriptable mission, . . .
That these truths have not been denied by any of the prophets who
succeeded Moses; that our sainted seers laid the greatest stress
upon moral injunctions , simply because ceremonial observances
were mistakenly regarded by many of their contemporaries as an
exemption from principles of social rectitude , the founders of the
Jewish Theological Seminary hold as their Credo .”
The necessity for a call to action on those lines exists also
to -day . But a greater necessity exists, if greater there can be, for
the existence of the Seminary.
True , it is’ to keep still loyal hearts that were loyal then.
True , it is still to maintain ideals of learning and culture as the
ideals for the graduates of the Seminary , that they shall still be
true to prophet and sage . And it is more. It is to teach our grad¬
uates to honor philanthropy and work for humanity , but not to
make philanthropy the end of all religion , and not to substitute
humanity entirely for God . Pupils must not be lecture platforms.
Sermons must make after righteousness . Preachers must not say,
Choose this or choose that , choose God or Baal, choose Sabbath
or Sunday . They must themselves, by their own lives, choose the
right, and strictly must they maintain it. No ! They must not say
“ choose !” They must themselves set the example and show them
which to choose!
Sabato Morais knew all this right well.
But could he foretell ten or twelve years ago that immense
communities would grow in every city, faithful to so-called ortho¬
doxy, but yet needing so sadly to be spiritually uplifted , observant
of forms, but yet needing so sadly spiritual men, spiritual guides
who would be acceptable to them because loving what they love
and honoring what they honor ?

i.
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The future of American Judaism will be powerfully affected
by the Russian Jew.
Who shall minister to him and his thousand congregations ?
Shall we say to him, “ Stand aside, for I am holier than thou, ” and
leave him to fight his own spiritual fight ?
Who shall take him by his hand , or rather his children ? Is
there not here grand work for the graduates , work of which Sabato
Morais could hardly have dreamed twelve years ago ?
Our own safety, our own good name, require it.
We have to choose between striving for learning and culture,
or allowing these communities to honor learning of but one kind
in their own peculiar way, to maintain services which show little
love for culture , and which repel—methods which fail in the second
generation.
Those congregations will be either the fame or the shame of
American Judaism . They can make the American Judaism of the
future equal to the Golden Age of Spanish Judaism in the past.
Or they will, by uncouthness , or by infidelity, or by lax ideas of
moral right in business or social life, feed the prejudice against us
in this country.
Our own safety , therefore , demands that we shall not neglect
these congregations . Our own interests require that they shall be
supplied with ministers who shall be acceptable to them , because
learned in lore, and , therefore , worthy of their respect , loving the
religion which they love, practicing the Law which they revere—
yes, setting the example of obedience to Israel ’s religion, respect
for Israel ’s Prophets and sages, and , above all, of reverence for
Israel ’s God and His word, the Torah,
Yet we need not the Seminary for the sake of supplying the
spiritual wants of Russian congregations only. We, indeed , require
it for our own spiritual needs and for our own children ’s spiritual
well-being.
The environment of our children is different from that which was
our environment when we were young . With us, our own parents
took us by the hand and led us to the house of worship. With our
own ears we heard their loved voices mingling in praise to the Cre¬
ator and proclaim their loyalty to His Law; with our own eyes we
beheld that their love for our religion was a something that was
real and earnest . Their example, their demeanor , their earnestness,

/
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proved it. Our children to-day see less or even nothing of this.
Oft do parents send their children to the sacred house of prayer,
while they absent themselves . Alas for that object lesson of
dis¬
loyalty ! Seldom or never do children hear their parents sing the
praises of God with their own voices, and prove their loyalty to
Him by their own personal or home-life. How much greater,
therefore , is our need for ministers who will be spiritual guides , who
will add to that learning which commands honor, sincerity which
commands respect , earnestness which commands love, example
which commands obedience . Thus , let us perceive the need of
increasing the efficiency of our institution . Thus , let me plead for
your efforts to swell the endowment fund , to found a professorship,
the chair of which shall be filled by a man who shall add to the
Seminary’s power for good.
Yet, let me say this , and I think I speak as he would speak,
even he whose absence we miss to-day so sorely :
“ Why honor me, Sabato Morais ? Who am I that I should be
honored by your attempting anything in my name for the sake of
the Torah and for the sake of God ? Think not of me, but think,
attempt , work for God and Torah . Establish this endowment by
all means, but not for me, not for Sabato Morais . But again I say,
for God and Torah .”
My friends , true it is that there have been mistakes made,
many of them in connection with our Seminary . But who is infal¬
lible ? Know ye a certain book called the Bible ? You will not
find the name of one man from cover to cover of the whole
Book
who was perfect . Therein lies the beauty of the Bible. It
shows
us men as they were, men, only human bemgs , and not gods.
Imperfect every one ! even as we, who are here to-day, are our¬
selves all of us imperfect!
But let us try to correct the past faults as our riper experience
now teaches us. Let us band together with renewed strength ,
less
for Sabato Morais , whose memory we revere , and more for the sake
of the God whom we love and the Torah to which we swear allegi¬
ance.
This , then is our cry, to inspire us to work, to give us strength
to persevere , to give us the faith which means the triumph . It is
the cry of the Seminary —I raise it—il God and Torah !”
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Address by Rev . Dr . M. Jastrow.
. said that not only Mickve Israel Congregation
Dr
The Rev.
Seminary, but Judaism at large , had
Theological
and the Jewish
l'evered leader “ He for whom we
the
of
death
the
suffered by
mourn, ” continued the speaker , “ has expressed his desire that no
memorial in any form or shape should be held for him. Doubtless
he felt that in an age in which eulogies are so cheap, when every
one spoken of or written of is, at the time of his death , the greatest
or noblest that ever lived ; in an age of vague , empty exaggeration,
there is only one way of revering the memory of those who are
truly great , and that is in silence. ‘Silence is praise, ’ says the
Bible. The deepest grief is not that which is poured out in
lamentations . I have found that where there was the loudest
lamentation , there soon followed an easy consolation . It is not so
with those who feel grief deeply in the heart . They have no voice.
They say to God ‘Silence is praise .’ It is the loudest , truest
expression of grief.”
“Those who have possessed a treasure should carry it with
them throughout their lives. We have had Dr . Morais ! No, he is
not dead . He lives. We have him still, and for this Seminary
Association he is certainly not dead , but lives in the hearts of all
who care for the cause of Judaism in this country . There is no
greater joy for a father than to be excelled by his children . We
should maintain what Dr . Morais has established and extend his
work. This is our duty . There is no more active Jewish commu¬
nity in all the world than exists in this country . Those who know
what is done here stand in admiration . This activity is not always
well bestowed . The means are present , the will is there , the heart
is throbbing , but the knowledge of Judaism as a factor in our
civilization , in our political and social life is lacking . What a
powerful factor it might be if truly acknowledged and known. It
has become fashionable to ridicule certain things which our
ancestors held sacred . If you could speak to these young men,
you would find enthusiasm for what is good and noble. The only
fault is that they lack knowledge of the treasures of Judaism . To
remedy this we need teachers , teachers of the highest attainments,
who have drunk liberally at the well-spring of Judaism .”

The following communication setting forth the needs
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and endorsing the cause of the Seminary was then read
and
ordered to be printed in this report :
A Hebrew Message to the Jewish Theological
Seminary.
The Jewish Theological Seminary of New York, was
scarcely
known among the bulk of our Orthodox brethren till
recently.
Their influential Jargon journals , with perhaps but one
exception,
have treated this institution with profound silence.
Even the
weekly Journal H 'lbri of New York, the only paper
published in
the sacred language , in that modern Babylon , had
seldom any
friendly reference to that Seminary. The departure of the
Rev.
Dr . S. Morais, head of the faculty , has completely
revolutionized
the attitude of our foreign born coreligionists towards
the Semi¬
inary. The “Ibri ” is no more antagonistic to it; on the
contrary,
by publishing the Appeal issued by the “ Morais Memorial
Fund,”
it indicated a feeling of friendliness.
A more valuable endorsement has been gained for the
Semi¬
nary from a somewhat lengthy editorial of the eloquent
Hebraist,
Mr. Schur , in-No. 16 “ Hapisgoh, ” of Chicago . The
sentiments of
this American Oracle of Zionism, for the Seminary seem to
me to
be of such importance , that I wished I had a chance to
express
the same in English to those who have the cause of this
institution
at heart.
Mr. B. Schur says in his journal “-Hapisgoh ” No . 16.
“ Prominent Philadelphians have issued an appeal
through
“Hapisgoh, ” to coreligionists all over the United States , to raise a
“ Morais Memorial Fund, ” for the purpose of
establishing a per¬
manent Chair at “ The Jewish Theological Seminary of
New
York,” which shall be occupied by a leader of Jewish thought
and
feeling, worthy to succeed the lamented President of the
Theolog¬
ical Faculty .”
“The effort is a noble one, on the part of those who
have
issued the appeal, ” continues Mr. Schur. “For apart from
honoring
the memory of the departed sage, who justly deserved
to be
honored , they will erect a strong pillar to support this House
of
Learning . With this alone, however, their duty to the
Seminary
at large , is far from being fulfilled. A professor , no
matter how
great a savant , can not individually fill the mission of the
Seminary
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at large . If we wish that the Seminary should produce Rabbis of
commanding influence and respect among all our coreligionists of
America ; if that wing of Jews hailing from Eastern Europe , who
adhere to Jewish traditions , are to revere the seminary graduates
as worthy and competent teachers in Israel , then it is our duty to
extend the usefulness of the Seminary and increase its staff of
professors by the most learned , most sincere and most enlightened
teachers of Jewish lore. Such an increase of the teaching -staff
;,
will naturally attract a larger number of students to the Seminary
would
congregations
the result will be that not alone Orthodox
look for their guides to the . Theological Seminary, ' but even such
congregations who are wavering between Conservatism and
Reform , will gladly avail themselves of the opportunity thus
offered to them by this institution.
“ We deem it our duty to state that the time is ripe for Ortho¬
doxy to realize, that only by advancing with science , can we hope
to strengthen the ancient Fort of Judaism ! and that such progress
can best be made through the medium of the Theological Seminary,
conducted in the broader sense. Not a Seminary devoted for
praying to the Dead for the living ; not a House of Learning
where the saying of the “ Kadish ” constitutes the vital principle
of Judaism ; but a Theological School for the dissemination of
Biblical and Talmudical science ; the knowledge of the sacred
language , literature and wisdom of Israel . Then will this Seminary
become an honor and blessing to the Congregation of Israel in
America!
“ We feel certain , that should the Representatives of our
people issue an appeal to every Orthodox congregation throughout
the land , and should they lay stress upon the urgent necessity for
the enlargement and improvement of this great school, in order tO'
make it the fountain -head of pure and true Judaism in this
country ; their appeal would be welcomed and meet with a favor¬
able response . Every community or congregation from all over
the land would cheerfully contribute annual subscriptions towards
the maintenance of the Rabbinical Seminary.
“You Honorable Gentlemen , who have taken upon yourself
the noble task of appealing to our brethren for the creation of a
‘ Morais Memorial Fund, ’ Arise ! and extend your sphere of
activity . Let a joint appeal be issued by you together with
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Representatives of other cities to every Orthodox congregation in
the United States , to contribute their shares towards the permanent
establishment and enlargement of the Rabbinical Seminary, whence
learning and light shall go forth to all Jews of America . By such
an action you will show the greatest honor to the blessed memory
of Dr. Sabato Morais. For a Theological Seminary, in this
broader sense, was the hope, aim and object of his life !”
The above editorial needs no comment on my part , but it
rather calls for united action on the part of all those entrusted
with the care of the Jewish Theological Seminary, to whose kind
attention this communication is most respectfully submitted.
Moses Klein.
Philadelphia

, March 20th , 1898—Adar 26th , 5658.

The Committee on the Report of the President of the
Association then presénted the following report:
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTS REPORT.
We concur with the President in his tribute to the memory of
our departed leader, Rev. Dr. Sabato Morais . The loss sustained
by the Seminary in his death is indeed great , but though he is no
more here in person, yet his spirit abides with us . The man is no
more, but the cause to which he consecrated his life, the institu¬
tion which he founded and furthered , still endures . Upon us, his
followers and associates, devolves the holy task of carrying on the
work of supplying to the Jews of America true guides and leaders.
The need for them is urgent ; the preservation of Judaism awaits
upon our action , upon our zeal, upon the success of our efforts.
The Jewish communities of America are waiting to receive them.
It matters not if these communities be large or small in size, but
that wherever the Alumni of the Jewish Theological Seminary
may be, they shall stand for enlightenment , learning and Godloving piety.
To this end the supreme need of the Seminary at this critical
period in its existence is the selection of the proper successor to
the late President of the Faculty ; one who shall combine learning
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and character , who shall attract to the Seminary the rising hope of
the land, and who shall unite the confidence and support as well of
the Jewish Macaenases as of the great bulk of American Jewry.
We respectfully urge upon the Board of Trustees , that wherever
this man be found , whether here or abroad , whether advanced in
years or in youthful vigor, whether celebrated or unknown , they
shall courageously appoint and support him in this great work.
To this high end the Morais Memorial Endowment should be
devoted . The movement in this direction is but begun . If its
true purpose is understood it will eventually attain its purpose.
It is as the President has said, national in its scope and should not
be restricted to a few localities . The co-operation of our Russian
co-religionists all over the country , who are our natural allies,
should be invited , not only for the financial support immediately
obtained , but also that they should be in touch with the Seminary’s
work and be brought within the radius of its influence.
In this connection also the work of propaganda should be
emphasized . Continuous efforts should be made to bring new
communities to act in conjunction with us; co-operation of the
rabbis can be secured and an advocate sent to various cities and
towns to present our cause , establish branches and secure mem¬
bers. We need the people to be with us, as well as the generous
support of such noble-hearted benefactors as the Baroness de
Hirsch and Jacob H. Schiff.
The satisfaction that our graduates have given in the respective
positions to which they have been chosen is the best assurance of
the efficient character of the training that our Seminary has given
them . The useful tasks to which our under -graduates are set in
schools and penal institutions is noble in itself and conduces to
their better preparation for their subsequent career . This must
be the most gratifying reward to the faculty of the Seminary for
their devoted and self-sacrificing work. To them , one and all, our
heartfelt thanks are due.
We congratulate the President upon the able and eloquent
report that he has presented , and especially concur with the
thought to which he gives expression when he says : “We fervently
trust that we will not graduate any students who are wanting in the
elegancies of rhetoric and the graces of oratory . But we are still
fixed in our determination never to send forth any one of secular
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education who, howsoever gifted he may be with those elegancies
and graces , has not built for himself, with the aid of the facilities
we place in his way, that substantia ] substratum of learning without
which the teachings of fluency and theatricalness are but childish
playthings . ”
To Mr. Blumenthal ’s steadfast service and to his appreciation
of the spirit of the Seminary, to his hearty co-operation with Rev.
Sabato Morais in all the latter ’s plans and hopes, the Seminary
Association is deeply indebted for the success that has thus far
attended its operations.
Yes, the Seminary must live, but it must not only live, but live
nobly. It must be a source of pride and honor to the Jews. It
must stand abreast of our great secular institutions of learning .
It must typify in itself and through the influence that it spreads all
that is noblest , highest and holiest in our faith . To this high pur¬
pose all our efforts are consecrated.
Respectfully submitted,
Charles
Hoffman,
Dan ’l P . Hays,
Jacob Singer,
A. R. Altmayer,
Levi Mayer.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON TRUSTEES'
REPORT.
The Committee on the Trustees ’ Report presented the
following:
We congratulate the Association on the wise and prudent
administration of its affairs and the success with which they have
managed to meet the necessities of the institution.
The Committee particularly endorses the proposed Morais
Memorial Fund and hopes that an earnest effort will be made to
add to it not only in the cities at present represented in the
Association’s membership , but throughout the entire country.
They suggest that an activé propaganda be carried on through-
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out the country in the interest of the Seminary Association , in the
assurance that the sentiment of Conservative Judaism for which the
Association stands , will, if earnestly appealed to, result in the
gradual growth of its influence and the expansion of its resources.
S. Krieger,
E . L. Rothschild,
‘ Samuel

W . Korn,

Jacob Hecht,
I. Rosskam.

The Committee appointed to consider the report of the
Advisory Board of Ministers of the Jewish Theological
Seminary begs leave to report as follows:
First. We note with satisfaction the progress of the students
in the various branches of study , indicative of the high standing of
the Seminary as a seat of Jewish learning.
Second. We hail with a great deal of delight the new feature
of Jewish training of the Morais Society, spontaneously begun by
the students themselves . The fact that of their own accord they
have organized this society, in which all discussions, papers and
proceedings are carried on in the Holy Tongue , is the strongest
refutation of all those that cavil at the work done in the Seminary.
More than any other thing this ought to convince the most indiffer¬
ent of the glorious spirit animating the students.
Third. The practical experience which the students gain by
teaching Sunday school, by Sabbath afternoon sermons, etc., can
not be too much commended.
Fourth. We acknowledge the faithful and painstaking work
done by the various teachers and preceptors of the Seminary.
Fifth. We furthermore express our entire confidence in the
ability of the able Advisory Committee , Rev. Dr . Mendes and
Rev. Dr . Davidson , to superintend the work of the Seminary and
to suggest such improvements as they may from time to time see
fit.
H. Iliowizi,
J. H . Hertz,
A. H . Nieto,
H. M. Speaker,
Henry S. Morais.
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Mr. David Sulzberger moved that if in the opinion of
the Board of Trustees it shall be deemed for the best inter¬
est of the Seminary , that the present building , 736 I,exington
Avenue , New York City, should be sold for the purpose of
acquiring other or larger or more desirable location , that
they have full power and authority so to do.
The thanks of the Convention were then tendered to
the Philadelphia Branch for the hospitality extended to
visiting delegates and to the Mickve Israel Congregation for
the use of their vestry rooms for the sessions of the Conven¬
tion . The President in his closing remarks testified to the
faithful and continued adherence of the Philadelphia Jews
to the interests of the Seminary , and thanked one and all
for the cordial welcome extended to them.
The closing prayer was then given by Rev. Dr. H.
Iliowizi , and the Convention duly adjourned.
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ADMISSION

OF STUDENTS.

Applications for admission to the classes of the Jewish Theo¬
logical Seminary will be received at any time.
Applications must be made in writing upon forms furnished
for that purpose by the Secretary , and shall be signed by the
candidate for admission and by his parents or guardians.
Applications shall set forth the age, residence and birthplace
ot the candidate ; if of foreign birth , the length of residence in this
country ; whether it is his desire to become a teacher , reader or
rabbi ; the extent of his education , Hebrew and general ; his adher¬
ence to mode of life consonant with Jewish laws, and such other
particulars as the Board of Trustees may desire.
All applications shall be referred to the Seminary Committee,
and upon approval by said Committee the names of candidates so
approved shall be certified to the Faculty or the Advisory Board,
who shall carefully examine said candidates . The original applica¬
tions shall be filed by the Secretary , and be preserved in the archives
of the Association.
The Secretary of the Faculty or the Advisory Board shall
transmit to the Chairman of the Seminary Committee a report of
the examinations , setting forth the name of each candidate , the
branches in which he has been examined , and the mark in each,
and the action recommended by the examiners.
The reports , together with the recommendation of the Com¬
mittee, shall be laid before the Board of Trustees and the action of
the Board shall be endorsed thereon , and the papers filed by the
Secretary in the archives of the Association.
No student over twenty -one years of age shall be admitted
unless qualified to enter college ; nor any over twenty -five years of
age, unless possessed of secular education equivalent to the require¬
ments for the degree of Bachelor of Arts.
EXAMINATIONS.
Examination of candidates for admission may be held at any
time or place as the Seminary Committee may direct . An examina¬
tion for admission shall be held in the month of September of each
year in the City of New York, due notice being 'given by public
advertisement of time and place.
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Examination of students for promotion or graduation shall be
held during the first week of July of each year , and the reports
thereof , together with the recommendations of the examiners , and
the reports of the preceptors as to the general conduct and character
of each student , shall be transmitted to the Seminary Committee,
and by it to the Board of Trustees.
Students shall only be promoted or graduated , after due exam¬
ination , upon the recommendation of the Faculty , by the action of
the Board of Trustees.

COLLEGIATE

TERMS.

The College year shall be divided into two terms —a long and
a short term . The first term shall begin on the Monday after the
Sukkoth Festival and close on the first of June.
Admission to the classes of the long term shall be only in
accordance with the rules prescribed for candidates for admission
as enrolled students of the Seminary.

REPORTS.
The Preceptors shall render to the President of the Faculty
monthly reports detailing the work done, the hours devoted to each
study , the attendance , the conduct of students and other necessary
particulars ; and the President shall transmit the same, with such
comment as he may deem necessary , to the Seminary Committee.
Should any student be wilfully negligent or otherwise fail in his
duty, the Preceptors shall be required to report the facts. They
may also report the names of students worthy of special commen¬
dation.

CURRICULUM.
PREPARATORY
FIRST

DEPARTMENT.
YEAR.

Genesis, chapters 12-50, and Exodus with Rashi and Hebrew
grammar , exercises and prose composition —two hours weekly.
Samuel and Kings at sight —two hours weekly.
History to Solomon—one hour weekly.
Translation of Psalms—one hour.
SECOND

YEAR.

Leviticus and Numbers with Rashi and grammar -—two hours weekly
Joshua and Judges at sight—one hour weekly.
Mishna—Berachoth and Shabbath —two hours weekly.
History to Ezra —one hour weekly.
THIRD

YEAR.

Deuteronomy with Rashi —one hour weekly.
Jeremiah and Lamentations ; Nehemiah —two hours weekly.
Mishna—Pesachim and Yoma—two hours weekly.
Aramaic portions of the Bible with grammar —one hour weekly.
History to the Destruction of the second temple—one hour weekly.

JUNIOR

DEPARTMENT.
FIRST

YEAR.

Selections of Pentateuch with Hebrew commentators posterior to
Rashi , and sections of Onkelos—two hours weekly.
Isaiah with commentary —two hours weekly.
Talmud —selections of Berachoth and Pesachim with Rashi—four
hours weekly.
Hebrew prose composition.
History to the Amoraim—one hour weekly.
Essays on Jewish History . Instruction in ritual music and renclering (Hazanuth ) Voluntary.

SECOND YEAR.

Hosea with Hebrew Commentators —two hours weekly.
i^Masecheth Aboth —with commentaries . The text to be memorized
—two hours weekly.
Talmud . Sabbath with commentary —two hours weekly.
Rosh Hashanah at sight—two hours weekly.
Hebrew prose composition.
History to Geonim —one hour weekly.
Essays on Jewish history.
Lectures on Homiletics and Pedagogy —History and Methods —one
hour weekly (ist term ).
Lectures on Biblical Archaeology ( 2d term).
Instruction in Ritual music and rendering (Hazanuth ) Voluntary.

SENIOR

DEPARTMENT.

FIRST YEAR.

Bible, Psalm with ancient and modern Commentators —two hours
weekly ( 2d term).
Ezekiel, with Hebrew commentaries —two hours weekly (ist term).
Lectures on the History of Biblical Exegesis . Biblical Versions—
one hour weekly.
Midrash Rabba (selections)—two hours weekly.
Talmud —Gittin , with comment. Abodah Zarah at sight - two
hours each.
Jewish Philosophy —Selections from R. Joseph Albo. Sefer Ikkarim—2 hours.
History from Geonim Rab Channa to Rab Shemuel Hannagid—
one hour weekly.
Hebrew Composition.
English Essays —Jewish Religion and Philosophy.
Practice in conducting services and teaching.
General survey of Semitic Languages —one hour weekly ( 2d term ).
Course of Teachers and Hazanim ends with this grade.
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SECOND

YEAR.

Lectures on History of Biblical Versions (continued )—one hour
weekly.
Job , with commentary—one hour weekly.
Midrash (continued )—two hours weekly.
Talmud —Chulin, with commentary—four hours.
Sanhedrin at sight —two hours weekly.
Posekim, portions of Orach Chayim—one hour.
Homiletics —one hour.
Philosophy Emunoth ve-Deoth—two hours.
Lectures on the History of Jewish Philosophy —one hour.
Hebrew and English composition (on History of Jewish Literature ).
History to the death of Maimonides—one hour weekly.
THIRD

YEAR.

Minor Prophets , with commentaries (ancient and modern ;—two
hours weekly.
Talmud —Chulin (continued ), with commentaries —six hours.
Baba Mezia at sight—two hours weekly.
Kiddushin thoroughly —four hours.
Selections from Talmud Jerushalmi —two hours.
Posekim Yore Deah, Eben Ha 'ezer. selections —two hours.
Moreh Nebuchim (selections ) two hours.
Selected She’eloth and Teshuboth —two hours.
History to Modern Times—one hour.
Essays on Biblical and Talmudical themes.
Homiletical Exercises.
FOURTH

YEAR.

Talmud Chulin (conclusion ), with commentaries —six hours.
Yebamoth (from Isha Raba ), Chapter X. - four hours.
Yoma at sight —two hours weekly.
Succoth —two hours.
Talmud Jerushalmi (selected )—two hours.
Philosophy , Cuzari—two hours.
She’eloth and Teshuboth (selected )—two hours.
Yore Deah (continued )—three hours.
Midrash —three hours.
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Practice of Homiletics in English and German.
Essays on Biblical and Talmudical themes.
Lectures : General survey of the Talmud , one hour weekly (first
term ).
General Survey of Oriental History —one hour weekly (second term) .

CONGREGATIONAL

MEMBERS.

Shearith Israel , New York.
Krakauer Beth Elohim, Philad ’phia.
Derech Amuno,
“
Chevra Bikur Cholim,
“
Ahawath Chesed, “
Chizuk Amuno,
Baltimore.
B’nai Jeshurun ,
“
Shearith Israel ,
“
Zichron Ephraim , “
Oheb Sholom,
“
Temple Israel of Harlem , N.Y. Baltimore Hebrew Cong.,
“
Adath Israel , New York.
B’nai Israel , Galveston , Texas.
Mickveh Israel , Philadelphia . Etz Chayim, Pittsburgh , Pa.
Adath Jeshurun ,
“
K. K. B’rith Scholom, Louisville,Ky.
Rodef Shalom,
“
B’nai Jeshurun , Paterson , N. J.
Beth Israel,
Adath Jeshurun , Syracuse , N. Y.

HONORARY

MEMBERS.

Schiff , Jacob H ., New York.
Sulzberger , Ferd ., New York.

Mr »- KBern I^orfe.
Phillip », Wxmlien
«
, $ l)ilabclpf}mBaroness

Maurice

de Hirsch.

LEGACY.
1897.—Leonora Tynberg .
v
* deceased.

.

$300

donations!
New York.
S. W. Korn
Fred Nathan
Nathan Hirsh .
Isidor Wormser
Chas. Minzesheimer .
Lehman Bros. .
Louis Strassburger .
Moses and Marx Ottinger
Mutual Benefit SocietyAnthony Wallach
Daniel P. Hays
M. Warley Platzek .
Weil & Mayer .
Alfred D. Benjamin
Rev. Dr . Joseph H. Hertz
I. S. and M. S. Korn
I. S. and M. S. Korn
Richard Sidenberg .
Mrs. Pauline Sternberger.
A Friend .
.
.
.

$IOO

00

S. W. Korn

$50 00
.
25 00
Mayer Lehman .
25 00
50 00
Mutual Benefit Society
L . Lewisohn
250 00
Jacob H . Schiff
250 00
100 00
Joseph Loth
i 00
Anonymous
Baroness Maurice de Hirsch 6000 00
ro 00
Martin Rothschild , Miss. .
Through Rev . Dr. S. Morais 25 00
M. Reitman
10 00
Emanuel Lehman
50 00
Samuel J . Landauer , in
memoriam
25 00
In memory of Rev . Dr . Morais 5 00
Rev . Dr . Max Heller , N. 0 .
5 00
D. E. Winer , Olean N. Y.
7 00
Newman Cowen
200 00
Anonymous
17 50

10 oo Henry Budge

25 00
50 00
25 00
100 00
100 00
300 00
50 00
50 00
100 00
50 00
100 00
25 00
10 00
100 00
50 00
10 00
10 00
5 00

Philadelphia.
Fannie Muhr
Celia Kirschbaum
Mr. and Mrs. A. Hyman , in
commemoration of their
daughter ’s wedding
David Lubin

$20 00 Phila . Lodge Judaic Union
25 00 Morris Rosenberg , in rec¬
ognition of his child’s
recovery
25 00 Max Rosenberg
20 00 Mrs. Violet Mayer Sleisner

$5 00
10 00
5 00
50 00

Baltimore.
Miss Rosa Bamberger

G-. Blum .
.
Dr. Joseph Blum

.

.

$5 00 A. A. Brager
5 00 Bernstein & Cohen .
5 00 J. Castelberg

5 00
5 00
xo 00
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Mendes Cohen .
Abraham Erlanger .
Satn’l E . Fleischer .
Alex. Frank
Sam'l A. Frank
Mrs. S. Fried .
Dr. A. Friedenwald .
Jos . Friedenwald
Mrs. Jos. Friedenwald
Dr . Julius Friedenwald
Dr . Harry Frieden wald
S. Ginsberg
Solomon Goodman .
Levi Greif
Mrs. Joel Gutman (Patron)
H . S. Hartogensis
Z. Hofheimer .
Mrs. Krulewitsch
Mrs. Martin Lehmayer
Joseph Leopold
Jacob Levy
Mrs. M. S. Levy
M. S. Levy
Wm . Levy
Isaac Lobe
1
Jacob B. Meyer
Joseph Miller
Neuberger Bros.

IO oo

5 oo
5 oo
5 oo
5 oo
3 oo
IO oo
20

OO

5 OO

5 oo
5 oo
5 oo
2 OO

5 oo
30 00
i 00
5 00
5 00
5 00
10 00
5 00
5 00
10 00
10 00
5 00
5 00
5 00
5 00

Abr . Rosenauer
Simon Rosenberg
J . Rosenblatt
Goody Rosenfeld
Mrs. Rosa Rosenfeld
I. Rotholz .
.
.
.
Mrs. Sauber
Leon Schiff
Mrs. Carrie Schloss .
Michael Schloss
Nathan Schloss
T . Silverman
Max Skutsch
Henry Sonneborn
Levi Straus
Isaac Strouse; ,
Leopold Strouse
Samuel Strouse
A. J . Ulman
Chas. Van Leer
M. R . Walter .
Maurice Wyman
Mrs. Eli Strouse
Leopold Strouse , special .
Rev . H. Glass .
Rev . J . D. Marmor .
Mrs. Jane Frieden wald

5 00
5 00
5 00
10 00
5 00
5 00
5 00
5 00
5 00
5 00
5 00
5 00
5 00
10 00
5 00
5 00
5 00'
5 00
10 00
5 00
10 00
5 00
5 00
5 00
2 21
i 50
25 00
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PATRONS.

New

York.

Demuth , Wm., 507 Broadway,
Adler , Charles , 31 Maiden lane.
Altmayer , A. R., 785 Lexington ave. Dukas , Julius , 335 Broadway.
Bach, Elias , 166 Water st.
Bache, Jules S., 47 Exchange pl.
Barnard , H . S., 684 Lexington ave.
Barnet , M. S. , 27 Spruce st.
Bauer , L., 8 W. 3d st.
Bendheim , Adolph M., 152 Grand st.
Bernheim , Chas. L., 686 Broadway.
Beer, Walter E ., 22 E . 72d st.
Bloomberg. A. J ., 54 Worth st.
Bloomingdale, L. G., 59th st. and 3d
avenue.
Bodenheim, Max, 100 Franklin st.
Bookman, Jacob , 9 E . 62d st.
Boskowitz, Ignatz , Mechanics ’ and
Traders ’ National Bank.
Blumenthal , August , 20 W. 72d st.
Blumenthal , Hon, Jos ., 122W. 78th
street.
Blumenthal , Dr . M., 987 Madison
avenue .
Bruck, George , 43 Leonard st.
Brush, Lewis S., 32 Nassau st.
Budiner , D. 424 Greenwich st.
Cohen, Bernhard , 20 E . 46th st,
Cohen, Max, 119W. 129th st.
*Cohn, Moritz , 218 W. 26th st.
Cohn, Samuel , 424 Broadway.
Coon, Lewis , 203 Broadway.
Cowen, George , 392 W. Broadway.
Co wen, Newman , 392 W. Bdway,
Cowen, Philip , 2x3-215 E . 44th st.
Davidson , Rev . Dr . D., 249 E . 72d
street .
Davis, Jacob , Howard st.
* Deceased.

Einsheimer , Jac . , 31-33 E. Houston
street.
Engel , Julius , 3 E . 93d st.
Erlanger , Nathan , 53 E . 64th st.
Eger , M. D., 4 Murray st.
*Fishel , Marks, 149 Franklin st,
Fleischhauer , Jacob , 778 First ave.
Fleischhauer , Julius , 778 First ave,
Gans , Louis, 23 Thomas st.
*Goldenberg , Simon , 468 Broome st.
Greenbaum , Samuel , 141 Broadway.
Guggenheim , M. , 36 W. 76th st,
Haas , Simon, 290 Church st.
Hays , Daniel P. , 141 Broadway.
Hecht , Jacob , 255 E . 48th st.
Hentz , H. H ., 162 W. 136th st.
Heller , Bernard , 29 First ave.
Herman , Simon, 86 Bowery.
Herrmann , Uriah , 18E . 6oth st.
Herzog , Simon , 168E, 75th st.
Hirsch , Joseph , 205 Greene st.
Hirsch , Leon , 203-205 Greene st.
Hirsch , Nathan , 203-205 Greene st.
Hirsh , Samuel , 47 Cedar st.
Hochstadter , Albert F ., 59 Lafay¬
ette pl.
Isaacs , Hon. Myer S., 27 Pine st.
Israel , Hyman , 43 Bowery.
Jarmulowsky , S., 54 Canal st.
Josephs , Samuel , 111 Lenox ave.
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Kahn , Louis , 172 Broadway.
Kahn , M., 76 E . 8oth st,
Klingenstein , Henry , 106 Greene st.
*Klingenstein , Sigmund , 106 Greene
street.
Kohn, Sol., 203 Broadway.
Korn , Henry , 61 E , 6oth st.
Korn , Isidor S., 31 Nassau st.
Korn , Jacob , 924 Madison ave.
Korn , S . W., cor. Prince and
Broadway.
Kubie , Samuel , iqo Greene st.
Lawrence , B., 41 John st.
Lehman , Emanuel , 16 William st.
Levy , Henry , 132E . 64th st.
Levy , Jefferson M., 115 Broadway.
Levy , L. N., 115 Broadway,
Levy , S. H ., 172 Broadway.
Lewisohn , C., 81 Fulton st.
Lewisohn , Leonard , 83 Fulton st.
* Lewisohn , R ., 43 John st.
Liebowitz , 14 Lispenard st.
Lissauer , M. J . , 64 E. 83d st.
Littman , M,, 249 W. 51st st.
Ludwig , Bernhard , 36 W. 14th st.
Mack, H . S , 5 Beekman st.
Manges , Simon, 81 Ave . A.
Mann , S., 36 Walker st.
Mayer , Bernhard , 227 E . 6oth st.
Mendes, Rev . Dr , H. P.. 1 W. 69th
Street.
Menken , Percival S. , Ph .D. 87 Nas¬
sau st.
Moskiewitz, Dr. M., 159 Clinton st.

Piza, D. M., 24 State st.
Platzek , M. Warley , 320 Broadway.
Ranger , Solomon, 70 Broad st.
Richter , B., 502 Broadway.
Richter Henry , 52 E. 8oth st.
Roeder , S. M., 6 Beekman st.
Rosenstein , M. N., 141 Greene st.
Rotholz, A. N., 136 Liberty st.
Rothschild , C., 72 E . 91st st.
Sampter , Michael, 15 E . 4th st.
Samuels , Feist , 150 Chambers st.
Schafer , Samuel M. , 43 Wall st.
Schattman , Julius , 139 W, 126th st.
Schlesinger , Chas ., 92 Liberty st.
Seligman , Henry , 21 Broad st.
Seligman , Theodore , 15 Broad st.
Siegel , G., lös Fifth ave.
Smith , J . B., 14 E . 75th st.
Stadecker , Leopold , 31-33 E . Hous¬
ton st.
Sternberger , Herman , öioB ’dway.
Steinhardt , S. W., 99 Bleecker st.
Stern , Isidor , 68 Nassau st.
Stern , Leopold , 68 Nassau st.
Strassburger , Louis, 16 Maiden lane.
Sulzberger , Ferdinand , 622 First av.
Tannenbaum , Leon ,
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Broadway

Unterberg , L, 47 Walker st.

Wallach , Carl, 222 E . 79th st.
Wasserman , Jesse , 56 Exchange pl
Weil, Jonas , 36 E. 75th st.
Weil, M., 392 Broadway.
Weil, Samuel , 222 Lenox ave.
Nachtigal , S., 30 Greene st.
Weinberg , Phil ., 166 E , 72d st.
Ottenberg , Adolphus , 112 W. 12ist Weis, Morris, 57 Walker st.
street.
Wertheim , B., 100 Gold st.
Ottinger , Marx, 143E . 58th st.
Wortman , Sigmund B., 1150 Second
avenue.
Ottinger , Moses, 110 E . 6ist st.
♦Deceased.
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Philadelphia.
Abeies, Bernard , Estate of (in Me- Iliowizi, Rev . Dr. H ., 212*7 Gratz
avenue.
moriam .)
Alkus, M,, 39 N. 3d st.
Jastrow , Rev. Dr . M. , 139W. Upsal
st., Germantown.
Bacharach , Aug ., 429 Market st.
Bacharach , Simon, 429 Market st.
Brinkman , Mrs. M., 251 N. 18th Marks , Mrs. E., 1717 Spring Garden
street.
street.
Mayer, Lazarus , 208 Franklin st.
Cohen, Dr . S. Solis, 219 S. 17th st.
Rosskam , Isaac , 226S . Front st.
Rothschild , Edw . L., 1833 Diamond
Frank , Meyer, 961 Franklin st.
street.
Frank , Mrs. Rosa , New York.
Frechie , A. M., 29 S. 3d st.
Singer , Jacob , not Chestnut st.
Gerstley, Wm., 226 S. Front st.
Steinbach , Dr. L. W., 1309N. Broad
street.
Hirsh, Alfred Curtin , 1309 Market Sulzberger , David , 336 N. 3d st.
street.
*Hyneman , Mrs. A.
Wolf, Mrs . Abm. S., 1530 Green st.

Cawker City , Kan.
Rothschild , Jacob.

Rochester , N. Y.
Rosenbloom , D.

San Francisco , Cal.
Pollack , S.

Syracuse , N. Y.
Danziger, I . H.
Hertz , Rev . Dr. J . H.
Rosenbloom’s Sons.

Liberman , Mrs. I . J.
Marquisee , Julius.
S. D. Solomon.

St . Louis , Mo.
Bush, Hon. Isidor

Montgomery , Ala.
Goetter , Joseph.

*Deceased.

(
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Baltimore

, Md.

Casteiberg , J ., 1810 Madison ave.
Cohen, Mendes, 825 N. Charles st.

Levy , M. S., 747 W. Lexington st.
Levy , William , -47W. Lexington st.

Friedenthal , Dr . Aaron , 310 N.
Eutaw street.

Rosenfeld , Goody,

1718

Eutaw place

Sonneborn , Henry , 1608 Eutaw place
Gutman , Mrs. Joel , 1803 Eutaw
place.
Leopold, Joseph , 306 W. Baltimore
Street.

Ulman , A. J ., 2801 N. Charles st.
Walter , M, R., 2601N. Charles st.

SUBSCRIBERS.

New York.
Appel , S., 140 E . 65th st.
Altman , M., 263 W. 126th st.
Altkrug , A. A., 489 Broadway,

Glatner , S., 744 Broadway.

Cohen, Adolph, 319 Broadway.
Cohen, Max, 66 Liberty st.

Kahnweiler , Carl , 411 Broadway.
Kutz, Jacob , 17 William st.
Kubie , Marx, 40 Canal st.
Kaufman , Ed ., 25 Chambers st.
*Kohnstam , H., 116 Chambers st.
Korn , S. W., 144E. 47th st.
Krug , H., 374 Grand st.

Halberstadt , L., 131 E., 114th st.
Hershfield , L., 624 Broadway.
Hertz , Em ’l, 320 Broadway.
Bach, Lewis Z., 167 Broadway.
Hirsch , D., 58 Third ave.
Barnard , H., 231 Pearl st.
Bash, G., 140 E. 65th st.
Hershfield , L . N., Syndicate Bldg.
Benjamin , Eugene , 49 Lafayette pi. Hyman , N. 75 Murray st.
Bernard , William , 25 Chambers st.
Isaacs , I. S., 27 Pine st.
Bernstein , B., 624 Broadway.
Bernstein , S., 89 Divison st.
Jacobs , Edward , 335 Broadway.
Bernstein , S. C., 320 Broadway.
Joseph , H. S., 305E. 71st st.
Brandon , Mrs. E ., 58W. 89th st.
Joseph , L., 32 E. 74th st.
Butten wieser , J . L, , 27 Pine st.
Buer, E ., 63 E . 124th st.
Joseph , M. S., 305 E . 71st st.

Dalsheimer , S., 43 Leonard st.
De Meza, David , 91 Sixth ave.
Ehrenreich , B. 48 E. 74thst.
Endel , W., 333W. 55th st.
Feinberg , A., 36 Essex st.
Feldstein , S., 66 Canal st.
Finkeistein , S., 50 Bond st.
Frankel , Rev . J . D. , 177 Delaney st
Gardner , Moses, 158 E . 83d st.
Garfunkel , A., 541 Broadway.
Garfunkel , B. , 541 Broadway.
Geliert , Theodore 263 W. 126th st.
Germanski , A., 30 Canal st.
Goldstein , J.
Gomez, Dr. Horatio , 156W. 123d st,
Greenfield , D., 10 Washington pi.
Grunauer , Reuben , 69 W. Houston st.

Levi , J . C., 140 Nassau st.
Levin , J . 74 E . Broadway.
Levy , A., 610 Broadway.
Levy , B. S . , 121 W. 78th st.
Levy , Miss Florence N., 132W. 78th
street.
Levy , Herman , 139W. 123d st.
Levy , Herman , 21 John st.
Lilianthal , J ., 6- 8 Great Jones st.
Mendelsohn , M., 18 White st.
Michel, Moses, 656 Broadway.
Moskiewitz , Dr . M., 159 Clinton st.
Nathan , Edgar , J., 120 Broadway.
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Norden , Jacob , 156 E . 66th st.
Peck , Leopold, 125 W. 19th st.
Polak, Joseph , 1467 Lexington ave.
Prager , W., 644 Broadway.
Reichman , Wm., 71 Franklin st.
Rosenberg , J ., 422 E. 88th st.
Rosenfeld , Joseph , 14 Whitehall st.
Rouse C., 343 Canal st.
Rubinsky , M.
Samuelson , P. H., 78 E . Broadway.
Sands , J ., 56 Worth st.
Schattman , M. , 12 W. 4th st.

Schmeidler , L., 928 Madison ave.
Solomons, Hon . A. S., 45 Broadway
Schuldenfrei , S., 589 Broadway.
* Seligman , Barah.
Silk, J ., 375 Greenwich st.
Solomon, J . P., 87 Nassau st.
Stern , Mrs. L ., 30 Maiden lane.
Sylvester , H ., 12r W . 47th st.
Ullman , Joseph , 149 E . 73d st.
Weil, M., 59 Walker st.
Weinberg , Akiba , 828 Broadway.
Weinhandler , S., 319 E , 17th st.
Younker , L. M., 262 W. i32d st.

Philadelphia.

Furth , Emanuel , 1101 Chestnut st.
Alkus , Isaac , 39 N. 3d st.
Amram , David Werner , 603 Chestnut
Goslar, I. P., 1518N. 7th st.
Street.
Goldbacher , R., 39 N. 3d st.
Arndt , Max, 216N. 3d st.
Goldsmith , Jos ., 434 Market st.
*Asch, M. I.
Greenwald , Jos . L., 601 Chestnut st.
Grossman , Rev . Dr. J . B . , 1942 N •
Bacharach , Marcus , 533 Market st.
6th st.
Bacharach , Sol., 533 Market st.
Behrend , Jacob , 122 Canal st.
Hahn , Mrs. Henry , 1403 N. 19th st.
Bloch, Simon, 502 N. 6th st.
, P., 1205 Hancock st.
Hammerschlag
st.
Laurel
113
,
Isaac
,
Brylawski
Hilborn , D. S., 218 Market st.
Hirshberg , H ., 216 N, 3d st.
Cohen, Chas . J ., 312 Chestnut st.
Hoffman , Chas. 729 Walnut st.
Cohen, Gustav , 119N . 4th st.
Hyneman , J . E., 413 Walnut st.
Cohen, Isaac , 1001 Parrish st.
Cohen, Mrs. Judith , T537N. 8th st. Hyneman , S. M., Drexel Building,
Coons, Mrs. Eva , 1513 Girard ave.
Jonas , Henry , 1847 Park ave.
Jonas , Herman , 1007 Market st.
Daniels , Julius , 46 N. 8th st.
De Casseres , E., 1017 Chestnut st.
Kaas , Andrew,' 1430N. 15th st.
Kirschbaum , B., 726 Market st.
st
12th
1316N.
.
Fischler , Herman,
Kirschbaum , D., 726 Market st.
Fleisher , Penrose , 513 Market st.
Klein , B., Marshall and Columbia
Freedman , Chas., 127N. 7th st.
avenue.
Friedenberg , Mrs. L., 2122 Spring¬
, Moses, 136N. 6th st.
Klein
garden st.
* Decea*ed.3

Krieger , Jacob , 706 Arch st.
Krieger , Samuel , 706 Arch st.
Lam , Marcus E ., 963 N. 6th st.
Leberman , Mrs. A. J ., 657N. 12th st.
Lederer , Ephraim , 1001 Chestnut st.
^Lichten , Aaron.
Lichten , Wm ., 12th and Washing¬
ton ave.
Linse S., 624 South st.
Liveright , Mrs. S., 910 N. Broad st.
Lowenstein , B., 805N. 8th st.
Lipschutz , G., 26 S. 8th st.
Mastbaum , L., 1336 Franklin st.
Mayer, Levi , 826N. 7th st.
Morris, Wm., 700 Chestnut st.

Rosenberg , Morris, 716 Franklin st.
Samuel , Jos . B., 1609 Spruce st.
Schwarz , Jacob, 528S. Market st.
Schwerin , Leon R ., 1442N. 4th st.
Schoneman , Louis , 116N. 8th st.
Selig Emil , 726 Market st.
Schlesinger , Meyer, 6th and Parrish
Street.
Sickels, Louis, 618 Chestnnt st.
Strouse , Benj ., 21 N. Front st.
Teller , David , 903 N. 8th st.
Teller , Benj. F., 606 Chestnut st.
Troutman , M. 8x5 Franklin st.
Vendig , Chas. H ., 1200 Market st.

Nathans , Horace A., 1500 Centen¬ Weiler , Herman , 325 N. 3d st.
nial ave.
Wise, August , 335 Market st.
Wolf, Benj., 621 Cherry st.
Powdermaker , A., 1332 Marshall st. Wolf, Mrs. Benj., 1506 Girard ave.
*Polano, H.
Wolf, Clarence , 506 Minor st.
Wolf, Edw ., 7x1 Vine st.
Rogasner , Sol., 308 Market st.
Wolf, Elias , 910 Franklin st.
Rosenheim , Mrs. A. L, 511 Green st. Wolf, Isaac , 711 Vine st.
Wolf, Louis , 506 Minor st.
Rosenbaum , A., 1309N. Broad st.
Rosenberg , Max, 429 Market st.
Wohlgemuth , H ., 305 N. 17th st.
Baltimore

, Md.

Bamberger , Miss Rosa.
Friedenwald , Dr. Harry , ' 922 Mad¬
ison ave.
Bernstein and Cohen, 13 Hopkins
place.
Friedenwald , Mrs. Joseph , 1916 Eu_
Blum, G., 641 Columbia ave.
taw place.
Blum, Dr. Joseph , 641 Columbia ave Friedenwald , Dr . Julius , 310 N.
Eutaw.
Brager , A. A., 1702 Madison ave.
Erlanger , Abraham , 301 N. Holli¬ Ginsberg , S., 642 W. Lexington st.
Greif, Levi , 107 W. Baltimore st.
day st.
Fleischer , Samuel E ., 414 W. Sara¬ Hofheimer , Z., r N. Eutaw st.
toga st.
Frauk Alexander , 1506 Eutaw place Krulewitseh , Mrs ., 610 E . Lombard
st.
Frank , Samuel A.,

v

/
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Lehmayer , Mrs. Martin , 1619 Ett- Sauber , Mrs., 18 S. Exeter st.
Schiff, Leon, 1906 Madison ave.
place.
Mrs. Carrie , 1702 Linden
Schloss,
Levy , Jacob.
ave.
Levy , Mrs. M. S,, 747 W. LexingSchloss, Michael , 642 W. Franklin
ington st.
st.
Lobe Isaac.
Schloss, Nathan , 1822 Madison ave.
Meyer, Jacob B., 1903 Eutaw place. Silverman , T ., 1609E . Baltimore st.
Skutsch , Max, 1532 McCulloh st.
Miller, Joseph , 1924 Eutaw place.
Straus , Levi , 1425 Eutaw place.
Neuberger Bros., 108 W. Baltimore Strouse , Mrs . Eli , 837 Hollins st.
Strouse , Isaac , 837 Hollins st.
st.
Strouse , Leopold , Lombard and
Paca sts,
Rosenaur , Abraham , 2110 McCulloh
Strouse , Samuel , 1720 Eutaw place.
st.
Rosenbarg , Simon, 702 W. North
Van Leer , Charles , 1427 McCulloh
ave.
st.
Rosenblatt , J ., 32 S. Howard st.
Rosenfeld , Mrs. Rosa , 1724 Linden
ave.
Wyman , Maurice , 1206 Drind Hill
ave.
Rothholz , J ., 4x0 W. German st.
Syracuse , N . Y.
Levy , Dr. I. H.
Levy , Levi.
Pakelnishky , Levi.
Rashkover , M.
Sauber , Robert.
Shimberg , S. S.
Shriber , Isaac.
Silverman , Levi.

Cornell, M.
Davis , David,
Freeman , George.
Guelbaum , David.
*Heiman , Moses.
Jacobson , M.
Kaletzky , Meyer.
Levi , Moses.
Tumim , Jacob.

San Francisco , Cal.
Polak , Samuel ,

516

Kearney st.

Utica , N . Y.
Liberman , M. S., 4 Jewett place.
Jersey

City , N . Y.

Wolf, Abraham ,

157

Newark , Ave.

59
Washington

, D . C.

Adler , Cyrus , Ph . D.
Chicago , III.
D’Ancona , A.,
Minneapolis

153

State st.

, Minn.

Cohen. Emanuel , Nicollet avenue.
Brooklyn

, N . Y.

Engel , Mayer , 244 Penn st.
Hoboken , N . J
Kaufman , Rev . D.

POOR STUDENT 'S FUND.
New York.
Blumenthal , Mrs . F . , 122 West 78th Street
Brandon , Mrs . I ., 39 East 72d Street
.
Bullowa , Mrs . M. , 46 East 66th Street
.
^Isaacs , Mrs . L . S ., 3x8 West 15th Street
.
Joseph , Mrs . L ., 32 East 74th Street
.
Kohner , Mrs . M., 20 East 76th Street
.
Metzler , Mrs . M ., 415 East 88th Street
.
Polak , J ., 1467 Lexington Avenue
.
Teichman , Mrs . I . , 236 East 72d Street
.
Weinhandler , Mrs . S. , 319 East 17th Street
Wile , Mrs . Joh ., 33 Beekman Place
.
.
* Deceased.
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The sublimest teaching of faith is that which impresses the
thought that in the crucible of Him who is All Merciful, human
beings are tested by but one standard—and that the standard of
goodness. Man's accomplishments, many though they be, man’s
advance in the sphere of the intellect, man’s development on the
mental side, though evidences of wise application of his Divinelygiven power, placing him above the level of all other creations,
are still at best but poor manifestations in themselves of his
acts among the children of men. We must have something more
than this, exacting as the claim may seem. An elevated intel¬
lect, what a precious boon ! An insight into the things knowable,
aye, almost unknowable, what a treasure ! But these alone, what
will they avail, if the incentive is not found in righteousness?
Look at history and survey the field. How many brilliant minds
have gone astray; have conferred benefit, aye, but brought det¬
riment withal upon their fellows? The rare mind, the true ge¬
nius is he who, with goodness as his constant spur to action, to
study, to elevation, has in very truth benefited his kind, by
the double offering of precept and example; by the results of a
teaching supported by true wisdom; by the pursuit of a career
sanctified by goodness, by love of kind, by nobility of heart,
proceeding direct as an effect of hallowed study, inculcating
duties the highest, the most gratifying to the soul, ennobling to
the being.
Of such are the men who have made history. A Moses,
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but not an Alexander , an Isaiah , but not a Caesar; a Montedif¬
fiore, but not a Napoleon. Verily, the impress is widely
of
preacher
ferent ; but taken in all, the teacher of right, the
morals, the philanthropist—not the diplomatist, not the warrior—
are those who effect the good, who broaden human sympathies,
which is noble,
who warm up human hearts to a realization of that
of the
conquests
The
.
angels
than
less
little
a
and makes men
con¬
soul, those are the true conquests ; the conquests of peace, the
of
quests of nobility, the conquests of glory ; not the conquests
homage.
ephemeral
of
,
honor
vaulting ambition, of empty
With such men the world is not too greatly enriched. Pride
to wrong¬
on the one hand, inconstancy on the other, temptations
therefore,
,
When
.
intentions
doing—all combine to defeat good
inducements
all
resists
,
conditions
above
one in a multitude rises
, and
to self-glorification, to self-aggrandizement, to self-assertion
of
and
,
action
right
of
mingles with his kind, sowing the seeds
not
he
has
cast,
is
way
honest, truthful knowledge wherever his
of
then, in very deed, become a disciple of M'oses, the man
arose
“There
:
Pages
God, of whom it is written in the Sacred
people,
none like him in Israel ?” Aye, as a benefactor of his
great¬
the
upon
'
he too1becomes worthy of those words bestowed
to its
returns
body
est of mortals. Such a man never dies; his
aker;
M'
primitive elements; his immortal soul to The Everlasting
he
which
of
but his spirit lives in his works, in the good deeds
posterity
is the author , in the sacred inheritance which a noble
gen¬
cherishes, in the name which is uttered with a blessing by
good
eration after generation. He is immortal, though his
of outward
works have been performed without the slightest color
as that of
great
as
been
have
may
display; though his modesty
upon
were
who
men
the
all
of
meekest
our teacher Moses, “the
benedic¬
a
and
,
blessed
is
man
a
Such
”
the face of the earth.
be¬
tion rises to the lips upon the utterance of his name. Ah,
as
men,
of
children
the
from
1
loved soul, this is thy true reward
the
in
is
,
tenement
earthly
its
thy eternal spirit, after quitting
embrace of Him Who is Eternal and Ever-Loving.
to
To write what I would write of him who was a father
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the fatherless, a friend to the poor, a helper to the lowly, a
companion to the down-trodden , a pleader for right, an advo¬
cate of justice, a champion of Judaism, a defender of human¬
ity, and withal a true scholar, an earnest thinker , a reverent
and pious student, an ardent representative of the Word of God,
indeed,
filled with the spirit of holiness; to write of such a man is,
these
indites
far beyond the power of him whose poor, weak pen
testify
and
lines. Let the hundreds , the thousands rise again
as they have done to the qualities of the man of God, who so
lately, to the grief of wailing hosts, was summoned on high.
Let the friends and1colleagues who knew him well say their
word, if they so will; for they saw his worth, they felt it in
their lives, they witnessed his deeds day after day for decades.
To me has been assigned a task for which I well recognize my
incompetency; the task of presenting what might partake of a
biographical phase in the career of my sainted father, £>'7. But
“the time is short and the work is great,” and with not a few
misgivings do I enter upon a faint, a very faint, portraiture
of the man, who time and again told me of bis dislike of pub¬
licity, of his desire to remain in privacy, of his having done
nought but what duty demanded, of his consciousness of a sense
of littleness, beneath anything I have ever listened to . Such
he
was the intense, the rare modesty of the man, who would, if
and
streets
side
the
could, like Rab of Babylon, have sought
the unwalked pathways to avoid any signs of respect from his
fellows.
Ah, but memory carries me back to a scene of a little
more than a year ago ; a scene enacted in the City of New
York, and of which, thank God, I was an eye -witness. It
was the 4th of May, 1897, and the place was the Jewish The¬
ological Seminary. On that day, corresponding with the 2nd
of Iyar, 5657, it so happened that Doctor Morais made one of
his frequent visits to the institution he so fondly loved—the child
of his old age, his Benjamin, as he was wont to call it. My
object in accompanying him he could not guess. We arrived
there. The instruction proceeded as usual, but appeared some¬
what protracted . His never-wavering interest was manifest; but
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at the conclusion of the lesson, when a number of distinguished
gentlemen entered, prior to the summoning of all to the Syna¬
gogue of the Seminary, he perceived that something unknown
to him was about to take place. And this did occur, much to
his surprise, when a ceremony was performed embracing the pres¬
entation by the students of a handsome portrait of the venerated
President of the Faculty to the Seminary Association. This oc¬
casion—the seventy-fourth birthday of Doctor Morais—was
made memorable, both by the touching words uttered with deep
emotion by Honorable Joseph Blumenthal, the respected Presi¬
dent of the Association, and by the response of Doctor Morais,
wherein he, as if in the language of Abraham, our father, de¬
clared himself but “dust and ashes,” nought but a ’Hazan, an
humble teacher—nothing more. It was not he that had don©
aught, but other men, beside whom he felt poor indeed. And in
this strain he continued ; praying for the permanency of that
loved institution. But more, indeed, was said that moved to tears,
and seems now all-penetrating. The students manifested their
love for him who was their father, and the scene indelibly stamped
itself upon the mind. Ah, that sight has more than once come
back to me; but many another too, wherein Doctor Morais by
that wondrous individuality, by those marks of sincerity and
unfaltering devotion to ideals written upon his commanding
countenance, stood out, in spite of himself, at every public as¬
semblage honored by his presence.
But let me not delay to set forth, however inadequately, some
few facts in the career of my blessed father. Bare statements
and mere dates have little interest, and can satisfy but the av¬
erage inquirer. It is the man whose personality is reflected in
his doings, who gives to these items an appealing force, an influ¬
ence far beyond the outward circle of inquirers.
The household of Sabato Morais had long borne a respected
name among the Jews, and among the general population of Leg¬
horn . The Italian blood—that of the pure Tuscan—had more
than once shown its warmth in the strivings and in the struggles
for liberty from Austrian and from Papal domination. The sea¬
port city of Livorno is not many miles from the historic site of
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the modern Attica, Florence, so fascinating a name in European
annals ; Florence, the city of grace, of beauty, of culture, of vast

knowledge, of gorgeous architecture, and of wondrous fame.
Some of its glory must have been communicated to its sister
cities; for the spirit of intellectuality, the spirit of communal
self-dependence, the spirit of Italian nationalism, seems to have
gone forth from here, and to have distributed itself throughout
neighboring towns and even States, into which fair Italy was
then unhappily divided. No more loyal community existed than
that of the Livornese ; none were more eager to join in the
uprising for liberty, and the Jews of that city were, as well, in¬
tensely influenced by the spirit then slowly making its advance,
but encountering not a few obstacles in its progress ; a spirit,
whose propagation meant suspicion, danger, yea, far more. The
grandfather of Sabato Mbrais, who bore the same name, was
among the ardent patriots of the time. It was he who instilled
a feeling for liberty into his compatriots. It was he who ex¬
claimed: “Up for liberty ; down with tyrants .” * The spirit was
inherited ; for in his son, Samuel Morais, was found a devoted
Republican, a man who even suffered imprisonment for his po¬
of
litical opinions, who was wont to exclaim: “Even the boards
days
those
in
Order
my bed are Republican.” The Masonic
was largely identified with liberal movements, and it was for
this, if for no other reason, that the Morais household, grand¬
father, father and son, all became a part and parcel of the Order,
whose sessions were held in the quiet of the night to guard
against the Austrian and the Papist as well.
Samuel Morais espoused Buonina Wolf. Their offspring
was numerous ; if I mistake not, seven daughters and two sons.
Thus was Sabato Morais born under influences which could
not but powerfully affect his career, destined as he was while
still young for a public life. The surname of his family was es¬
sentially Portuguese , but no record is at hand showing when this
of
* The lamented and illustrious Salvatore De Benedetti, Professorsub¬
of the
Semitic Languages , in the University of Pisa, who was a tutor
portraiture of
ject of this sketch, gave , some years since, an interesting character, in
this
my father, in which he graphically related incidents of
, Italy.
the pages of II Vessillo Israelitlco , of Casale, Monferrato
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name was first known among Italian Jews. ■It is not improb¬
able that some of the early members of this household emigrated

to Brazil, since a city named Morais is still found situated di¬
rectly on the Equator. But all that was left of Spanish and Port¬
uguese origin centred in the Jewish method of training ; for the
Italian spirit was clearly manifest. On the maternal side, the
ancestry mayhap was German, though this is not established by
evidence. Howbeit, Sabato Morais and his brother Leone were
reared under influences essentially Italian, though intensely Jew¬
ish. It was the wish of the mother, a pious, devout, God-fearingwoman, that her older son should embrace the ministry, should
enter a public life that neither father nor grandfather had em¬
braced. It was not altogether to the taste of Sabato Morais,
retiring, modest, holding himself aloof as it were, and withal,
nervous, sensitive, not by inheritance reared for a public calling.
Still, the desire of a mother was a command1, and when the son, at
the early age of fifteen, was, alas, deprived of that mother whom
he so fondly loved, all the more did he bend his energies to fulfi1
the wish of her who had given him birth.
But the reader may not grasp the point. Conditions in
those days were vastly different from those to which we are
accustomed. It was not simply the student for the ministry
who pursued a course in Bible, and none the less in Talmud.
All were expected, were required to be familiar with the lan¬
guage and the literature of their people. Bearded men, as well as
youths, after their day’s toil would repair to the Rab, and from
him imbibe treasured knowledge.
The Morais family were in humble circumstances, and Sa¬
bato, at a very early age, g-ave instruction to the young, while
following his own studies under different tutors . Among these
latter, were Rabbi Funaro and Rabbi Curiat, and later on, Chief
Rabbi Abraham Baruch Piperno, under whose tuition M'orais
pursued his advanced studies. Chacham Piperno was a man
deeply learned, but also very retiring in his habits ; a Biblical
scholar, a profound Talmudist, a man generally respected. The
advance under his tuition was marked; while the youth studied
Italian lore, of which he drank copiously, chiefly under Salva-
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for a livelihood were hard,
tore De Benedetti. But his struggles
support of a large household.
and he had besides to assist in the
—for his teaching the young
While the day was devoted to labor
—his nights were
called for far more than ordinary instruction fact, his mental
the
admit
spent in deep study. Though slow to
to acquire knowledge
capacity
his
;
grasp was, indeed, remarkable
in evidence, and his
under distressing difficulties was constantlyall this, he succeeded
of
perseverance was unusual. By means
literature, and
theological
of
circle
in penetrating beyond the
country ; and, by contin¬
even the wide knowledge of his native
with the Spanish and the
ued application, familiarized himself
. The former had still a
French languages and their literatures
with the Ital¬
hold upon Sephardic Jews, and its co-relationship
. The study of the
ian made it not so trying to acquire that of the English
also
latter was a later work, as was
of Hebrew and
knowledge
general
language . But in the
his native Italian , Doctor
of its cognate , Aramaic, and of
met . As to the firstMorais evidenced a capacity rarely
writing and composing
named he was an adept, speaking and
a fluency, a beauty , and a
both in prose and in poetry with
master of the Sacred Lan¬
tenderness that proved him easily a
in Talmud and in Postguage and of its literature . Learned , and his desire for the
Biblical literature, he still took to Bible
gratified after patient study
acquisition of such knowledge was
quote, and to explain Holy
which enabled him to understand1, to
can do ; which placed him,
Writ as only a thorough specialist
scholars, in the foremost
by the consensus of opinion among
study was a labor of
rank of Biblical exegetes. That particularhimself to it, he made
devoted
love to him ; he cherished it, he
; it made him happier in the
years
later
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it his chief teaching
even that of the minister.
pursuit of the teacher’s calling than
, and not a stone was
With him knowledge, indeed, was power
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of Leonardo da Vinci, of
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draughts. The poet who sang the praises of his fatherland,
the
1-iterator who paved the way to its glory in history, he
knew them
well, as his fertility of quotation proved beyond question.
Italy
was no stranger to him. He had been born
under its sunny skies;
he felt the Italian blood coursing through his veins.
He was
Italian in all; he was, as if one supported the other, a
Jew to
the core; an uncompromising lover of liberty, an
unyielding ad¬
herent of Sinaic Truths . And under these influences he
grew to
manhood, and soon his abilities were recognized, though
through
no effort of his own, since his open repugnance to
all prominence
showed itself early, and distinguished his career through
life, even
when general consent accorded him a high position.
Thus, the youth proceeded in his two-fold capacity of
student
and instructor. Among those who sat with him
under the tuition
of Chacham Piperno were not a few who
afterwards rose to
nence. Of these, the illustrious Emanuel Felice Veneziani, emi¬
who
subsequently became a Chevalier of the Crown of Italy and al¬
moner of Baron Maurice de Hirsch, was a warm friend
of Morais,
and though separated by seas, the two often
corresponded, and
the feelings of youth lasted through life. They
loved: each other
as fellow-students, sharing the same views on Italy ;
and when
Veneziani left this world, his friend on the western side of
the
Atlantic penned a eulogium such as only a tried and
faithful
companion could indite. Then there was Israel Costa, who by
his talents won respect, and became one of the Chief
Rabbis
of Leghorn, where he remained through life. He
survived his
friend and fellow-student in America but a very few
weeks, and
perhaps never knew of the departure of his cherished
Sabatino, as
Italians were wont to call Morais. Then, too, there was
Raphael
Ascoli, a constant correspondent of my father. Ascoli is a
lawyer
of high standing, a writer and a thinker—a man
whose noble
qualities of mind and of heart were much admired by his
former
associate. May he be spared many years! And so we
might
go on mentioning names. Sufficient that those who
sat at the
feet of Chacham Piperno proved worthy of their
master and
won his love.
But now the years were advancing, and young Morais
was
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But more so. Mr. Morais’s thorough acquaintance with
the language and the literature of his loved Italy was brought in
evidence, and the Montefiore household in particular was eager
to avail itself of his instruction. Nathaniel Montefiore, father
of Leonard and Claude Montefiore, received tuition at his hands,
and, in fact, a warm friendship was enkindled. The Montefiores
were originally Italians, and Sir Moses himself was a native of
Leghorn . Many a time Mr. Morais found a generous welcome at
the home of the illustrious Baronet, who displayed a special in¬
terest in him, and regarded him most highly as a man and as a
scholar. When Mr. Morais came to America, he more than once
received kindly epistles from Sir Moses, and marked evidences
of his sincere friendship. And these were not his only wellwishers; he counted friends by the scores in the Sephardic com¬
munity ; the Sebags and the Belisarios, the Rossellis and the
Belascos, the Almosninos and the Meldolas were but a few names
among the many who valued him.
But new fields, thought to be more promising, were to be
opened, and far away from the sphere of English and European
Jewry. In 1850, the Sephardic Congregation Mickveh Israel,
in Philadelphia, was seeking a ’Hazan. Thai religious corpora¬
tion was a well-known factor among Jews in the United States,
and by its age, its ministers, and its congregants had risen to a
prominent place in the circles of congregational and communal
activity. Gershom Mendes Seixas, Jacob Raphael Cohen, Eman¬
uel Nunes Carvalho, Abraham Israel Keys, and Isaac Leeser, had
successively ministered in its synagogue. All were men of mark
and of influence, and the last-named had already contributed
largely to the building up and to the strengthening of Judaism
in the Western Hemisphere. Now was the opportunity for an¬
other to show his mettle, and the London friends of Sabato Mo¬
rais believed him the man for the occasion. Not so did he feel.
No, his inward modesty again asserted itself. Who was he to
assume such an office? And this feeling he cherished, notwith¬
standing that he possessed the highest credentials from Italy, to
which those of London were to be added. Then again, he was
not familiar with the congregational conditions prevailing in Phil-
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Purim . The following Sabbath
that he continued' to conduct
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and lecturer, and teacher, and guide requiring the major portion
of his time, yet did not succeed in limiting his energies to this
contracted sphere, severe as were the duties. No ! Judaism
demanded more. As a Reader, Mr. Morals possessed every
qualification,; a musical and sympathetic voice, a complete knowl¬
edge of the ritual and liturgy of the Sephardim, and an imposing
presence at the reading-desk. Naturally, a lover of music, and
passionately fond of Italian opera, his taste was thereby still more
cultivated. Familiar with all the minutiae of the service, which
he had learned in Italy and in England, he was looked up to
as an authority on questions appertaining to its conduct, to the
regulation of the same, to its history, and to the relation it held
toward other Minhagim. A consensus of opinion soon placed him
among the foremost ’Hazanim of the age. This particular field
would of itself have demanded much; but with it was combined the
position of lecturer, and that called for peculiar talents, for a more
than general acquaintance with the English language, for a depth
of knowledge, for a power of imparting it, for gift of speech, for
eloquence; in short, for qualifications such as mark the man of
extraordinary capacities. In the early days of his ministry, Mr.
Morais was not expected to meet this additional requirement
with the frequency which novel methods have more recently
made obligatory. The people—the congregants—were familiar
with, and loved to chant the praises of The One God in the Sacred
Language. The sermon, though a factor, was entirely subsidiary
to the service, and, while awakening interest, it was the task of
every true minister to impress upon his flock that the pulpit must
never become a means of entertainment aor get beyond its scope
in an attempt to discuss subjects foreign to, the House of Jewish
Prayer. It must be employed as a means for spiritual, for moral
elevation; for exhortation, for instruction, for the treatment of
live questions in so far only as these affect its particular object.
The platform, the rostrum, must never hold forth in the House
dedicated to sacred purposes. But, alas, the spirit had’ wofully
changed; a new thing had come. The populace was eager for it;
but no sooner had the flavor of novelty disappeared, than they
tired of this too ; and the innovator, the seeker of applause, must
needs look about for another source of entertainment.
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a thought ; and
The true exponent of Judaism scouts such
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the Rabbins had placed the Beth Hammedrash the
(
School)
above almost everything else, so was the secret of success, of
permanent good, actually found in this motive power. The school
would bring about results which nought else could achieve.
Youthful minds are most impressionable, and to these every care
must be directed. Mr. Morais was a born teacher. From 'his boy¬
hood he had lived in the atmosphere of the school, and to him in¬
struction was ever welcome; in it he took delight. To help the
young of his people was, therefore, to him a pleasure, a privilege.
In school and at home, in the elements of Hebrew and in the
higher branches of sacred literature, in the Holy Bible and in
Jewish philosophy, from the study of the vowel-points to the
writing of the most fluent Hebrew composition, from the rules of
Shevahto the expression of thought in Hebrew metre—such was
the range of his knowledge and of his teaching. Scores, aye,
hundreds, can rise and testify to this. Students upon students,
classes upon classes, circles upon circles, in Philadelphia and
elsewhere, have benefited through such devoted attention,
through such masterful tuition. Not the calling of the Rabbi,
but the sphere of the Melammedwas a source of joy ; because
a love for Judaism, and for the perpetuity of the language with
which it is indissolubly bound, made teaching a true delight, a
gratification at the thought that generations yet to come would
treasure that something of matchless value to the Jew, that pre¬
servative of his sacred inheritance. There is a blackboard—still
preserved in the school of the Mickveh Israel Congregation—which
is an old reminiscence. It tells of a class, held in the sixties,
which the devoted pastor instructed. But there are other evi¬
dences, a multiple of evidences, down to the last minute of his
earthly existence. Aye, teaching it was that buoyed him up, that
lightened, rather than increased, the hardships of other duties;
teaching begun in youth, and continued while life was lived, al¬
most to the very moment that the dear teacher was called to his
eternal reward. We might, indeed, expatiate upon the system¬
atic method which distinguished this tuition ; we might enlarge
on that which brought the teacher and the scholar into such won¬
drous, such magnetic harmony. But the necessitated limits of
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space bar at present any further reference to this as to many an¬

other subject within the period' of incessant activity. We can
only touch upon one or two, without any extended notice, re¬
serving" this, it is hoped, for some very early occasion.
But now to the wide scope of congregational work. The
Synagogue, once situated on the north side of Cherry Street,
above Third Street, was a venerable structure . In it the labors
of five pastors had hitherto been consecrated. Round it clustered
reminiscences most precious. But time wore on, the building
was inadequate to its purposes, and not sufficient to satisfy the
growing membership, and to meet increasing wants. Another
must be obtained or erected. So after a period of fully eighty
years it was vacated (in i860) for the new and handsome edifice
on the east side of Seventh Street, above Arch Street. Mr. Morais had officiated over nine years in the olden House of Prayer,
which now counted additional adherents, .and his work was
markedly valuable in relation to the dedication of the new build¬
ing ; the consecration service being extraordinarily distinguished
by his own compositions, notably an original Hebrew poem,
which Miss Myrtilla E. Hart (now Mrs. Allen Mitchell) rendered
into English rhyme.
From that time on (May, i860) throughout life the same
spiritual guide, the same leader of the worship, stood at his post.
No inducements, however weighty, could cause a change, though ■
many were the offers which, were the material end consulted and
the larger field of operations held in view, would have caused Doctor Morais to yield. Time and again he had been urged to*
accept another post in New York City; and on a certain occasion*
a respected and learned minister even offered—in a manner al¬
most if not altogether unprecedented—to become the assistant if
his friend would accept the chief office. He might have gone to
London and have become the successor of Chief Rabbi Benja¬
min Artom. But no ; Philadelphia was to be his home for life,.
and the Congregation Mickvdh Israel the centre from which all
action must be directed. He had voluntarily bound himself by
ties which became nearer and dearer as the years lapsed. True,
almost two decades (eighteen years) had passed before the merits
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of the faithful servant were recognized by an election for life;
true, not a few heart-burnings had been felt during that span,
and not a few subsequent to it, which might have in other cases
brought on a withdrawal from the office; yet a sensitive nature
withal yielded to much, sacrificed much, and met obstacles de¬
liberately thrust in his path—yea, more, suffered offences calcu¬
lated to arouse the blood—with a meekness, with a spirit of selfabnegation characteristic of olden teachers of Israel. The Min¬
ister proceeded in his course unruffled, undismayed, laboring
with a singleness of purpose for the dissemination of the highest
ideals and for the preservation intact of the congregation com¬
mitted to his charge. Discouragements must not prove a hin¬
drance, and happy the man who can move on, undeterred by the
briars and the thorns that start up in his way.
Doctor Mo rais very early recognized that vigorous action
was required in all that concerned the weal of his people and the
furtherance of the cause of Judaism among its adherents in Amer¬
ica. Certain evils were unfortunately growing apace. A painful
laxity in religious observance had already become quite manifest;
an indifferent attitude toward the Faith so cherished for count¬
less ages; a mind-withering doubt, a species of noxious scepti¬
cism, was taking hold of the rising generation as a result largely,
if not totally, of un-Jewish preaching and teaching, and of unbe¬
lief in the Jewish pulpit. To combat these destructive forces,
something even more than the sermon and the school must be
called into requisition. These were essentials, but they must be
still further fortified by the pen, by a pronounced and unmistak¬
able attitude, by a bold and fearless entry into the lists with the
opponents of Israel's Law, of Israel’s Ceremonial institutions;
for these alone were the means of preserving distinct principles,
and, none the less, religious, racial and national entity, hopes and
aims. This sphere was a new one, with added duties, but the
Doctor eagerly embraced the opportunity of meeting with pen
the antagonists of Sinaic Truths and of revered tradition. Averse
as he was to coming forward or to engaging in polemics, he
rightly conceived it his duty, as a public servant of Israel’s God,
to be ever on the alert, watching, guarding and conserving the
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sacred obligations of the Faith to which he was sworn. No com¬
promise measures, no yielding to policy, no consideration of ma¬
terial ends, weighed him for a moment nor influenced him to halt
between two opinions. “Show your colors!” was his motto. No
evasion, no trifling, could be tolerated by him. Judaism, pure,
unadulterated Judaism, was his saving principle. For that he
would labor ; for that he would enter upon the defensive; for the
propagation of that he would bring every sacrifice; for the in¬
stilling of that into the minds of the young he would give his best
energies. The results are well known. The word uttered from
the depths of sincerity was characterized by a life of sincerity; the
warmth of the soul, illustrated in every public utterance, indicated
the actions of the man within the circle of his private relations.
This it was that prompted the respect, the esteem, the reverence,
of even those of antipodal opinions. If the measure of his suc¬
cess were gauged by such a standard , then all would have been
well, and the cause pleaded for would have come forth triumph¬
ant. Words of truth would have brought home conviction, and
the so-called spirit of the age (quite a pleasing substitute for the
term “convenience”) could not have been found incompatible with
the teachings of Judaism in all ages. But no ! The opposition,
with its fanciful pictures of ease and its inviting inducements,
leading to imaginary comforts, had taken long strides; the cham¬
pions of Judaism found their hands but weakly supported, and the
conditions from which we are now most suffering very soon con¬
fronted them. Doctor Morais was not dismayed. He worked
on, meeting every question as it arose, until—not from any fault
of his—the name of the man traveled far and wide, and became
synonymous with Conservative Judaism . His writings of this char¬
acter alone, contributed to numerous periodicals, secular as well
as religious, would fill a large volume.
But in both camps (into which Jews have been unfortunately
divided as the result of a rampant spirit) there were some who
chose, somehow or other, to mistake the man, notwithstanding
his declared views. To the radical he was ultra-Orthodox , as the
most pronounced of that type could possibly be ; to the ultra-Or¬
thodox, the overdoing pietist, the bigot, he was not Orthodox.
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But those who saw the man with clear eyes; those who knew him*,
and witnessed the broad liberality of his nature on the one hand,

and the intense religiousness on the other, drove away such
thoughts , if ever they entertained them. To him the Torah
shebe'al Peh was binding as necessary to the Torah shebichtab.
But the Rabbinical Law was not unalterable, provided that the
same honest methods be followed out as marked the dicta of the
Sages; of those who believed in and acted up to The Law. Con¬
ditions had demanded certain wise changes in the ceremonies.
Conditions of old, when Israel lived in the Holy Land or near by,
conditions which put Jews almost into servitude, were not those
influencing the mind in enlightened countries; and it might have
been advisable to so modify certain Rabbinical ordinances that
the spirit might better be preserved. It was with that view that
Mr. Morais pleaded time and again for a Synod of representative
men, of God-fearing Jews, to assemble and to deliberate upon
subjects of moment for the purpose of unifying discordant ele¬
ments; a Synod clothed with authority ; composed of men offi¬
cially recognized in Israel; of yin
Ti»X
For this he preached;
for this he wrote extended articles, at one time an entire series.
But the dissensions were too many; the extremists had done their
work, and while the subject was never allowed to fall away, still
the 'hope of the few sincere men who seconded the efforts of Doc¬
tor Morais were, unhappily, not realized. What a glorious era
that would have been to have seen Israel again united, and labor¬
ing together for the maintenance of Sacred Truths and for the
furtherance of a common mission among mankind! Prophets
had pictured this era, and its advent will be hastened only when
the material, the worldly gives way to sober thought , to the in¬
fluence of the spiritual.
But another and a very important sphere of literary activity,
evidencing a wide range of attainments, must now be considered,
if even very briefly, because of the limitations of space. To spread
abroad a knowledge of the glorious history and rich literature of
his people was a mission that Doctor Morais entered upon with
alacrity, spurred on by the pleasure he felt in imparting instruc¬
tion, and in rendering himself useful in every possible way. What
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Isaac Leeser—but largely during the period that it was edited by
Mayer Sulzberger. Very many of his learned papers appeared in
the New „York Jewish Messenger , The American Hebrew,
and the Philadelphia Jewish Index , The Jewish Record, and
The Jewish Exponent —not [to allude to numerous periodicals
in various sections of this country .
jj
But Doctor Morais confined himself not to the masters who
hailed from his native land. Scores upon scores of other great
luminaries, and other subjects within the boundaries of Jewish
knowledge, aye, within the circle of general information, engaged
his attention. Nor were all his productions indited in the Eng¬
lish language. At times he wrote in his native Italian, and on
more than a few occasions in that ever-so-much-cherished tongue,
the Hebrew. The latter was to him in every sense of the word a
living language, and he always declared it to be that indissoluble
bond that united Jew to Jew in all ages and in every corner of the
world. In that he wrote with the fluency of a master, in that he
composed both prose and verse; in that,marked by a fervid style
and a ringing tone,he excelled. It was ever at his beck and call.
It was to him a joy, a solace. More than once he declared that he
had imbibed it with his mother’s milk, and with it a yearning love
for Judaism. The reader may well understand how impossible it
would be to give here but a partial list of the contributions to lit¬
erature and thought which rapidly followed during a consecutive
period of upwards of four and a half decades. Secular as well as
Jewish publications were the vehicles employed, and many topics
not akin to those hitherto mentioned were therein discussed by
the same fluent pen. (It is ardently hoped that some attempt will
very soon be made to publish a collected edition of the writings
which so marked Doctor Morais’ wide thought and active par¬
ticipation in the field of literature.)
Questions of the day—politics—occupied also a large quota
of his time. Not the least of these was the cause of Anti-Slavery,
Which, from the start, found Doctor Morais one of its bold, pro¬
nounced, fearless advocates. He faced a storm of opposition dur¬
ing the troublous times of the Civil War ; in fact, his utterances
were so open that the rebel element succeeded for a while in
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own pulpit, for they would that
preventing his being heard in his
he determined that not men
he should not displease them ; but
the pulpit, even though they be
but causes were the province of
religion. His attitude attracted
political, yet linked all in all with
that the Union League of
general attention , to such a degree of its honorary members.
Philadelphia placed him in the ranks
1865—when the terrible news
On that Sabbath—April 15th,
beloved President Abraham Lin¬
flashed over the country that the
assassin’s bullet, Doctor Morais, in¬
coln had fallen a victim to the
Invocation in the Synagogue;
tensely moved, delivered a fervent
religion, he displayed no signs
but , true to the ordinances of his
of the Sabbath Day . Yet so
of mourning until the conclusion
his
his views that , while mobs in
well and so widely known were
National
the display of the
own neighborhood were compelling
him, as all appreciated
disturbed
flag from house to house, none
won respect for the
that
element
his sentiments. Such was another
none the less typical were the
Jew, the Minister, the Patriot ; (and
in memory of the martyred
soul-thrilling orations he delivered
in far more than a single
but
,
President). Aye, a patriot he was
days in Italy ; the lover of
particular ; a patriot from his earliest
, the admirer of Abraham
liberty, the friend of Joseph Mazzini men stood for the highest
two
Lincoln. To Doctor Morais these
achievements of the century.
aims ; they represented the noblest
personal acquaintance. In
With the former he had more than
could alone find comparative
London, England , where Mazzini
, the great promoter of Italian
safety, the two often met. Mazzini
for freedom; Mazzini, the in¬
independence; Mazzini, the sufferer
, the lofty-minded soul who
carnation of Italian genius ; Mazzini
, who shouldered the
wrote, who lectured, who issued propaganda
sought not for praise ; Mazzini,
musket of a private soldier, and
was loved by the good
the magnetic character , whose association
(
was Dio eil Popolo God
and the wise; Mazzini, whose motto
government
impress upon
and the people ); Mazzini, whose
more appreciated ; this was
be
to
and upon literature is coming
to know, to love. Precious let¬
the Mazzini whom Morais delighted
Italy have been treasured side by
ters from that illustrious son of
Chacham Piperno. When
side with those from the venerated
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Morais left England for America he turned over his
passport to his
loved compatriot ; and Mazzini, forced to travel
in disguise and
under an assumed name, dared even to visit Italy,
and expired
in the house of a Jew, Rosselli, in Pisa.
It was quite natural, then, that Lincoln should
also hold a

sacred place in the memory of Doctor Morais.
He saw the quali¬

ties of that immortal American, whose spirit of
self-abnegation

was of itself sufficient to command admiration;
but joined to in¬
tellect, to inherent goodness, it served to link his
name with the
greatest of the world’s benefactors. Many a public
Doctor Morais attests his veneration of that man of utterance of
men, who, as
-an instrument of The Almighty, brought freedom
to an oppressed
race and made this nation in very truth a nation of
freemen.
But let us pass to the consideration of other,
subjects. With
Reading, preaching, teaching, writing, an interest in
public affairs,
an enormous correspondence, what more could
the man seek to
accomplish? Yet charity work was another important
phase of
unremitting effort. Not a Jewish institution in
Philadelphia that
was without his co- operation. He helped
them all with his means,
with his labor, with his interest. But the poor, the
afflicted, the

sick, the insane, the prisoner in the dungeon, the
unfortunate in
many ways, these invariably enlisted his active
sympathies
and
•called out his energies. To these he devoted
days and nights;
this work it was that detained him in the city
during torrid heat,
'that multiplied his beneficiaries, and occupied every
moment of his
time from absolute duties. Duty to him was, as
he often de¬
clared, not indicated by contracts; but from the
minute he under¬
took to work in a cause he must thenceforth
regard his task as
binding, as sacred. This was manifested time and
again, notably
during the summer of 1890, when, largely through
his efforts, a
protracted strike of Hebrew employés of cloak
manufacturers was
brought to a settlement; when, by his presence,
shame and sin
were averted and both parties regarded him as
the rightfullycommissioned arbiter.
The Jewish colonists on New Jersey soil found
in Doctor
Morais a warm well-wisher. He visited them
frequently, at times
in company with the lamented Michael
Heilprin, who labored so
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unceasingly for their welfare. A strong friendship was enkindled
by
between these two, in many respects, kindred spirits ; allied
Doctor
was
modesty, by scholarship, by love for their kind. It
illustri¬
Morais’ special province to be the representative of the
to his
ous Baron Maurice de Hirsch , when the latter, in response
appeal, at the instance of Chevalier Emanuel Felice Veneziani,
col¬
granted a loan of five thousand dollars ($5,000) to the Jewish
bur¬
severe
onists at Carmel, New Jersey. This new work imposed
oppressive
from
new-comers
the
of
friend
dens, but the constant
despite its
task,
his
pursuing
from
deterred
Russia could not be
time. All
difficulties and the overwhelming demands upon his
the labor
prove
left
documents
and
was satisfactorily adjusted,
wondrously
a
of
work
the
of
division
expended upon this single
active career.
Similarly, not a Jewish literary institution in Philadelphia but
series
counted his constant support. His separate addresses and
sub¬
of
of lectures before different societies covered a wide range
secu¬
a
jects, mainly in Jewish lore. But at public assemblages of
occa¬
the
were
numerous
and
,
sought
often
lar character he was
gentiles ; in
sions when he addressed large audiences of Jews and
spoke
fact, sessions even of the Christian clergy, before whom he
right
of
cause
the
for
eloquently
pleaded
by special invitation. He
his
of
hearts
the
into
way
their
found
and of justice, and his words
before
people
his
exalted
and
man
the
hearers , evoked esteem ifor
the outside world. But to aid in every manner the advancement
his
of youth was to him a solemn duty, and to that he dedicated
implanting
the
for
zeal
greater
life. None labored more and with
in
of the Hebrew language and of Jewish history and literature
performed
was
labor
this
and
the minds of Israel in Philadelphia,
with that modesty so conspicuous in the man from his youthful
Educa¬
days. To the Hebrew7Sunday Schools and the Hebrew
Neither
.
valuable
most
tional Society’s Schools his assistance was
from attend¬
physical suffering nor wind and storm deterred him
superin¬
and
ing there and imparting instruction. The teachers
Col¬
Maimonides
tendents turned to him for all help. When the
Philadelphia
in
lege for the training of Jewish Ministers opened
of Bible
in 1867, Doctor Morais was at once elected to the Chair
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and Biblical Literature—his forte, and in which branch
of study
he was declared by scholars to rank among the
foremost of the
age. There he labored arduously, not for honor, but for
the glory
of Israel. He declined the position of Provost
when Rev. Isaac
Leeser died, but was still at his post, and until conditions
forced
the suspension of the work. A number of ministers
and teachers
were thoroughly equipped for their duties in this
college during

the more than six years of its continuance, and some
of these

occupy pulpits to- day.

But greater achievements were reserved for old age.
Doctor
Morais had long witnessed with grief the growth of a
destructive
element in the Jewish camp. At times he thought that
radicalism
had been tempered, and that a quietus would soon be
put to the
mad spirit of havoc which had spread through the
length and
breadth of the land. He had, therefore, felt some hope
originally
in a theological institution of the West, and being
assured of its
Jewish character , with its motto, 0 ^3 i J 33 min
niobn
he had hopefully looked for goodly results, and
had even

given
his support to the work. But these expectations
were, ere
long, rudely dissipated. Bold enunciations of unbelief
proceeded
thence, a mischievous spirit was asserting itself right
from the
centre of that institution in the West ; and the climax was
capped
by the so-called Pittsburg Conference, and its
undermining pronunciamento. The day for action had now come; any delay
meant danger, ruin perhaps, to the future of historical, of
Bibli¬
cal Judaism in America. Hence, the call came for
immediate
steps looking towards the establishment of a strong
counteract¬
ing agency in the metropolis of the United States;of a
force that
would combat a growing evil; of a theological college
whose grad¬
uates should come forth Jewish ministers, preaching the
Word of
God and believing it, practising it, living by it.
That call was not
in vain. There was a rally; the faithful remnant
did respond; and
the venerable leader in Israel found aid from
Alexander Kohut,
the Rabbi, the scholar, the Talmudist, the thinker ;
from men of
affairs, headed by the indefatigable Joseph Blumenthal
whose ser¬
vices are still fortunately held , from honest, sincere
ministers,
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more earnest
such as Henry Pereira Mendes; and from many
had been
stakes
The
laborers. The cords had been lengthened.
in
planted
was
strengthened. The Jewish Theological Seminary
was
hope
Here
the City New York, in January , 1886.
1DS? i> 1 » i>in Vi 0 i>i> (To learn and
found , rn tpy in
, and to
to teach, to observe and to do) was the guiding principle
age has
old
of
fulfil that aim the Seminary exists. The child
its halls
from
now shown its mettle ; those who have proceeded
forgotten
they
nor have
of instruction have not proved unworthy,
the discharge of their
in
example
of
and
precept
the lessons oif
for which the
ministerial functions. Its future lies in the support
enlightened Con¬
founder so constantly pleaded ; the support of an
is, happily, on
servatism; of a body of Jews—and their number
Code, the
Sinaic
the increase—who believe in and revere the
Law as
Torah revealed by The Most High , and the Traditional
sealing the bond between the Torah and its adherents.
biennial re¬
But what need here to tell of the Seminary? Its
importance, to
ports point to its activities, to its usefulness, to its
country . Its orig¬
its necessity as a main factor of Judaism in this
force; it had be¬
enduring
an
it
make
inator spared no effort to
he entreated for
;
perpetuity
its
for
come his all in all; he prayed
the true means
was
it
;
mainstay
his
its maintenance intact ; it was
for which he
that
and
,
hallowed
for perpetuating what must be
monument.
enduring
most
his
had labored. It would be his true,
marvelous
interest
an
and
Redoubled energy stirred within him,
in that
seen
best
was
,
however
,
to behold. The secret of success
between
no,
;
pupils
the
feeling existing between the guide and
father and children.
former
Let the words of two among these devoted ones—the
sentiments all
now a teacher, the latter a student—express the
heard him,
aglow in the hearts of those who met the man and
. Writes
who felt his presence within the walls of the Seminary
one:
privilege to
“It was to me for many a year a most preciousMorais
. All
Doctor
of
come under the guidance and inspiration
character
superior
a
and
guide
a
only
not
him
in
of us recognized
difficulties,
born to lead, to counsel and to illumine all doubts and
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but also a deep and affectionate friend; and as such we admired
him, we loved him and we cherished his lofty utterances more
than jewels and precious gold. The students felt instinctively that
Doctor Morais was not merely the President of the Faculty and
the founder of the institution to which they belonged, but that
to them he was a father in the fullest and noblest meaning of this
sacred name. To him they would pour out their hearts’ griefs
and burdens, as a child is wont to do to his beloved parent, and
Doctor Morais knew so well how to console, to encourage and to
uplift.
“As a teacher, Doctor Morais was deeply loved and vener¬
ated. If it be true, as has been observed, that in teaching success
depends largely upon the individuality of the teacher, then we
have the secret of the marvelous influence of the man, whose individuality was impressive and magnetic. Instructor and pupil
alike were overawed by the commanding presence, by the illu¬
mining intellectuality and by the comprehensive grasp of the sub¬
ject in hand, and were drawn confidently and implicitly toward
their master by chords of sympathy, gentleness and love.
“Doctor Morais did not merely teach. He led the student to¬
wards finding out the true sense by himself. He possessed and
constantly practiced that mysterious faculty of the born peda¬
gogue—i . e., the faculty of raising the student to'a higher plane of
intelligence and himself coming down to the student’s level—thus
meeting him half way. And so the pupil was encouraged to do
his utmost and to gradually and almost unconsciously advance
from the easy to the difficult, and from the simple to the com¬
plex.
“Well do I remember the earnestness and loving kindness
written on that benign countenance when repeatedly he urged the
students to study the Holy Bible understanding^ and reverently.
“Would that he remained with us longer. We need him
sadly.”
The second expresses himself as follows:
“A great man is a plain man. He sees the world in its mag¬
nitude and grandeur, and recognizes our own insignificance. He
feels that man’s most vaunted superiority, while great in its rela¬
tivity to that which is beneath him, is, in comparison with the
sum total of things, microscopic. A truly great man is always a
modest man. However much he may have surpassed his con¬
temporaries in one or in many excellencies, he is ever conscious
of the limitedness of our intellectual acquisitions. Modesty be-

and determina¬
gets patience, and patience fosters perseverance
tion.
, were the
“Modesty, patience, perserverance, determination
master.
departed
our
qualities which we learned to admire most in
the in¬
him
of
made
reserve
and
In the class-room his modesty
. Occa¬
examiner
or
instructor
the
than
rather
,
listener
terested
to locate and quote a
sionally, when the students were requestedanimated
him, and he
Mikra
the
for
love
his
,
Biblical passage
Bibelfest.
prove
would
who
sought on all sides for the one
, it
branches
Talmudic
the
of
importance
the
While recognizing
schol¬
Biblical
finished
students
his
of
make
to
was his ambition
, he pre¬
ars. Although himself a master of the Holy, Scriptures
had re¬
often
and
ferred to call himself a disciple of Luzzatto
dispute.
or
doubt
of
cases
in
scholar
course to that illustrious
or in the vacant
“Sometimes he would sit in the dormitories,
to talk
delighted
He
.
students
the
with
class rooms, and chat
better
probably
was
with them on topics of common interest . He
con¬
in
came
he
whom
with
others
known to them than to many
Israel
in
Rabbis
tact more frequently. He looked upon the future -for colleagues.
not as mere youths, but as his friends, as his hoped
solicitude; and was
He watched their progress with the utmost
indication of prog¬
an
noticed
never more pleased than when he
summer, when,
last
illustrated
well
was
This
.
ress or of promise
it down
carried
he
,
sermon
’s
instead of mailing a certain 'student
mails.
the
in
astray
go
would
it
that
fear
for
to the printing office
fos¬
he
,
Judaism
“Acknowledged champion of Historical
was
idea
His
.
seminaritsts
the
among
tered a spirit of tolerance
Jewish
with
saturated
be
that the prospective ministers should spirit ; that they should
learning , and permeated with the Jewish of Jewish ideals. He
be trained up in the love of Judaism and the graduates come
also discouraged pessimism. He would have , hope of Judaism
forward not as the forlorn, but as the new-born
in America.
the Seminary’s
“His patience during the critical period of
by that
seconded
Heroically
.
existence was simply admirable
perse¬
he
,
Blumenthal
noble son in Israel, the Honorable Joseph
would
something
,
Occasionally
.
waited
vered, he watched and
it was a matter
If
.
institution
the
of
rules
the
to
happen contrary
its recurrence in
of importance, he would take steps to prevent
. The pain¬
rebuke
the future. But never did he break forth in “Dy*it?N ‘Let by¬
familiar
the
ful past he would dismiss with
gones be bygones !’
. The
“His determination seemed akin to the supernatural
power.
will
his
of
grandeur
the
before
vanished
age
infirmities of
of him
thought
casual
most
Aware as we were of this fact, our
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awakened in us the spirit of emulation. Youth
of its comparative inactivity, and to complain retired ashamed
seemed sin when

the master murmured not. What sight was e’er more
inspiring
than that venerable, prophetic figure at his
July examination day from morn till even! post on the stifling
“Space forbids that more be said. The memory of the
right¬
eous is precious incense. Fragrant shall be the
garments
of those
who lovingly carry that incense.”
So, the secret of potentiality has now been revealed,
and by
whom better told than by those who sat at the feet of
the master,
by those whom he uplifted!
That Seminary was the joy of his declining years,
rendered
unhappy by experiences in the field of congregational work
; by
ills to which flesh is heir, but borne with a
fortitude marked in the
man of strength yet of gentleness, of firmness yet of
innate kindli¬
ness, of unyielding devotion to well-settled convictions,
yet gen¬
erous to a fault, most considerate of his fellow-men.
It was in 1887 that the University of Pennsylvania
conferred
the honorary degree of “ Doctor of Laws” upon the
minister and
the scholar. Always averse to honors, he was
prevailed upon to
accept the title inasmuch as Jewry was thereby singled
out in
his being the first thus selected. He cared not
for designations
nor for prefixes; hence, not a few other marks of
distinction were
politely declined, among them that of Chaplain of the
Grand
Lodge of Free and Accepted Masons in Pennsylvania.
A curious and pleasing feature was the
to which Doctor Morais had recourse in variety of languages
conversation. Visitors
from Russia and from Arabia, from France and
from Italy, from
England and from Morocco, from Jerusalem and from
South
Africa, were seen at his home, and a study it was to
note the
differences of dialect, if even restricted to the Hebrew
language.
Then again, his callers from among gentiles were
numerous, and
it taxes the thought to apportion the hours for so
very many
phases of unremitting energy, for the wide sphere
covered by a
benevolent nature, and an active, toiling mind.
Such men are, indeed, rare ; and their constant pursuit
of an

9i

to their fellows,
object, of multifarious objects, proves of benefit
being ; entails
of
organs
their
but, alas, strikes many a blow at
such men will
But
.
cords
bodily suffering, and cuts even the vital
altruists to
self;
of
not know of pause ; they work on, oblivious
the spade,
by
subsists
who
their own cost. Happy the laborer, he
comfort.
in
reposes
he
;
or by the saw, or by the tools of trade
of yore
man
wise
the
as
is
Not so the brain-worker ; with him it
.” To
sorrow
declares? “Who multiplies knowledge multiplies which duty
evils
,
him there are at once griefs he must overcome
he must bend his
would have him combat, dangers against which
the increase of
when
every power—mental and physical. And
faculties,
working
years is accompanied by an increase of the
a resort
and
,
rather than accentuated by a voluntary diminution
possible.
less
become
to ease, the chances of a lengthened career
claims so high that
has
this
;
duty
is
all
of
But the motive-power
, be unconsidered, when
life itself—sacred as it is—may, perchance
is duty superior to
duty is assertive. Only to the few, however,
all else.
not a whit.
So the years wore on, but the work diminished
the revered
of
voice
During the Solemn Days of Tishri, 5658, the
as of old.
again
Reader, the eloquence of the Preacher were heard
new
with
clothed
been
He seemed, after a severe illness, to have
try¬
that
of
duties
strength ; and all the exacting and tremendous
To
.
yore
of
as
ing Month were performed with the same ease
the
and
,
energy
the observer he was still the man of indomitable
scarcely perceptible.
signs of weakness, however felt by him, were
season, and relaxation
When the Holidays had terminated for that
himself of it. He
was offered, Doctor Morais was loth to avail
instruction, and
gave more time to the schools, to private Hebrew
6th,
(
n 2 &November
to his loved Seminary. On
apparently for the
1897), he officiated as usual, none the worse
was, singularly,
effort. The topic discussed by him from his pulpit
his congre¬
warned
and
,
instances
that of superstition. He cited
, and in
numbers
in
,
signs
in
faith
gants of the folly, of the sin of
. The
belief
revealed
with
acts opposed to sense, and conflicting
feel¬
though
,
-school
Sunday
day following he attended a Hebrew
rapidly
He
.
chills
by
ing unwell, and returned home, overcome
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recovered, and was again about, active as usual. On Wednesday,
November ioth , 1897, he spent some hours of the morning in
visiting, and in the afternoon, as was his custom, gave instruc¬
tion in higher Hebrew. The lesson proved more than interesting
by the translation of a humorous Hebrew poem on the pleasures
of tobacco, written by the eminent Italian-Hebrew scholar, Joseph
Almanzi. Another lesson followed, and, after a brief respite for
the evening meal, the Doctor again sought his study. A minute
or two thereafter he arose, only to fäll, stricken by a mysterious
and sudden attack. From this he never recovered, but to open
once his eyes some twenty-two and a half hours later, when heaven
was in sight. A moment or two later and all was over. But my
pen fails me; tears blind my sight ;and I, unhappy I, cannot think
of this world without him who was to me like life itself.
The cherished wish had been fulfilled. The double prayer of
Sabato Morais had been answered, when he was called in the
midst of his active labors, and when the summons came at once,
without entailing any lengthened suffering. The body crumbles,
but the soul is everlasting, in the delights of paradise.
And what more is left for me to say in this imperfect wordpicture? The deeds are the mirror reflecting the man. The deeds
were known to that vast, that wondrous throng that paid tribute
to the loved soul; to the thousands of men who left their work to
do honor to their friend, their counsellor; to the women with
babes in their arms, who followed the cortège on foot to show
their love for him who had been a father, a protector ; to those
poor unfortunates whose ideal he was, who regarded him with a
veneration words cannot describe. It was a scene never before
witnessed; a sight never to be forgotten. It is indelibly stamped
in memory.
That is his monument—the monument to righteousness; the
heart of the people going out to him who was wise but good,
lofty but humble, high-minded but meek, lovable.
'3"a'

njn
d'mim omn 'pnso1rpin "inn nnp
“And they that be wise shall shine as the brightness of the firma-
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ment ; and they that turn many
ever.”—Daniel xii., 3.

to righteousness as

the stars for ever and

reap the bene¬
Such was his mission , and posterity will
of labor.
fits of a life rich in goodness and fruitful
“h ‘h n. ^ nn—

mriN -'a nts* njoi

:
“ Mark the perfect man, and behold the upright
37.
.
xxxvii
that man is peace.”—Psalms
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SEMINARY.

the Jewish
At a meeting called by the Board of Trustees of
lamented
the
of
Theological Seminary to honor the memory
Dr. Sabato dftorate,
2nd Tebet (De¬
and held at the Seminary Building on Sunday,
the Board of
by
cember 26th), 5658, the Committee appointed
minute for
Trustees for such purpose proposed the following
adoption by the meeting.
away;
A commanding figure in the Life of Israel has passed
es¬
and
,
deeply
one who was honored as highly, respected as
variance
at
teemed as dearly, by those who were most widely
him, in
with
identified
closely
were
who
from him, as by those
life in all its walks
views and conceptions. The sincerity of his
which he cher¬
and ways; the lofty ideals and noble aspirations
tolerance
-minded
broad
the
;
ished and sought to disseminate
brood¬
the
;
intolerance
and
sin
for
which he manifested, except
; the
oppressed
the
and
poor
the
ing love that he possessed for
cause
every
espoused
he
which
ardor , zeal and eloquence with
with which he
that appealed to his sense of right ; the devotion
language and
Hebrew
of
fields
applied himself to research in the
of the
industry
self-effacing
literature ; and more than all the
con¬
the
him
making
man ;—these were some of the qualities
he
that
,
America
of
spicuous and potent factor in the Judaism
country.
this
in
sojourn
was during the forty-six years of his
the air is
But here, in the Seminary, where in every classroom
of his
benediction
,
tremulous and vibrant with the patriarchal
which
upon
and
presence ; here, in the institution that he founded
the
for
hopes
his
he set the seal of his exalted spirit ; here , with
most
is
loss
his
organization of Judaism were centered—here
grief must come
our
of
depths
the
of
out
But,
poignantly felt.
and his
the inspiration for worthily perpetuating his memory
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work. He has bequeathed unto us the rich heritage of the
mis¬
sion of nurturing to fairer, fuller fruitage that which
he planted
with so much care and anxiety. It is a holy privilege, as
well
as a sacred duty, to equip the Seminary so that it shall
fulfill the
high ambitions he indulged in its behalf. No other
conceivable

memorial could with such adequacy and appropriateness serve
as a' testimonial to his work and worth, as a Morais
Endowment
Fund for the Jewish Theological Seminary, the proceeds
of
which should be used for the maintenance of a
Professorship,
and to fill which there should be secured a scholar of
world-wide
repute, whose learning and character will alike train the
students
fitly, and ensure for the institution the respect and support
of the
Jewish community throughout America.
MAX COHEN,
A. S. SOLOMONS,
P. S. MENKEN,

JOSEPH BLUMENTHAL,
President.

Committee.

MI KVEH ISRAEL CONGREGATION,
PHILADELPHIA.

After faithful service of forty-seven years, the revered
Sabato Allocate,
beloved leader of the Congregation Mikveh Israel, has died
as
he wished, in active duty. Adequate expression of
the loss which
not alone this congregation, but the Jewish
community of Amer¬
ica and of the world, have suffered, is impossible. It is
fitting,
however, that the Board of Managers of the religious body with
which Dr. Morais was so long connected, should by formal
min¬
ute testify to the grief which the severance of affectionate
rela¬
tions has brought to them and to all the members of the
con¬
gregation ; and that they should further record, however imper¬
fectly, the esteem and veneration which the character and
life
of their departed teacher had won from the entire
community.
Zealous in his love for the ancestral faith of Israel, as he
was firm in his conviction of its truth , he brought to
its service
and its defense a wide learning, a high sincerity and an
enthu-
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in support
siasm that stopped at no sacrifice. Uncompromising

but false¬
of principle and duty , he was tolerant of everything what he
combating
vigorously
hood and insincerity ; and while
to men of different
deemed error , he was generous in his attitude
of Bible and
professor
as
,
opinions. As Chazan and lecturer
teach¬
voluntary
as
,
College
Biblical literature in the Maimonides
of
those
in
,
Society
Education
er in the schools of the Hebrew
as
,
congregation
this
of
and
the Hebrew Sunday School Society
classes in literature
instructor of personal students and of various
of the faculty of
president
and in religion, and as founder and
and inearnestly
labored
the Jewish Theological Seminary, he
ad¬
unswerving
an
defatigably, exhibiting in all these relations
sages.
the
of
traditions
herence to Biblical teachings and to the
, we feel the
Stirred by his zeal, inspired by his example
his stead¬
emulate
to
obligation that our loss has placed upon us
bulwark
a
as
fastness and to maintain this ancient congregation
Hope
veritable
a
,
lived
of the truth for which its great teachers
of Israel , Mikveh Israel.
HORACE A. NATHANS,
' Parnas.

ISAAC FEINBERG,
Secretary.

, NEW YORK.
CONGREGATION SHEARITH ISRAEL

Congregation
At a meeting of the Board of Trustees of the
the Vestry
at
Shearith Israel in the City of New York , held
3, 5658,
Tebet
,
House , Central Park West and Seventieth Street
presentee! and
December 27, 1897, the following having been
read was on motion unanimously adopted, viz:
of
Whereas, This Board has learned of the demise
>. Sabato dboraia,
1Rev
Mikveh Is¬
for forty-six years the Minister of the Congregation
is proper that the sad
rael of Philadelphia, Pa .; and, whereas, it
, now,
event should be officially noticed by this Congregation
therefore, be it

IOO

Resolved, That in the death of Dr. Sabato Morais we recog¬
nize the calamity that has befallen all Israel by the removal of
one whose deep learning and unusual piety have for years made
hi&name a synonym for the perfect Hebrew ; whose position in
the community of the Faithful had been attained solely by the
sublime,characteristics of which he was possessed, and which will
forever remain a monument to his memory as well as an example
worthy to be emulated by the latest posterity of our brethren.
Resolved,That the sympathy of this Board is extended to the
family. of the late Clergyman and to the Congregation over
whose destinies he presided with such dignity and wisdom, and
we pray that consolation may be extended to the one while the
grace of God may rest upon the other, to inspire it with knowl¬
edge and fortitude to steadfastly maintain the ancient ritual and
rites of the Sephardic section of our nation in harmony with the
teachings of their departed leader.
Resolved, That the name of the late Dr . Morais be inscribed
upon the list of Perpetual Escoboth, and that an Escoba be re¬
cited in his memory every Sabbath during the eleven months
of mourning.
Resolved, That copies of these preamble and resolutions
made patent by the Seal of the Congregation be presented to the
Congregation Mikveh Israel and to the family of the late Doctor,
and be entered as of the Minutes of the proceedings of this
Body/
Extract from the minutes.
N. TAYLOR PHILLIPS,
Clerk.
ORTHODOX JEWISH CONGREGATIONAL UNION.

At the first convention of the Orthodox Jewish Congrega¬
tional Union of America, held in New York the 9th of June,
5658, the following resolution was unanimously adopted:
Whereas, It has pleased the Almighty in His inscrutable
wisdom to call away from our midst the
IRev. 2>r. Sabato flftotate,
late Minister of the Congregation Mikveh Israel of Philadelphia,

Seminary,
and President of the Faculty of the Jewish Theological
and
the fore¬
Whereas, The Rev. Dr. Morais was for many years
who,
man
a
,
America
in
Judaism
most champion of Orthodox
on
only
not
labored
,
with absolute sincerity and unselfishness
and
righteous
every
in
also
but
,
behalf of his people and his faith
won for him the
worthy cause, and whose noble life and deeds
those not his
and
universal esteem both of his co-religionists
honor in this
with
Jew
of
co-religionists, and covered the name
land, therefore be it
Union
Resolved, That the Orthodox Jewish Congregational
memory
the
for
reverence
hereby testifies to its high esteem and
at his demise, and here¬
of the departed, and expresses its sorrow
Sabato Morais, and
Dr.
by tenders to the family of the late Rev.
Jewish Theologi¬
the
to
to the Congregation Mikveh Israel , and
condolence.
cal Seminary its most sincere sympathy and
BERNARD DRACHMAN,
S. M. ROEDER,
MAX COHEN,
Committee.

CENTRAL CONFERENCE AMERICAN RABBIS.

Provi¬
Whereas, It has pleased an All-Wise and All-Just
dence to call from earth
Sabato dfcotals,

a beloved and revered teacher in Israel ; and
worth,
Whereas, We recognized in him a man of sterling
sa¬
our
to
deep sincerity, firm conviction and steadfast devotion
cred faith ; and
, endeared
Whereas , He, by virtue of his conscientious spirit
peculiar
their
of
irrespective
,
Israel
himself to the whole house of
beliefs and opinions; and
labors in
Whereas , He, by his usefulness and self-sacrificing
profound
the
behalf of the highest interests of humanity, gained
Conference
Central
the
we,
,
brethren
his
respect and esteem of all
hereby
do
,
assembled
meeting
of American Rabbis, in
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Resolved, That in the death of Sabato Morais,
Judaism has
lost a venerable sage and scholar, a noble and
exemplary
guide,
an ardent and devoted champion of the
heritage of our fathers,
an earnest pleader in behalf of the poor and
poverty-stricken, a
prop and stay to the weak and the oppressed,
and a guide and
help to the widow and the orphan. And be
it further
Resolved, That the sympathy of this Conference be
extend¬
ed to the stricken family, and to the
Congregation Mikveh Israel,
to which he so faithfullly ministered for
well-nigh half a century.
And be it further
Resolved, That these resolutions be spread upon
the min¬
utes of this Conference, and a copy of the
same be sent to the
bereaved family.

Atlantic City, July 5-9, 1898.

ISAAC M. WISE,
President.
H. VELD,
Recording Secretary.

ADVISORY BOARD OF MINISTERS.

At a special meeting of the Advisory Board of
Ministers of
the Jewish Theological Seminary, held in the
Seminary Build¬
ing, 736 Lexington Avenue, on Thursday
evening, November
18th, the following resolutions were
unanimously adopted:
Whereas, Our dear friend,
IRew
. Sabato dborats,
has gone to his eternal home, and
Whereas, We, his colleagues in the holy work of
conserva¬
tion of Judaism, cannot yet realize our and
Israel’s infinite loss
due to the demise of this soul of fire,
Resolved, That to the sons and daughters of our
sainted
friend we express our deepest sympathy in this
hour of their
affliction. We stand with them in the shadow of their
bitter grief,
and like them we lament the death of this
champion of Israel.
Resolved, That we extend our sincere condolence
to the
Kahal Kadosh Mikveh Israel, in the City of
Philadelphia. For
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well-nigh half a century it was blessed with the ministry of a
man “clean of hands and pure of heart, who never set his de¬
sire upon vanity nor gave his assent unto deceit.” We mourn
with it the irreparable loss to that historic Jewish Congregation.
Resolved, That as friends of the Jewish Theological Sem¬
inary, we weep for the crown, that has fallen from the head of
this, his “Benjamin,” as he was wont to call it. After a long
life spent in the service of truth , in battle for the maintenance of
the historic and unalloyed purity of Judaism in this country , he
succeeded in establishing the Seminary, to the end that the Torah
be not forgotten in Israel, that disciples be reared in that House
of Learning who will repair the crumbling Tabernacle of David.
Resolved, That we, his co-workers, helpers and followers,
pledge to the trustees of the Jewish Theological Seminary our
undivided support for the future maintenance and development
of the Seminary, and by so doing we will thus raise to the mem¬
ory of Sabato Morais a monument more enduring than stone.
H. PEREIRA MENDES,
Chairman of Committee.
D. DAVIDSON,
M. MAISNER,
B. DRACHMAN,
S. S. WISE,
J. H. HERTZ.

STUDENTS O FTHE JEWISH THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY.

The students of the Jewish Theological Seminary assembled
in meeting in order to give at least partial expression to their
deep grief at the loss they have sustained, and adopted the follow¬
ing minute:
As orphaned children mourn for a beloved parent, so do we,
the spiritual sons of
Sabato morals,
deplore the departure from this life of our sainted master . Death
for such a man is but a translation from this world of mixed joy
and sorrow to the world of bliss eternal. And still we mourn.
We grieve because we miss that prophetic figure, we grieve that

io4
his voice of inspiration,
for us no more on earth. encouragement and affection shall sound

Unsparingly he gave of his devotion and energy,
and no
hardship was great enough to deprive us of his
presence.
In our
progress he rejoiced. With an unselfishness that
was character¬
istic of him he hoped and prayed that his
disciples would sur¬
pass their master. How gigantic this task
appears to us, to us
who view that well-rounded life with
truer perspective, who know
what glorious triumphs it represented, what
martyr-like adhe¬
rence to truth and principle! His was a
life that represented an
ideal for which we must strive, though it be
with little hope of
complete success. For our emulation he held
up other great
men; his modesty had dimmed his eyes to
his own merit. He
saw not that the spirit embodied in his
own frame was the sub¬
lime model after which we should, and
with the help of God
shall, pattern.
With a firm resolve born of the inspiration
which we have
imbibed from his lips, we shall strive to
merit the blessing which
an All-Wise Providence has comferred
upon us through the life
of the departed. His memory shall
ever be a sacred heirloom.
We shall lovingly speak of him to those
who come after us, that
the name of him who now flourisheth
in the courts of the Lord
shall be ever fresh in the minds of men.
DAVID LEVINE , Chairman;
MORRIS MANDEL,
JULIUS GREENSTONE,
ELIAS SOLOMON,
BERNHARD C. EHRENREICH,
Committee.

Resolutions in memory of Doctor Morais were
also passed
by many other organizations, among them
being the following:

Philadelphia Branch Jewish Theological Seminary
Association , Phil¬
adelphia.
Mikveh Israel Assocation , Philadelphia.
Young Men' s Hebrew Association ,
Philadelphia.
Hebrew Sunday School Society ,
..
Association of Jewish ImmigrantsPhiladelphia
,
Sunday Hebrew Sunday School , Philadelphia.
Philadelphia.
Jewish Hospital Association , Philadelphia.
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Jewish Foster Home and Orphan Asylum, Philadelphia.
Jewish Maternity Association, Philadelphia.
'Young Women’s Union, Philadelphia.
Hebrew Education Society, Philadelphia.
Dorsche D’ath Society, Philadelphia.

A large number of eulogies on the life of Dr. Morais ap¬
peared in the various Jewish journals of this country, the utter¬
ances of the editors or of contributors . Among these was one
by Dr. Cyrus Adler, a disciple and friend of Dr. Morais, who, but
for his absence in Europe, would have written a tribute for pub¬
lication herein. Dr . Adler wrote to the “Jem ®*1Exponent ” as
follows:
It is difficult for a pupil and friend to do anything but ex¬
press his grief at the individual loss he has suffered in the death
of Dr. Morais.
I have been a worshiper for over twenty-five years in the
congregation to which he ministered, and was for more than ten
years an almost daily visitor at his home, getting from him, in
some measure, an acquaintance with the Hebrew language and
the Jewish literature, in which he was so deeply versed.
It is much too soon to review his public career. He was a
man thoroughly devoted to all that made for the right and be¬
lieved that this could be best attained by a firm adherence to the
tenets of Israel. To this he concentrated his muscle and nerve,
his mind, his heart and his soul, without reserve. He loved his
congregation, he loved Philadelphia, he loved his country, he
loved his religion everywhere. Neither congregation, nor city,
nor country were bounds to him. To the Jews of England,
France, Italy and the Orient, he was the representative Ameri¬
can Jew. He was in constant communication with their leading
men and followed all their affairs with the keenest interest.
In American Judaism he fought a brave fight without falter¬
ing. Guiding a congregation small in numbers without con¬
sciously employing any means for the advancement of his reputa¬
tion, he came to be recognized as the leader of the adherents
of traditional Judaism in America. But this was not all. His
absolute sincerity brought to him, too, the homage of many with
whom he vitally differed.
Doctor Morais was by instinct a teacher. Young people
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were of especial interest to him, and he was never so happy as
when he had his favorite pupils about him. It is through this
trait , I believe, that the most lasting influence of his life will
be
found. In season, and out of season, he maintained that the con¬
tinued unity of the synagogue was bound up in the preservation
of the Hebrew language. This language he knew more
intimate¬
ly than Spanish or Italian or English. Never anywhere
have I
heard any one speak Hebrew with the ease and purity he had
attained. For this language and its literature he succeeded in
implanting a love among cultivated men in general who came
under his influence. It is true that when he saw the absolute
necessity, he established the Jewish Theological Seminary in New
York , but in Philadelphia, in his own house, with his own books,
and at all hours, he taught all that would come. Hardly one
of
these home students has entered the ministry, but all of them
are to-day, in some wise, engaged in spreading Jewish
learning.
I might go on and say much more about my lamented teach¬
er, but I cannot now. Yet one word more I must speak.
There
are many, no doubt, who think that with the death of Dr .
Morais
the ideas for which he stood will pass away. This is an
error.
That they have suffered a grievous loss is unquestioned. But
that they will survive is also certain. Dr . Morais was not a
per¬
sonal leader—he was a man who stood for his ideas, and those
whom he influenced will know no better way of testifying their
respect for his memory than by steadfastly maintaining, yes, and
by living, the principles which he, for more than half a
century,
taught and lived.
CYRUS ADLER.
Washington, November 16, 1897.
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PREFATORY REMARKS.

the Mickve Israel
The larger portion of this essay was read before
1897. To the officers and
Association of Philadelphia on December 26th,
here publicly express my
members of that distinguished society , I would
was received.
thanks for the kindly spirit in which this paper
Mickve Israel,
congregation
Only some weeks earlier , the historic
of its revered Rabbi and
the parent of the Association, suffered the loss
of the closing para¬
Guide . This circumstance accounts for the nature
retained in the form
graphs which , after some consideration , have been
/
then delivered .
appendix to a Report
The high privilege of contributing the literary
honor of belonging
of the Jewish Theological Seminary , the exceptional
Kohut —may their
to the company of a Sabato Morais and an Alexander
friend , the scholar of
memory be blessed —all this I owe to my venerable
was he who called the at¬
international reputation , Dr . M. Jastrow . It
paper and suggested its
tention of the Trustees of the Seminary to my
publication in this place.
by name , I am
To another friend , whose modesty forbids mention
the final revision for the
deeply indebted for helping me remove , during
press , many unidi omatic asperities of diction.
. H. H.

Syracuse , N. Y. J
Ab 20, 5658
Aug . 8, 1898

BACHYA.
In place of fhe older conception of Jewish History , which
dwelt mainly on the martyrdoms of the Jewish people as well
as on its miraculous survivals from countless cataclysms , a
newer view of writing Israel ’s story came to the front towards
the middle of this century . The sensuousness of sorrow
which older Jewish and Christian writers reveled in was
recognized as magnificent , hut was not history . Instead , men
ashed for a chronicle of the strivings of the Jewish spirit , of
the conquests and the failures of the Jew in the world of cul¬
ture and thought . And as battles , persecutions , expulsions
and such like are the milestones of the outer history , books
and thoughts and teachings of great men came to be recog¬
nized as forming the chronology of the inner development of
the Jewish people.1
Two such milestones in the history of Jewish Thought
in the Dark Ages, are The Guide of the Perplexed of Maimonides, and The Guide to the Duties of the Heart , by Bachya.
Maimonides ’ “ Guide ” critically examined the foundations
of our creed, and by reconciling it with the current Aristote¬
lian philosophy , dispersed the clouds of doubt from the minds
his
of many generations . Bachya , on the other hand , through
of
conception
loftier
a
of
spread
“ Guide, ” toiled for the
reli¬
the
of
deepening
a
for
devotion and duty in Jewish life,
gious spirit —for the spiritualization of Judaism . Maimonides
bitterly antagonized all manner of superstition and obscur¬
antism . Bachya just as bitterly denounced outwardness of
worship , ossification in Jewish practice , and the petrifaction
illumined the reason of the Jew;
of Judaism .2Maimonides
Bachya brought light into the heart ; and the heart has
primacy over the head . Add to this , that The Duties of the
Heart appeared about a century and a half before Maimo-
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Hides’ famous treatise , and we may be inclined to rank
The
Duties of the Heart as in a sense first among tbe Jewish,
writ¬
ings of tbe Middle Ages.
Of tbe life of Bachya , the only thing we can
affirm with
any degree of certainty is that he was a Dayan , member
of a
rabbinical court , in some Spanish community . Everything
else has , at some time , in one shape or another ,
been ques¬
tioned . His book has by some been ascribed to Judah
ibn
Tibbon and to Maimonides ; while others have declared it
a
mere translation from some Mohammedan original .
The
form of his name , even , is not settled . Scholars
hesitate
among Bechai, Bechayi, Bahiel , Bahie and Bachya ,
ibn
Bakudah , Bakodah and Pakudah . They are, however , more
or less agreed that , let us say Bachya ibn Pakudah, 3
in all
probability flourished in the first half of the nth century,
apparently in Saragossa ; that there is no reason to doubt the
traditional date which places the composition of The Guide
to the Duties of the Heart as 1040, in his old
age ; that he
seems to have mastered the Arabic learning of the day (the
natural sciences, philosophy , mathematics , music ,
astro¬
nomy and metaphysics ) ; that as Dayan he must have
been
perfectly at home in Talmudic studies ; that , as appearances
point to his having been a townsman and
contemporary of
Ibn Ganach and Solomon ibn Gabirol , and he himself a
poet
of no mean order , we cannot be far out of the way
if we
assume that he was acquainted with the poetical and
gramma¬
tical productions of contemporary Jewish authors.
This is all we know of Bachya ’s life—little enough . But
though , as iu the case of Shakespeare , the man has
been
absorbed by his book , a careful reading between the lines of
his book will be rewarded by many a glimpse of his
inmost
being . Especially is this true , of the Preface , which tells
us
what it was that induced him to write , and states the
scope
and purpose of the work . Incidentally the Preface
throws a
few interesting side -lights on the moral and
spiritual condi¬
tion of his environment.
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into those
His starting point is his division of our duties
our body , and are
which we perform with the members of
pertain to the
visible ; and the inward duties , those which
class are the
first
the
of
heart , and are invisible . Examples
to the grave,
dead
ceremonial laws , almsgiving , attending the as to believe in a
duties
such
etc .: of the second class are
, since He beholds
Creator ; to be filled with shame before Him
any ill-will towards
our most secret thoughts ; not to bear
to him , etc.
our brother ; not to covet anything belonging
since the
literature
the
all
in
Now he bitterly complains that
, or
exclusively
which
close of the Talmud , there is no book
Commen¬
.
heart
even primarily , deals with the duties of the
, or the philolo¬
taries on the Bible , dealing with its exegesis
the text ; Talmudic
gical niceties and syntactical problems of
, for the regulation
Compends and Collections of Responsa
Writings,
Controversial
;
of the daily life in its ritual aspects
unbelievers,
by
Judaism
refuting the objections against
are enough , but
Mohammedans and Christians : of these there
sources of
three
the
not a single ethical treatise !4And yet ,
concur in
all
,
our faith : Reason , Revelation and Tradition
foundation
the
are
heart
the
the conclusion that the duties of
lose all religious
of those of the body , so that the latter
have no part in
meaning if the heart and mind of the doer
the study of Raw,
them . Prayer , fasting , almsgiving ,
body of ceremonials
tabernacle , mezuzah —in fact the whole
whole being of the
and rituals is vain , if not done with the
observer .5
Bachya , “ these
“Perhaps , I thought to myself, ” says
do the chil¬
inner laws are so well known and so faithfully
of this nature would
dren of men cling to them , that books
recalled what I had
I
be altogether superfluous . But then
ways of men of all
read in books , of the customs and the
; that , except¬
times in regard to these inner commandments
separatists {Peruing a vanishing minority of holy men and
have ever been
shim , ‘ Pharisees ’), the laws of the heart
little understood and still less practiced .”
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‘‘Doubly is this so of our own days
when men are lax and
careless in the performance of the laws
of the limbs , and
especially so of the laws of the heart . For
when a man now
and then does devote himself to the
higher study of the duties
of our faith , too often , alas, it is
only some such ambition
as to acquire the name and fame
of ‘ Scholar, ’ ‘ Sage, ’ in the
eyes of the vulgar , that prompts him so
to do. Instead of an
unselfish study of the Torah for its own
sake, we to-day find
at best men who will devote all their
energies to the acquisi¬
tion of mere knowledge , something
that will neither ennoble
their character nor purify their soul
from the stains of pas¬
sion and sin . As the wise man said,
when one day he was
consulted concerning some hair -splitting
subtlety in a strange
imaginary case of Divorce. He answered
his questioner in
this wise : ‘ My friend , you ask
something , the knowledge of
which cannot make you morally better ;
nor , if you remain
ignorant of it , will you in any way be the
loser . Have you
mastered all those other matters which are
incumbent upon
you as an Israelite to know , that you
find the leisure to pon¬
der over such useless discussions ? I
assure you , it is now
more than thirty -five years that I have
busied myself with
the commandments of the Torah —
and you know how assid¬
uous I have been in my study —and I
have not yet found the
time to discuss questions of the kind
which seem to trouble
you . ’ ” 6
“ In view, consequently , of the
urgent need of such study
and its woful neglect , and in view
furthermore of the ignor¬
ance prevailing on the subject , I
resolved to compose a
treatise that shall be a lamp unto the feet
of men, that shall
illumine for them the way they should go ;
a book that shall
acquaint them with the goodly customs
of the saints and
pious men of old, of whatever nation
or
creed, and remind
them of their inner duties ; that shall
rouse the careless one
from the sleep of folly ; restrain the
heedless from the road
of sin , and be a help and a
companion to the beginner in
moral wisdom ; in short , be a guide to
the perplexed (m&rek

“ The Guide
derech Unbochim.) I have , therefore ^named , ithowever , is not
purpose
to the Duties of the Heart .” 7My
deny any of
so much to answer the objections of those who
example
the
the principles of our faith . I shall rather follow
divin¬
his
of
of that astrologer who, having espied by means
searched
,
ing -rod a treasure of silver in the field of his friend
silver was
for it. He found his search rewarded , but the
been changed
tarnished and blackened ; its natural color had
He , therefore,
.
days
many
of
beyond recognition by the rust
it until the
polished
boiled it in an acid solution , dried and
He then
.
silver regained its pristine beauty and splendor
remaining
the
bade his friend pursue the same method with
be mine
portion of the treasure . A similar procedure shall
I will
.
heart
human
in this matter of the treasures of the
excellence , in
uncover them and display the lustre of their
to draw nigh
wish
who
order that all those may do likewise
8
.”
Him
unto
unto God and cleave
of the
Bachya has performed all he promised . The Duties
books
those
Heart - the very title is an inspiration —is one of
exist¬
which open our eyes and enable us to see our ordinary
of eternity.
ence sub specie ceternitatis , under the aspect
to us
appear
would
they
as
They show us things as they are,
a
and
education
false
a
had not our eyes been abused by
burden
the
us
for
conventional environment . They lighten
wings helping
of life ; weights that dragged us down become
capable
us' heavenward , God ward . It is one of the few books
kind within
of producing an inner experience of a peculiar
disordered
the
over
breathed
us, the consciousness of a spirit
to the
them
reducing
,
passions and desires of our hearts
would
,
know
I
,
peace and harmony of love . Not everyone
mat¬
that
for
,
care for 7 he Duties of the Heart. Not everybody
can
thought
ter , cares for the Psalms . No system of life and
Hove
“
to it .
be understood by one who stands unsympathetic
. To
Drummond
James
says
”
alone is the great interpreter,
one
is,
prayer
what
know
must
understand the Psalms one
introonly
the
,
must have prayed . The best introduction
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■duction to a book like Bachya ’s is a grain of
that natural
piety which links age to age and binds generation to
genera¬

tion, and which alone makes all men kin ,
children of a
Father in heaven. 9
The book is written in a style of stern yet gentle ,
nay
genial , simplicity . Its eloquent , vivid language , strewn
with
thought -laden sayings and beautiful parables , its
constant
references to Scripture and personal appeals to the
reader,
have made it a book of the people. Bachya had
intended
from the first that it should be this , and therefore
wrote in
the vernacular , in Arabic . Not all the Jews of
the Disper¬
sion speak Arabic , however . The Jew leads, in
respect to
language at least, an amphibian existence; 10 he speaks
the
language of the land , but he is also more or less
familiar
with the international language of the Jew , the Holy
Tongue,
which serves as the galvanic cord binding the
sundered
members of Israel into one brotherhood . This nation ,
with
.a mother -tongue , but no fatherland ,
yet every where speaking
the language of its step-brethren , produces the
Translator of
the greatest of agencies for the leveling of all ghetto
-walls of
the spirit. 11 Bachya ’s The Duties of the Heart
becomes the pro¬
perty of Universal Israel —the Karaites included— 12 only
when,
under the title Choboth Ha -lebaboth?3the book is
translated
into Hebrew by Judah ibn Tibbon , of the renowned
family of
translators , the ibn Tibbons , in the year 1161. Through
this
Hebrew rendering it becomes a book of devotion for the
next
750years , large portions of it finding their way even into
the
prayer books. 14 This Hebrew translation of ibn Tibbon
is in
turn translated into various European languages as
well as
into the Judeo -Spanish and Judeo -German dialects ;
is com¬
mented on, abridged , paraphrased , imitated and—
plagiarized.
It is printed as early as 1489, the twenty -sixth
Hebrew book
to issue from the printing press. Over sixty
different editions
-of the book are enumerated in Hebrew
Bibliographies ; the
the first book in literary German written by a
Jew was a
translation of the Choboth Ha -lebaboth in 1765, and
three

-/
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following.
new German translations appeared in the century
, to be
itself
text
Arabic
original
At last an edition of the
undertaken .15
accompanied by a French translation , hasa been
manual
devotional
than
more
much
is
But this book
from all this , it
of wonderful beauty and popularity . Aside
as a philosophical
occupies a foremost place in Jewish thought
originality of
classic . Now this is due not to any startling
new in The
matter . There is, in fact , nothing altogether
be found in the
Duties of the Heart , nothing that cannot
Nathan , in
Bible , in Pirque Aboth , in Aboth di Rabbi
in a Florior
l6
,
Erctz
Derech
of
the minor Talmudic treatises
of the
Dufies
’s
legium of Rabbinic Sayings . But aBachya
the
all
of
fulfilment
to
Heart is the first introduction
according to
inward duties —the first Jewish ethical treatise—
import¬
philosophical method. Herein lies its commanding
Jew;, on leaving
ance in the history of Jewish ethics . The
outfit high¬
ethical
an
with
world
his home entered the outside
Aristotle,
.
him
about
er and better than that of the peoples
Jew any¬
the
taught
Christianityj the Koran , none of these
of the
course
the
in
thing ethically new . What he did learn
Hellenic
with
following centuries was through his contact
of ethical ideas
thought ; and was no more than the formulation
had not felt the need of
and their systematic exposition. He
, because , in Jew¬
systematic thinking on ethical matters before
forth . It was
it
call
to
ish life, there were no Conditions
to method in
attain
did
otherwise with the Greeks . They
wavering
was
ethics , because , whenever the old morality
ques¬
men
,
and respect for authority had weakened
The
law.
moral
tioned the very basis and reality of the
those gen¬
philosophers , therefore , undertook to establish
of the
independent
are
eral principles of morality that
valid
are
that
;
times
differences between peoples and
, on
Jew
the
For
;
men
everywhere and authoritative for all
of
range
whole
the other hand , there was nothing in the
that
than
certain
human thinking clearer or more absolutely
of the physical
as
well
as
,
moral
the
God is the Creator of
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world order ; that He is the source of
all ,
truth ; and that the traditional laws of including ethical,
morality express and
contain this truth .*7 In the maddening
maze of things , when
most tossed by storm and flood, he
saw, he felt that God is
good and just and holy; and that it is
his duty to cleave unto
God by imitating His ways of justice ,
goodness and holiness.
Another reason for the late appearance of
exposition of morality is the fact that the method in the
Jewish people,
down to the days of Saadyah and
Bachya , were as yet so naive
in their literary conceptions that
they could not see the need
of treating in systematic or
literary form anything so selfevident as the practical moralities of life.
The full Tragivcite
of this remark let me illustrate
by a suggestion of the late Dr.
L. Lazarus , Director of the Jewish
Theological Seminary of
Breslau . In Lazarus ’ opinion Lessing ’s
thought “ Man spricht
seltenvon der Tugend man hat, ” can be
turned to high scien¬
tific use by the historian of ethics .
What an interesting chapter
in the history of human culture
could one furnish by inves¬
tigating those virtues and vices of a people
which that people
and its moralists considered as so selfevident —the virtues so
unquestionably praiseworthy , and the vices so
absolutely and
universally condemned —that neither the
people
nor its moral¬
ists hardly ever make mention of
them. 18 Now , it requires
little argument to establish that
not the least wonder¬
ful portion of such a chapter would
be the one treating of the
Jewish people. That would be a
relatively longlist of virtues,
universally practiced , and vices just as
universally shunned;
and yet scarcely ever mentioned . I
cannot refrain from cit¬
ing one example , just one. In the
various
recited on Yom Kippur , in which well - Confessions of Sins,
nigh every human
crime,passion or failing is catalogued in an
exhaustive —almost
exhausting —manner , no mention is made of
the crime of mur.
der. Murder , to the creators of the
Jewish Liturgy , as well to
the people who for ages have
sought spiritual communion
with their Maker through this same
liturgy , was something
so unspeakably horrible , that to
them it appeared inconceiv-
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able how any Jew could possibly commit it . 19 Of what
wonderful interest is such a characteristic to the ethnic psy¬
chologist , and what an eloquent refutation of a certain foul
and Satanic charge brought forward against the Eternal Peopie even in this last decade of the nineteenth century !
Now , to return to the naïve conception of the Jewish
people , which for ages, partially at least prevented them
from having any systematic ethical treatises . We have seen
of,
that this failure on their part to have any ethics , to speak
can
is,
feeling
this
is far from discreditable . And how genuine
weeks
be seen from its survival down to this day. Only a few
ago, a man with considerable reputation for learning in my
as
own city complained to me of the dnlness of such books
,20 The
The Path of the Upright , by Moses Chayim kuzzatto
The
or
21
,
Regensburg
of
Judah
R.
Book of Pious Souls , by
them
reading
by
learn
I
can
“
Duties of the Heart. What
that I did not know before ? ‘ Sei gut und fromm , mein
Kind , Be good, sweet child, ’ seems to be the sum and sub¬
stance of their teaching .” Many so-called educated people
are , in much the same way, puzzled by what appears to them
the exaggerated value placed upon the Prophetic writings,
and that by people otherwise of the sanest critical judgment.
They can see nothing either so wonderful or original in Isaiah;
“ in
to them it seems full of self evident platitudes , clcthed
charge
this
Now
prose run mad,” as Paine gently puts it .
responsible for
is
—
dulness
of
therefore
—and
of self evidence
the partial neglect in recent centuries of this ethical literature
among semi-Asiatic and Oriental Jews . The lower classes,
The
so far as they read ethical books at all , will rather select
Righteous
The
or
;
Beginning of Wisdom, by R.Elijah de Vidas
do
Measure , by R . Hirsch Kaidonover , where they , alas,
tor¬
the
of
learn something new —blood -curdling descriptions
ments of Gehenna , weird tales of regiments of demons , with
of
other cabbalistic aberrations , most distressing to the lover
his people .22
Bachya , however , knew human nature too well , not to
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be convinced that the self-evident is tardiest in
being recog¬
nized as such by men . He proceeds to compose an
ethical
treatise , the methodical form of which we have seen to be
due
to a certain impetus from without . But besides the
method
and manner of presentation , a certain something
which
makes his perspective in moral and spiritual matters
some¬
what different from that of his Jewish predecessors and
is due
to these same foreign influences, enters his
system of thinking.
The very title of thebcok 'is of non-Jewish origin. 23 Only
Pagan
Christians of the first century and Pagan Jews of the
teenth . contrast the “ duties of the heart ” with the “ nine¬
duties
of the limbs ;” Jewish Jews of the stamp of
Bachya and his
like would never of their own accord have done so.
In fact,
on this whole subject of using other sources he
might have
repeated the words Maimonides prefaced to his “ Eight
Chap¬
ters introductory to the Pirque Aboth: Know
“
that neither
the teachings nor the explanations which I
propound in the
following chapters are altogether original with me.
They
are thoughts gathered by me from the works of
sages in the
Midrash and the Talmud and from other Jewish
writings;
furthermore , from the utterances of philosophers of antiquity
and our own days, and from the works of various and
divers
authors . I am willing to learn from anybody and
everybody.
Here and there I may cite literally and in its
entirety an
explanation from a well-known book . At the same time , I
do not wish to adorn myself with the
expressions of others.
Eet this , therefore , sufficiently explain my
procedure , even
though I do not at every turn interrupt myself with the
words,
‘This one said, ’ and ‘ That one said, ’ which , under
the cir¬
cumstances , would be unnecessary diffuseness. ”
This trait on the part of Bachya (and Maimonides )
must
not be construed as lack of originality ; rather does
it show
what Steinschneider calls, the wonderful assimilative
faculty
of the Jewish mind , its marvelous power of
reproductivity.
Bachya may be largely eclectic, but his work is not a
mosaic.
He was always a chooser, knowing what to reject , “
what to

blot, ” in Pope ’s phrase . He draws his metaphysics very
largely from the muddy waters of Neo-Platonism and NeoPythagoreanism , which teem with theosophic lucubrations;
yet how modern in its clearness and purity is his Gate on the
Godheads Professor Kaufmann has put his indebtedness to
the Encyclopedia of the Brethren of Purity beyond a
doubt . (The Brethren of Purity were a learned school,
or, as some say , a secret order of Mohammedan Freemasons
started in the city of Basra about the year 950 for the spread
of scientific illumination [Aufklärung, ] and—piety ; for the
reconciliation of Religion and Science , as we would say to,
day.) From the “ Bridgewater Treatises ” of these sancti¬
monious encyclopedists , Bachya gets the teleological coloring
of his theistic view of nature . But he casts far from himself
the hosts of Satans , the dream -interpretations and other
astrologic charlatanisms of their Encyclopedia . Dr. MartinSchreiner , of Berlin , three years ago proved what Zunz sur¬
mised as early as 1845, that Bachya had various Arabic
ethico -devotional works before him according to which he
patterned his own. Dr. Schreiner traces the whole manner
of the book back to the works of Mohammedan ascetics of
Sufi tendency . But we look in vain for even a trace in The
Duties of the Heart of the mystic contemplation of the joys
of Paradise , forthe cam el-swallowing literalism , and worst of
all , for that Oriental lack of taste so repellent to the Western
reader , which characterizes this Sufistic ascetic literature.
Bachya thus , in every respect , rises vastly superior to his
sources . At most he takes from them vapor —but he turns
it to water , pure and limpid , quickening to the thirsty soul. 25
It is time we looked somewhat closer at a few of his ideas.
He opens with a metaphysical discussion of Creation , the
Creator and His attributes . He belongs to the cosmo-theological period of Jewish philosophy ; because the starting point
of religion and morals for him is the establishing of the dog¬
ma, Creatio ex nihiloP His arguments are mostly those of
Saadyah the Gaon . The world must have a Creator , because
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otherwise we are driven to the assumption that the world
created itself. But this is absurd , as it could have
done
so only either before it existed , which was
impossible ; or
after it was already in existence , which was
superfluous
The Creator is a unity ; but His is a real unity , which
involves
being and eternity . These attributes again are properly
but
negative attributes , removing the possibility of attributing
their opposites, to God. We cannot picture God to
ourselves;
but neither can we picture the soul, nor grasp what it is,
yet
we are convinced of its existence . How? By its
effects, by
its doings , by its manifestations . Similarly we shall
ever
miss a God whom we mortals can know , if we seek Him
by
means of abstract arguments only . To know God, we
must
look to creation . In the second Gate ,27 On the
Contempla¬
tion oj Nature, he bids us intelligently observe the
marvels
writ large in the heavens , in bird and flower, in rain
and
sunshine , in man ’s body and daily life. A bottle of ink
spilt on a sheet of paper will not , of its own accord ,
arrange
itself into poetic strains of beauty . Such strains of
beauty
compel us to assume an intelligent author . In Reason ’s
ear,
therefore , all things , by the wonderful design manifested in
them , sing , “The Hand that made us is divine !”
To
Bachya this universe is thus no divine comedy, no
stupen¬
dous jest , as it appears to ffeo de Modena , the
fickle
free-thinker rabbi of Venice . 28 In the next eight
Gates,
he shows that a proper understanding of God and such
devout
contemplation of Nature will lead man , the crown and
object of creation , to join in this universal hymn to
the Crea?
tor , and serve Him ; to put our trust in Him ; to
subordinate
all our doings to His will, and thus make the glory
of His
name the supreme motive of our actions ; to walk in
humility
before Him ; to repent of our sins; to practice continual
selfexamination as to our failings ; to refrain from the vanities 'of
this world ; at last to reach the summit where we can
fulfill
the highest of all duties , the love of God with all our
heart,
with all our soul, and with all our might .29

The most striking feature of Bachya ’s system is certain¬
ly the distinctly ascetic stamp which he gave to his moral
views; the idea of Perishuth , Separatedness , which he devel¬
oped with such minuteness , and with so much earnestness
advocated . To practice the suppression of worldly desires
—self-restraint in such matters even as are not altogether
forbidden by the Law—is a duty incumbent upon all . And
just as each art and science has its devotees, there must be a
class of men who shall , by their conduct , show that it is
possible to forego all the luxuries and escape all the vanities
out this
of life. Only a class of men, however , are to carry
become
to
were
men
severer form of Perishuth ; for if all
earth
this
and
world-forsakers , society would disintegrate
“reads
he
would become depopulated . In support of these views
a Bible of his own,” and finds many allusions to this Peri¬
shuth in the life of the Patriarchs , Prophets and Nazarites.
With special approval does he quote the following Mishnic
saying : “ This is the way of the Torah ; a morsel of dry
bread thou must eat and water by measure thou must drink;
thou must sleep upon the ground and live a life of trouble
the while thou toilest in the Torah . If thou dost thus,
happy shalt thou be and it shall be well with thee
(Ps. cxxvii , 2) ; happy shalt thou be—in this world ; and it
shall be well with thee —in the world to come. ” 30 Bachya
furthermore gives classical expression to the three chief
moments of all ascetic thinking —the original purity and
present home -sickness of the soul, the transitoriness of life
and the awful sublimity of the Judgment Day 31 —in his
“Admonition to the Soul. ’’ This poem in rhymed prose,
intended only as an appendix to The Duties of the Heart
has through its beauty and its sombre impressiveness won a
place in some Yom Kippur liturgies . I shall quote a few
sentences in the noble version of Dr . Jastrow .32
“My soul, be not senseless , like a beast , deeply sunk—
be not drowsy with passion drunk .—Hewn from reason ’s
mine thou art —from wisdom ’s well thy waters start —from
the Lord’s heavenly realm !
\
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My soul, let not the body’s wanton pleasures capture
thee —its showy treasures not enrapture thee ;—they melt
away —like the dew before the day, —they avail naught when
they begin —and their end is shame and sin.
My soul look carefully back —on thy pilgrim ’s track ;—
all cometh from the dust —and thither return it must .—
Whatever has been moulded and built, —when its time is
fulfilled,—must go the ground —where its material was
found .—Death is Tife ’s brother .—They keep fast to one
another, —each taking hold of one end of their plunder, —and
none can tear them asunder . Soon thou wilt come—to thy
eternal home, —where thou must show thy work and receive
thy wages —on rightful scales and guages, —or good or bad,
according to the worth —of thy deeds on earth.
“Therefore get thee up, and to thy Master pray —by
night and day ;—bow down before Him , be meek, —and let
thy tears bedew thy cheek .—Seek the Lord , thy Tight, —with
all thy might ;—walk in meekness , pursue the right ;—so that
with his merc^-screen, the Master—hide thee in the day of
disaster .—Then thou shalt shine like the heavens bright,—
and like the sun when going forth in might ;—and o’er thy
head —shall be spread —the rays —of the sun of grace —that
brings —healing and joy in his wings .”
Targe !y, of course, Bachya in this theory of Separatedness but gives expression to the contemplative attitude of the
Middle Ages. “The mediaeval world was a world of ' thought
and aspiration , of divine discontent with the actual, ’’ a long¬
ing for the ideal. All things , this mediaeval idealism taught,
are, truly understood , most fit ; rational order pervades the
universe . But whoever has once beheld the abiding Reality
underlying and animating all things , “ is possessed by the sense
of the utter insignificance and transitoriness of all temporal in¬
terests and sees in all things the seeds of quick decay and
dissolution . The wise man has awakened from life ’s fevered
dream and broken the spell of all its illusion. ” 33 Henceforth his
is the quiet and imperturbable dignity of spirit that goes not

well with mirth and vulgar enjoyment . His cry is for rest
and peace , cessation from futile striving , and withdrawal
from the interests of time , as mere shadow -shapes that come
and go. The thought of this home -sickness of the soul for
the ideal world , whence it had fallen into this lower world
saint
of sense and time , leads the mediaeval monk , mystic and
to consider only that true education which , as Plato has it,
at
is a process of purification , a gradual recovery of what
the
of
”
reminiscence
“
birth was lost , an ever more perfect
upper world . There is man ’s true home ; not here, in the
cave of sensibility , the soul’s sad prison -house . Ever thus to
the mediaeval thinker , is the shadow of eternity cast athwart
the world of time.
But be that as it may , the ascetic element is so alto¬
gether absent from our current conception of Judaism , that,
at first we are very much at a loss how to account for
Bachya ’s opinions . We feel that Saadyahand Yehudah Halevy,
when they attack monasticism , pointing out its radical im¬
morality and psychological fruitlessness , have the Jewish
past behind them . And although we know that asceticism
did not have to wait for Bachya to be introduced into Jewish
thought , we are , nevertheless , inclined to classify his
Perishuth with ideas even more startling to the Jew of to-day,
ideas that at various times have fringed the Jewish con¬
sciousness . Among these , we might cite the recommendaion of monastic celibacy by the twelfth century astronomer
and duke , (Nassi ) Abraham bar Chiyya . of Barcelona ; or that
weaker form of a Vicarious Atonement Doctrine as seen in
the cycle of prayers and paytanic compositions dealing with
the Binding of Isaac (Akeda ). We of to-day feel that the
statement in the Jerusalem Talmud , “ On the day of Judg¬
ment man will be called to account for every innocent pleas¬
it
ure and enjoyment he has denied himself ” strange as
Perisuth
the
than
Judaism
of
may sound , is nearer the spirit
of Bachya .34
Our harsh judgment on Bachya ’s preachment will how-

ever not “be lasting if we learn more of its true
nature.
For , doing so, we shall see, that , in spite
of first
impressions to the contrary , his doctrine turns out to be
in
thorough consonance with the spirit of Judaism . We
find
Bachya slightly tinged with pietism ; yet the sickly
senti¬
mental and the effeminate are total strangers to him
. He
was a Dayan , and thus willy-nilly he could
never leave
the terra firma of practical religion . The genius
of Judaism
ever watches over him ; and when he reaches the
extreme
limit of contempt of the world , it saves him from
monastic,
Christian crucifixion of the flesh. 35 The
perfect sanity
of Judaism he can never forget. He warns
us against that
Perishuth which is merely a pose; while a monkish
with¬
drawal from the ordinary duties of life he
stigmatizes as
pernicious , at war with the law of God and Man.36
The
highest form of Separatedness is the earning of an
honor¬
able livelihood . For
“To make a happy fireside clime
To weans and wife,
That’s the true pathos and sublime
Of human life.”

“ True Aloofness,” he furthermore tells us, “
requires purity

of thought , free even in imagination from
any approach to

sin ; it demands integrity of action , the
banishing of all
baseness and selfishness in our daily social life among
men .”
L,et us listen to a still more detailed description
of the true
Separatist . “ The true Parush is large -hearted and
humbleminded ; he is calm and full of natural modesty . He
laugheth , but never immoderately ; he is grieved , but
never angry.
He is master of his passions and firm in his
determination,
and yet never over-hasty nor obstinate . Courteous
is he in
meeting objections , and never insulting in his answers
; he
charitably covers error , but capable of righteous
indignation.
Sincere in friendship , a loyal companion , he takes
up no
reproach against his fellow. He incommodes others
little,
but helps them much ; whatever he promises
he keeps;
he pries ‘not, neither does he publish what is
secret . He
is reviled , but does not revile in return ,
neither does he
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rejoice at the misfortune of his enemy ; he complains little,
and accepts all suffering in loving resignation . He is
soothing as cream , as sweet as honey ; he speaks equity
and bides his day . Filled with pity at the sight of misery,
is a help to the poor, and a stay to the oppressed. He knows
his . faults and is mindful of his sins ; wisdom is his , and
—meekness . Every action he deems sincerer than his
own, and every soul purer than his soul. He honors the
upright , reveres the just , loves his God and cheerfully
obeys His will” 37 If this is Bachya ’s other -worldliness,
we venture to state that few indeed are the books that are
are more timely than 7 'he Duties of the Heart. And all those
who are not color-blind in matters spiritual , will agree that at
this moment there are few things more needed than a good
strong infusion of just such other -worldliness into the sordid
secularism , dry rationalism and crass materialism of our
workaday and holy-day lives. 38
While therefore 7 he Duties of the Heart at first blush
seems to bean expression of but one-half of R. Jacob ’s famous
is one hour of blissfulness of spirit in the
Better
dictum, 39“
world to come, than the whole life of this world, ’’ a closer
examination has taught us that to him religion is not only
a being , but also a doing . . He places an equal emphasis
on the second half , “ Better is one hour of repentance afid
good deeds in this world than the whole life of the world to
come.” The central idea of Rabbinic ethics —the “Imitation
—“ to draw nigh unto God, and imitate His ways,”
of God” 40
is thus the burden of the “ Imago Dei,” written by this Jewish
Thomas a’Kempis , this “ minnesinger of the love of God.”
It opens with the knowledge of God, the beginning of wis¬
dom ; and closes, in its tenth Gate , with the pure and disin¬
terested love of God, the keystone in the arch of Jewish
morality. 41
Of recent years many people have tried to picture to
themselves the character of a Jew to serve as the basement
type of the Jew of the future . Certain convergences of
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opinion have come to light
It cannot be the reactionary,
or one whose ideal is conservatism for its own sake . He
cannot see the forest on account of the trees . When Patilinism old or new, assails the binding force of a commandment
like that of Tephillin , he , in a love which passeth under¬
standing , invests it with a universality as absolute as that of
the eternal moralities , so that even the Godhead Himself
bends to it .42“
The Holy One , blessed be He , lays Tephillin,”
says the Talmud . Not that one need be a skilled feller of
trees , under whose shade ages have sheltered themselves;
but a more sympathetic perception of the dominant under¬
current of progress in things required , so that our place no
exaggerated value on whatever comes of custom or conven¬
tion .43
Still less can the ievolutionist in Judaism furnish that
type . Revolution is impious ; destructionism , and sadder
still , blackguardism not too rarely distinguish her children.
The revolutionist violates , and in the nature of the case must
violate , again and again the instinct of reverence , most
precious boon to mortals given . Often , in his rashness , he
turns his back to the consensus of the ages ; and , as often,
seems to take quite naturally to a certain vfiptt, self -asser¬
tiveness , most painful to behold.44
Bachya ’s Guide to the Duties of the Heart supplies us
with a few bold outlines for a type , fairer , more enduring,
than either . A character marked by a certain guilelessness,
transparency , simplicity , which is always the very flowering
of culture , intellectual , aesthetic and spiritual . Dissatisfied
with things as they are, his revolution is nevertheless softened,
harmonized , subdued , without noise of axe or hammer.
“ Sweetness and light ” in him are wedded to “ Strength .”
A character which , when laid open by accident to our own
alien modern atmosphere appears to us like a relic of the
classical ages. The presence of this nature is felt like a
sweet aroma ; it comes into our existence like a benediction,
his words fall upon our ears like the strains of ethereal music .45
His influence is seen , above all things , in the lives of men !

\
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My friends , we have all known one who approached the
nearest in this generation to the character I tried to paint to
you , in colors taken from Bachya ’s and from Walter Pater ’s
palette . You and I consider it among the highest privileges
of our life to have called him Teacher , Mentor, Friend!
Bachya ’s book, lived as he lived it , would mean the regener"
ation of Judaism ; nay , of society . For though the phil¬
osophical setting of the “ Guide to the Duties of the Heart”
is scholastic and obsolete, its moral and ethical contents have
permanent beauty and abiding force. Aside from the Bible,
it is, perhaps , the noblest expression of the Jewish spirit of
all times.

WW:

NOTES TO BACHYA.

A bibliography of Bachya will be found in Jellinek ’s edition of the
, 1846). This must be supplemented by the
(
Chaboth Ha -lebaboth Leipsic
modern literature on Bachya to be found in Steinschneiders Hebräische
Ueb er Setzungen -des Mittelalters . § 214- 217. In the following notes I
shall attempt to trace the sources of most of the thoughts contained in the
preceding essay . To two books, however, I am indebted more than I can
adequately express by means of mere references : Zur Charakteristik
der talmudischen Ethik (Breslau , 1877) gave me an insight into the
moving springs of Jewish ethical thinking , while Prof . Kaufmann ’s Die
,1874), also in Sitzungsberichte
(
Tkeologie des Bachya ibn Pakudah Vienna
der Wiener kaiserlichen Akademie , phil .-histor . Classe , (Aprilheft , Bd.
Ixxvii.) completely revolutionized my , as everybody else ’s, views as to
Bachya 's sources . For those other influences which are too subtle or too
minute to be acknowledged by a special note , I would beg the reader to
bear in mind the quotation from Maimonides to be found p. 16 supra.
The references are not always to the page . This is due to the fact
that these notes were written away from the author ’s library , on a steam¬
ship bound for South Africa . When we know all the circumstances , we
shall pardon all the faults.

x. Preface to Leopold Dukes’ Zur Kenntniss der neuhebrceischen
am Main , 1842) ; cf. also Joseph Jacobs’
(
religicesen Poesie Frankfort
Jewish Ideals, New York , 1896, on “ Jewish History : its Aims and
Methods,’’ p. 236.
2.—Prof . D. H. Mueller in Smolenskin ’s Hebrew periodical , Haschaehar, iii . 410.
3. Scholars are pretty unanimously agreed to use this form of the
name in absence of a more correct one. Among them are Bruell, Ph . Bloch.
Kaufmann , Kayserliug , Schechter , and even Steinschneider (in Intro¬
duction to the Arabic Literature of the Jews, I . “Names, ” appearing
in the Jewish Quarterly Review '). In older Rabbinic works he is usually
(“
spoken of as Rabbenu Bechay ben Joseph ibn Pakudah Hachassid the
Elder,"
“
Pious, ” became author of an ethico-ascetic book), Ha -zaken, The
to distinguish him from younger namesakes ) or il ’a -day an. For Judah
ibn Tibbon , see p. 12, supra.
Merwan ibn Ganach (R. Jonah Morinus), a famous grammarian and
iexicograper.
Solomon ibn Gabirol , the poet second only to Yehudah Halevy in the
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annals of neo-Hebraic poesy. Munk, in 1856, has vindicated for him an
important place in the history of philosophy by proving him to be identical,
with “ Avicebron, ” author of Fons Vilce, a work which exerted a
remarkable influence on the scholastic doctors of the Church.
4. p. 5a. and 5b. of Chaboth Ha -lebaboth, ed . Baumgarten . The
works and their authors , etc., he mentions in this connection help us to
understand the generations posterior to which Bachya must have written
his book.
Among these are the Massoretes . Saadyah , the Gaon, “ the first
modern Jew, ” born in Payyum , Egypt , in 892, and died as “ Gaon, ” head
of the Suranic College in Babylon , 942. He was a translator , commenta¬
tor and controversialist . He is the author of the philosophical treatise,
“Creeds and Opinions .” David Mokammetz , or Mikmatz , an interesting
personality , typical of an erratic century , which was brimful of strange
heresies and violent schisms . Cf. Harkavy -Bacher on Quirquisani ’s
“Account of the Jewish Sects, ” in a recent volume of the Jewish Qitarterly Review. Mokammetz himself seems to have forsaken Rabbanite
Judaism for Karaism , then became a Mohammedan , a Christian , and
a Jew again . It is conjectured that his name , Mokammetz, which means
“ a leaper, ” is merely a sobriquet derived from his frequent changes in reli¬
gious belief. However , far too little is as yet known of him to speak with
any positiveness.
For “ Ibn Ganach ” see above, Note iii.
Gabirol ’s name he does not mention ; neither does he refer to his eth¬
ical book. This does not prove that Bachya’s book antedated Gabirol ’s..
Neither is it yet certain that Bachya utilized Gabirol ’s work in the prepa¬
ration of his own. Kaufmann and N. Bruell take opposite sides on this
question . But it is as yet questionable whether Bachya and Gabirol at all
knew each other ’s work.
5. Chaboth Ha -lebaboth , Ed . Baumgarten , p. 6a. This sentiment is.
not new with Bachya . Myriads of times in Rabbinic literature —from
their general principle nJ 13 IYI3'H¥ JllXD down to the latest cabbalistic
;YI3D’OJil—do we find this insistence on the intention and the devotion of
the observer . And Professor Steinthal . in his essay “ Ueber Andacht,”
has shown that the very word for devotion in Hebrew (H313) is an inven¬
tion of the mediaeval Rabbis.
“ Was Bachya a Reform Jew ?” None but a mediaeval mind , incapa¬
ble of being objective , would at all ask such a question . It is on a par
with that other question asked , just as seriously and just as characteris¬
tically mediaeval, and exquisitely ludicrous , “ Was Job a Reform Jew ?”
However , as the question has been asked , let any one who wishes to
investigate Bachya ’s “ soundness ” in religious prayer consult the preface
of M. Isaac Broyde to the newly found “ Reflections on the Soul,” which
is attributed (on very slight grounds ) to Bachya . M. Broyde undertakes
to prove that every one of Bachya ’s books or poems is an ortkodox anti-
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dote to a similar work of Gabirol , whom Bachya considered liberal*
verging on infidelity . He shows the parallel and the contrast between the
Ckabotk Ha -lebaboth and Gabirol’s Sefer Tikkun Hammidoth On
(
the
Ennoblement of Character ), the TochachctAdmonition
(
to the Soul) and
Gabirol ’s •p 'ly ' ri3{^ ( “ Forget thine anguish, ” in Emma Lazarus ’ transla¬
tion ) : the n^ p2see
(
pp . xxvi - xxxvii ed. Baumgarten ) and Gabirol’s
Royal Crown. But be all this as it may , Bachya was no more an opponent
of ceremonies performed with devotion than Isaiah , the Rabbis of medi¬
aeval times , or the late Dr . Morais of our own days . Cf. also L. Lazarus
on “ Action and Intention, ” pp . 22- 340! Zur Charakteristik der talmudischen Ethik.
6. P. 8 ed. Baumgarten : “ Doubly is this so in our own days, ” etc.
The old complaint on the degenerac }'-of the present and the implied regret
for the passing of the “ good old times .” Jellinek has collected these com¬
plaints from the writings of nearly every age and land in an Atzereth
sermon published in his “ Predigten .” Leopold Loew has another such col¬
lection in Gesammelte Schriften , vol. i., “ Ueber den Indifferentismus ” :
“Mere knowledge , something that neither ennobles the character . . .
which seems to trouble you.” T he touch -stone of truth and learning is its
tendency to make for holiness . ’Tis but too true , however , that very often
mere visionary and pilpulistic quibblings were worshiped . Largely it is so
to -day , and that in so-called “ liberal ” circles . Outspoken men like
Bachya , however , who rated such knowledge at its true worth , were never
wanting . Zunz has collected their protests in one of the later chapters of
Die Gottesdienstlichen Vortraege. Moses Chayim Luzzatto , ca. 1725,
in the introduction to The Path of the Righteous , and in his Estimate
gf the Haggadah reprinted
(
in the Wilna , Romm edition , of the Midrashim ), is especially bitter . An instance among the extreme moderns is
Josephine Lazarus . In her “ The Spirit of Judaism ” she bewails the fact
that Jewish magazines and newspapers present either what is only of
fleeting interest in communal and charitable affairs , or else busy them¬
selves with microbitic archaeology—but nothing that speaks to the spirit.
7. niijpta pna

8. P. 12a. ed. Baumgarten.
9. Cf. T . K. Cheyne’s opening sentences of the preface to his translation
of the Psalms in Appleton ’s Parchment Library : “ The best introduction
to the Psalter is the practice of free and unconstrained private devotion .”
Possessing that , an incorrect , halting version will be helpful . Without it,
all the mechanical devices for producing devotion —even a “ rainbow
Bible ”—will be worse than useless.
10. The epithet is Steinschneider ’s.
See p. 6 of his Die Fremdsprachlichen Elemente im Neuhebraeischen u . ihre Benutzungfuer
die
Linguistik, Prag , 1845.
11. Perhaps the following fact brought to light by Steinschneider will
help even the ordinary reader to appreciate the sterling moral stamina of
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these men : “ So far , we have not yet found even one among all the trans¬
lations , over a thousand made during the Middle Ages , that has been
done for pay or hire !”
12. a. The Karaites , or “ Scripturalists, ” a Jewish sect founded by
Anan in the eighth century . They rejected the Talmud . There remain to
this day , some four thousand , in the Crimea.
b. While the Chaboth thus early became a book of the entire J ewish
people, it does not seem at first to have been fully appreciated by the
learned . Cf. N. Bruell , Jahrbuecher f . Jued . Gesch. u. Lit .,\ ., p . 76. Maimonides , Ibn Ezra , Kimchi , Nachmanides , Meiri, quote him only once, if
at all. Eleasar of Worms plagiarizes but does not name him . Berachya
Nakdan (according to J. Jacobs , identical with Benedict the Punctator of
Oxford ) is the first to quote him by name.
13. nm !>n nmn - This translation of the Chaboth by Ibn Tibbon is
probably the second book ever translated from the Arabic into Hebrew,
which accounts for the slow movement and lack of elegance in Ibn
Tibbon ’s version . Ibn Tibbon ’s “ Translators ’ Preface ” (pp. 2 a and b, 5
a and b, ed. Baumgarten ) becomes the programme for all the succeeding
translators . In it lie complains of the difficulty of the subject ; he excuses
the new forms which the poverty of the Hebrew language in philosophical
terms necessitates . Even the translation of the Chaboth is thus epochmaking . See Steinschneider , Heb . Uebers. 215.
§
Joseph Kimchi also produced a translation of the Chaboth, which is
of a more belletristic nature than Ibn Tibbon ’s. It was soon lost, however.
The few fragments found by Zunz have been republished in Jellinek ’s
edition of the Chaboth (Leipsic, 1846).
14. Nothing unusual for the Jew . “ The Ethics of the Fathers ” has
for ages been included in the Sabbath afternoon service . Selections from
Bachya were arranged for the Ten Days of Penitence.
15. The writer of these lines hopes to translate it for the first time
into English as soon as the Arabic original appears.
“Over sixty editions are enumerated in Hebrew Bibliographies.
The full significance of these figures can only be appreciated if we had
some such statistics as to the Jewish reading public as , e, g ., Judge Sulz¬
berger , with a lucidity unique to the man , presented in his recent Decen¬
nial Address . A standard of measurement is absolutely indispensable - something I cannot even attempt to give on board of a ship bound for
South Africa . The following figures , clipped from the New York Times
Saturday Review of August 13th, may help us somewhat . The subject
is Don Quixote , the great book of Spain : “ The language of eulogy has
been exhausted over that work of Miguel de Cervantes , which for two
hundred years has been the delight of mankind in a degree such as no
other book has ever approached .” Besides being one of the most popular
works the world ever produced , it was at all times ranked by critics as
one of the five chief books in all literatures , the other four being the Iliad,
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the Book of Job, the Divine Comedy and King Lear . The book has been
translated into every European tongue , not excluding Turkish . Yet a
Don Quixote Bibliography down to 1874 would show that this universal
favorite of the civilized world , that this world-classic , has , all in all, under¬
gone only 278 editions . Measured by this standard , the sixty editions of
the Chaboth is a surprisingly large number . It proves the absolute sway
this book must have exercised over the hearts of the Jewish people, as well
as the well-nigh total absence of illiteracy among them . The Jews have
ever been “ the people of books.”
16. One of the apocryphal tractates , of an edifying nature , treating
of good manners , conduct , etc.
17. L . Lazarus , Zur Charakt . d. 1'alm. Ethik. pp . 5- 9.
Zunz has collated a few of the pearls to be found in the Jewish moral¬
ists from the nth - i4th centuries , all uninfluenced by any but Biblical and
Talmudic sources . At a time when anti -social interpolations into the
Jewish code would have been justified by the systematic and diabolic
attempts at annihilation undertaken against them , the broad humanitarianism of these rabbis is simply unsurpassable . Zunz's selection is found
in English translation in “ Jewish Characteristics, ” published by the old
American Jewish Publication Society.
iS. L . Lazarus , Zur Charakt ., etc ., p. 25, note.
19. Cf. Lector Friedmann , Drei Gottesdienstliche Vortraege
(Vienna , 1892), p. 9.
n ^DJO(Messilath Yesharim) , a short ethico-ascetic book
20.
of rare beauty . It is more interesting to-day than it ever was, as it is fast
assuming a semi-canonical character in the eyes of the “ Men of Morals,"
(“IDID^ in ) Baale Mussar, a sect-in-the-making in Russia, founded some
twenty years ago by R . Israel Salanter.
21. D^YDn 1SD, Sejer Chassidim —Best edition by Wistinetzki , and
published by the Mekilze Nirdamim. Guedemann has written a sympa¬
thetic characterization of this mystic book.
“Geographical Judaism ” is more or less a reality . It would, however,
require a great deal of scholarship , coupled with ethnic psychological
training , to explain why Spanish Judaism has found its ethical expression
in the Chaboth Ha -lebaboth , German Judaism in the Sefer Chassidim and
Italian Judaism in the Messilath Yesharim (or would Leo Modena’s
I 'zemach Lsaddik better typify a synagogue which two hundred years
ago allowed a z-abbi to speak of the “ divine Diana ” in the pulpit ?). We
doubt not but some day it will be done.
Ijp, Kav Hayoschar ,
JWiO , Reskitk Chochmah ,
22. nD3n
both written about 250 years ago . Cf. Prof. I). H. Mueller , Haschachar,
iii. 410, note.
(
23. Dr . Martin Schreiner , Der Kalam in der jued . Liter at ur Ber¬
lin, r8q5) , p. 26. The originator of the phrase in Arabic circles was Abn -l~
Hudejl -al-Allaf , a Mutazilitic theologian.
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24- wn
—“ Unity, ” in the neo -Hebrew philosophical idiom, is
a synonym of “ Godhead .”
25. Kaufmann , Die Theologie d. Bachja ibn Pakudak, p . 25.
26. Winter -Wuensche , Jued . Liter at ur, vol . ii., pp. 715- 722. To all
intents and purposes , God, according to Bachya , is “ unknowable .” He
has in this chapter some remarkable views as to the value of anthropomor¬
phisms in the education of the human race.
Bachya has at all times been severely criticised for having written this
Gate on the Godhead. Its abstract nature renders it altogether out of
place in a book for the people. Even Bachya excuses himself for includ¬
ing it, and advises any reader who is not metaphysically inclined to pass
it over. Prof. Kaufmann , however , makes the following apology for it:
“ Ein Werk das in alien seinen Theilen die Forderung vortragt , unser
Denken und Handeln mit den Gedanken an Gott zu durchdringen ohne
Auseinandersetzung ueber Gott , waere ein Gebaeude ohne Grundlage .”
Perhaps its inclusion was only due to the Jewish belief that ignorance can
never be the mother of devotion —a belief which led the philosopher
Joseph ibn Zaddick (1070- 1149) to declare that without a philosophical
knowledge of God, men , despite their good deeds , are mere idolators.
Wisdom is the only source of goodness . That Bachya was a fervent fol¬
lower of this idea can be seen from the following sentences taken from
the preface : 1‘One day I approached a man esteemed for his knowledge
of the Torah , and asked him concerning the duties of the heart . He
answered that in all such matters Tradition ought to take the place of
Reflection. Very true , I replied , for all such as have no time to reflect for
themselves —women, for example ; or for such as have no capability to
Understand them , as simpletons or children . But whoever through sheer
carelessness or indolence refrains to gain a clear understanding of all
traditional teachings has done something for which sure punishment
awaits him .” (P. 8b.-9a., ed. Baumgarten .)
27. nj 'nan uyty.
2S. A curious figure in Jewish history : preacher , poet, controversial¬
ist , autobiographer and crypto -infidel ; a great intellect , coupled with a
weak will and no character . For his unique theory that the universe is a
result of Divine sport , see the opening chapters of his Kol Sachal , ed.
Reggio , and also an article on this theory of Leo Modena’s, in Kobak’s
Jeschurun , ii, pp . 19-23 (German portion ). The writer of these lines
believes himself to have been the only one to celebrate the 250th anniver¬
sary of his death , on March 18th last , by an address.
29. 3d Gate, Q'nftK mnj w4th “
prmn w.
5tn “
npy»n Tirr w6th “
njrjan ny&
y7th “
nawnn -w8th “
fc
?E>jn ittfcn w-
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gth Gate ,
JWn &n TK >.
ioth ••
"i nana *w30. Pirgue A both, vi., 3.
31. L. Dukes ’ Zur Kenntniss der Neuhebraeischen Poesie , p. 84- 100.
32. See Abodath Israel, by Drs . Szold and Jastrow : Memorial Ser¬
vice for the Day of Atonement . This Admonition to the Soul is a classic
example of Hebrew hymnology , dealing with the human side of the
primer . Michael Sachs has reproduced its movement and manner ; see
Chaboth, ed. Baumgarten , pp. xxxviii .- xl. On pp. xxiv.- xxxvii . of the
same edition will be found Bachya ’s Supplication (Tochecha) for the Peni¬
tential Season, with a preface by Samuel David Luzzatto.
33- James Seth , A Study of Ethical

Principles,

pp . 160- 164.

34. On asceticism in Jewish thought , see Schechter ’s “ Rabbinical
Conception of Holiness, ” in J . Q. R. ; L. Dukes ’ Zur Kenntniss, etc.
pp. 84- 94.
On monastic celibacy , see Abraham bar Chiyya’s Hegyon Nefesh, ed.
Freimann , p. 37 a.
On the Akeda , see Dukes ’ Zur Kenntniss d. Neuhebraeischen Poesie,
p. 57- This subject and others kindred to it , on the border -line between
Judaism and Christianity , still await the scholar who shall trace the
extent of their infiltration into Judaism . Wuensche and Dalmann have
both treated them , but not with the absolute impartiality these subjects
require.
The quotation from the Jerusalem Talmud is found at the end of
Kiddushin ,
x^l IDT rmiOB' HOb h]3 IUK'IH p
TMy. Leo¬
pold Loew has collected some anti -ascetic sentiments of the Rabbis.
Gesammelte Schriften, i, 101- 103. Israel Baalshem , when he made
‘‘Cheerfulness ” a cardinal virtue (see Schechter , Studies in fudaism, pp.
31. 32) >was not such a revolutionist , after all .

The Jew has at all times

sanctified the Sabbath with wine!
35. A. Geiger , Die Ethische Grundlage des Buches ueber die Her¬
zenspflichten, in ed. Baumgarten , pp. xiii.- xxii.
36. Chaboth, ed . Baum. p. 130 and 135.
37. Chap . iv. of Gate Nine . p. 132, ed. Baumgarten.
38. Cf . a similar remark made by Dr . Huntington , Bishop of Central
New Yerk , on the present value of a’Kempis’s Imitation, in “ Aids to the
Devout Life .” (New York : Longmans , 1898.)
39. Pirque Aboth , IV , 24.
40. See Schechter ’s Rabbinic Conception of Holiness , in the
/ . Q. R.
41. Cf. Maimonides , Mishne Torah , HU . Teshubah, chap . x. What
a vindication against that eternal talk of Judaism being based on fear!
But prejudices die hard , and especially those against Judaism . Many are
they who still firmly believe that in regard to Judaism one need be neither
logical nor fair . For many centuries to come we must find comfort in the
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words of the Preacher ; “ The things that have been are the things that

be.”
42. I cannot at present remember where I first found this idea devel¬
oped. Jost, in his Geschichte des [ udenthums und seiner Sekten vol. ii.,
chapter “ Halacha,” towards the close of the Talmudic period, has some
very instructive pages on the subject. The quotation is from Berachoth,
6 and 7. A later Mystic Collection puts it more poetically; “ Sandalphon
binds the Tephillin on the head of the Rock of Ages.” (Yalkut Reubeni,
Bereshith.)
43. Walter Pater’s Diaphanite, in his Miscellaneous Studies.
44. Ibid.
45. Ibid.
will

ADDITIONAL NOTES.
By George Alexander Kohut.
While the above essay was in the press, its author was speeding to
his destination in South Africa, and could not devote time and attention
to revising the proofs. Most of the notes, as he himself has stated, were
hastily written aboard ship and forwarded to the publisher by the pilot
of his outgoing vessel. As may be expected, there are some few discre¬
pancies in style and accuracy which these extraordinary circumstances
will justify. At the suggestion of a mutual friend, I made bold to edit the
essay, and in token of my esteem for its worthy author, to carefully verify
every citation, supply the necessary references, and add a few annotations
to the text and notes, which, I trust, may not be thought out of place. A
list of the most glaring misprints in the text are given in the footnote.*
Dr. Hertz’s splendid resume of the ethical value of Bachya’s Guide to
the Duties of the Heart will be found to sustain in every way his wellearned reputation as a clear thinker and a thorough analytical student. It
is on a level with his other writings, notably his dissertation on the
“ Ethical System of James Martineau.” In securing the services of Rabbi
Hertz, the Johannesburg Jewish community has gained a modern scholar,
not a mere dry-as-dust delver in books, whose sympathies are as keen as his
character is pure, and whose curriculum vita is summed up in his own
words, quoted on page 24. May he wax
in working for Israel
and the “ Wissenschaft des Judenthums!”
1. P. 18, 1. 17: The argument from Nature to prove nature’s God,
together with the other similes cited by Bachya in the same connection,
are translated into English in Tracts p
■ublished by the Jewish Associa¬
tion for the Diffusion of Religious Knowledge.First
(
year, 5621, 5622,
[i860, ’61] ; London)—a publication containing other selections from the
Choboth halebaboth, for the first time done into English. In a note to the
extract illustrating the evidence of God in nature, attention is called to
the singular fact that, in his “ Natural Theology,” Paley, who wrote about
six centuries after our author, followsa precisely similar line of argument
deduced from a like illustration. Not having the work within reach, I
cannot verify the statement. It is a curious coincidence worth pointing

out, however.

* Errata : P. 8, 1. 12 from top, read between instead of among; p. 12,
1. 2 f. b., omit the ; p. 14, l. 16 f. t., read die man hat ; ibid., 1. 23, read
needed to make mention instead of hardly ever make mention; p . 16, 1.
12, omit Jewish ; p. 17, 1. 11-12, read to-day ; p . 21, 1. 3 f. b., read Perishuth; p. 23, 1. 12, omit are ; p. 24, 1. 12, read, things is required , so that
we place.
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2. Plato ’s reminiscence of pre -existence , referred to on p. 21, lines 7
ff., is probably the idea developed in an old tradition printed in Jellinek ’s
Beth Hammedrash , vol. i. ( 1853). Cf. Loew’s Lebensalter in der jued.
Literatur Szegedin
(
, 1875), and Dr . S. Schechter ’s excellent essay on
“The Child in Jewish Literature, ” in his Studies in Judaism 1896
(
) , p.
285. De Quincey , in bis “ Additions to the Confessions ot an Opiumeater, ” commenting upon Wordsworth ’s “ Ode to Immortality, ” uncon¬
sciously echoes the same sentiment :
. . . What voices he heard most
frequently , murmuring through the cells of his infantine brain , were
echoes of the great realities , which , as a new -born infant , he had just
quitted ,” etc ., etc. Victor Hugo , in his sublime verses on Prayer (Ma
fille , va prier / ) , dwells on the same idea . See Warner ’s Library of the
World 's Best Literature, vol . xiii., pp. 727-729.
3. P. 24, 1. 8 and note 42: About God praying and the mystic
(anthropomorphic ) references to Tefillin and the angels , see Kohler ’s
article on the “ Testament of Job, ” in Semitic Studies to the Memory of
Alexander Kohut Berlin
(
, 1897), pp. 289, 290, and my notes thereto , in
ibidem, pp . 611, 612.
4. Notes : To the Bibliography on Bachya maybe added the excellent
essay of Dr . N, Bruell, in fahrbuecher, vols . v. and vi. (1883), p. 71 seq.,
where , in discussing the history of Jewish ethical literature in the Middle
Ages , some interesting and suggestive parallels are drawn . To the refer¬
ences given by Dr. Hertz in the introduction to the Notes maybe added
the ’following : L. Dukes , Zur Rab &inischen Spruchkunde Vienna
(
, 1851),
pp. 72, 73; Steinschneider , Jewish Literature London
(
, 1857), pp. 101,
161 and notes ; Bodleian Catalogue Berlin
(
, i 852-’6o), pp. 780-3 ; S. Munk.
Notice Stir Rabbi Saadia Gaon Paris
(
, 1858), pp. 4, 5, 45; Melanges de
Philosophic fuive et Arabe Paris
(
, 1857) , p. 482, n. 3; Le Guide des
Egares , vol. i., pp . 339, n. ; 239, n . ; 252, n. ; 440, n. ; iii., 78n. ; Karpeles,
Geschichte d. jued . Liter. Berlin
(
, 1886) , vol. i., pp. 483-486; Bacher , Die
Bibelexegese der jued . Religionsphilosophen . . . . vor Mai .nuni
(Strassburg , 1892), pp. 56-81 [very important ] ; J . Derenbourg , “ Un Livre
inconnu de R. Bahia ben Joseph, ” in Revue des Etudes Juives, t . xxv.
(1892), pp. 248-250. For bibliographic details see the standard reference
books of the bibliographers , especially Zunz and Steinschneider.
The reciprocal literary relations of Bachya and his contemporaries,
critically examined , would be a very interesting contribution to a forthcom¬
ing edition and translation of his ethical treatise . Perhaps Dr . Hertz will
consider this suggestion in his contemplated edition.
5. Note 5.—An interesting parallel to Bachya ’s utterances on devo¬
tion in prayer maybe found in Gazali’s “ Revival of the Sciences .” He
says : “ It is evident that the presence of the heart (fervor , devotion ) is
the soul of prayer .” (Cf. Schreiner , in the Hungarian periodical Magyar
Zsido Szemle, vol. v., p. 338; Bacher , Die Bibelexegese, etc ..[vide supra,
note 4], p. 57, n . Bachya makes the same remark in his Duties of the
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Heart , viii, , 3, p. 105a. We note in passing that the famous Jewish
adage , “ Prayer without devotion is like a body without a soul,” often
wrongly ascribed to the Talmud (see Rev . Henry Cohen’s Talmudic
Sayings , 1894, p. 66), is to be found quoted a hundred years earlier than
Isaac Arama , whom Steinthal accredits as the first to mention the saying
verbatim . On the strength of it , he would give the proverb a Spanish
origin . The famous Karaite , Ahron b . Elijah , cites the sentence in his
compendium Gan Eden , p. 70, written anno 1354 in Constantinople (see
Fuerst , Gesch. d. Karaerthums, p . 262,) or a century prior to Arama , I.
Loew, in an article published in the above-named Hungarian periodical,
vol. iv., p. 606, enumerates other authorities who quote this remarkable
adage . He also calls attention to the fact that the word
means
purpose , intention , in Mishnaic Hebrew , and that it occurs but once in the
Mishna {Erubin iv . 4), and often in the Bar ait has and the Tossephta ,
The verb jlia , meaning devotion , occurs frequently . Cf. f.e. Berachoth ,
5, 1, 31a-

The indebtedness of Bachya to Algazali (1059-1111) was pointed out
by Kaufman in the essay cited by Dr. Hertz , p. 21, n. 1 (cf. also ZDMG .,

xxx., 363) : Rosin , Die Ethik des Maimonides, p . 13, and Bacher , op. cit .,
pp. 56-57. The subject merits a more thorough investigation.
6. Note 5: Bachya’s recently recovered work , Reflections on the Soul ,
edited by Brovde two years ago , has many things in common with
Gabirol . A comparison between Bachya and Gabirol can only be made
when the Arabic texts of the Chaboth, the Reflections and the Tikkun
Midoth Hannephesh now
(
in course of publication by Rev . Stephen
S. Wise , of New York) will have been carefully collated . Dr . M. Schreiner,
with his usual acumen , has pointed out some striking parallels in his
review of Bioyde ’s edition , in Zeitsch .f . hebraeische Bibliographic ., vol.
i., no. 6, pp. 121- 128. His references and conclusions are very valuable
to the student of these mediseval authors . See on the newly discovered
work of Bachya’s, Kaufmann in REJ ., vol . xxvii ., p. 271 seq. : and Dr.
J. Guttmann ’s essay : “ Eine bisher unbekannte den Bachja Ibn Pakuda
Zugeeignete Schrift, ” in Monatsckriflt f . Gesch. und Wissensch . d.
Judenth. vol . xli., pp. 241-256.
7. Note 7: The Arabic title of the Chaboth reads :
.TXin ^X 2X713
8. Note 16: On the origin and composition of the Talmudic tractate
Derech Eretz, Dr . S. Krauss has just written a remarkable study . See
Revue des Etudes Juives, t . xxxvi . (1898), pp. 27-46; 205-221, and t.
xxxvii.
9. Note 28; On Modena a very interesting and fairly thorough biog¬
raphy (Charakterbild ), has recently appeared from the pen of an Ameri¬
can Jewish scholar , N. S. Libowitz (New York , 1896). See Brody’s
review in Z. f. heb . Bibl ., vol . i., p. 133-5.
10. Note 34: The genial humor and happy buoyancy of the Baals hem
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are exquisitely drawn in Zangwill’s sketch on the “ Master of the Name,’
in Dreamers of the Ghetto1898
(
), pp. 262 ff.
Owing to lack of time and space, I could not add several other notes
and references. I hope that Dr. Hertz will find leisure, despite his arduous
Rabbinical duties, to give us the Duties of the Heart in an English dress.
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